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Abstract
Lifeline infrastructure network functionality is key for community operation and
safety, especially after natural disasters, such as earthquakes. Thus, this dissertation discusses seismic risk analysis of distributed lifeline infrastructure networks and
mitigation strategies informed by this risk analysis to limit the impacts of future
earthquakes. First, this thesis proposes an end-to-end framework that encompasses
seismic hazard characterization, network performance estimation, and network component retrofit selection. This thesis proceeds to analyze and propose methods within
each of these modules to maximize fidelity while maintaining computational palatability for application to large complex networks. A comparative analysis of techniques
for the simulation of ground motion amplitude fields is performed to determine the
optimal method. The results designate Circulant Embedding to be a computationally superior method and identify trade-offs in terms of computational efficiency and
applicability with other techniques. Then, risk informed heuristics for network component retrofit selection are proposed and evaluated against existing methods. The
findings demonstrate that the proposed risk informed metrics combined with existing
heuristics—specifically, the Tempered Pipe Participation Factor combined with the
Risk Achievement Worth—yield superior retrofit selection, indicating the value of the
integration of risk analysis to pipe importance estimation. Finally, statistical learning
techniques are applied to the estimation of network performance, and their potential
to be a computationally efficient supplement or replacement of physics based models
iv

is evaluated. This work identifies a strategy that may adequately estimate network
performance at a fraction of the computational expense compared to full physical
models. Ultimately, this dissertation contributes to the large body of research regarding the reliability of lifeline infrastructure networks exposed to natural hazards.
The framework established here provides a foundation for risk informed mitigation
strategies for real life complex networks in pursuit of resilient communities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Lifeline infrastructure network functionality is key for community operation and
safety. For example, the widespread blackout in India in 2012 interrupted train and
retail operations, crippled potable water delivery, trapped 200 miners, and impacted
health care services [4]. Prolonged disruption of networks is considered one of the
primary factors of socio-economic losses in disasters [5–10]. Additionally, post disaster network operability are critical in maintaining community safety after the event.
Engineers must be able to access structures to evaluate their safety and integrity,
while essential health care facilities rely on the functionality of power, water, and
wastewater systems to maintain their services [11, 12]. In the case of earthquakes,
while strong ground motion induces heavy damage to structures, a significant source
of damage may be attributed to fires following the earthquake [13, 14]. Fires following
earthquakes necessitate the survival of the water supply system to combat these fires
and minimize conflagration.
Moreover, network reliability and resilience to natural disasters is essential for the
resilience of a society—the ability to cope with and quickly recover from the impacts
1
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of the event [15, 16]. A reliable and resilient network minimizes damage and hastens
the restoration of its components, as well as facilitates the recovery of other infrastructure networks due to significant operational interdependencies between networks [e.g.
17, 18]. Thus, this work focuses on mitigation strategies to facilitate the resilience of
infrastructure networks, with a focus on the seismic risk mitigation of water distribution networks. However, resource and time constraints limit the scope of possible
mitigation actions and necessitates the efficiency and effectiveness of limited retrofits.
To determine the best retrofit actions, the performance of the network subjected to
future hazards must be well understood.
The analysis of infrastructure network performance for the subsequent determination of seismic mitigation decisions is a nontrivial task, due to the complexity and
uncertainties associated with seismic hazard and infrastructure network operation.
One simple strategy for the seismic reliability assessment of networks is to observe
the sensitivity of network performance to varying ground motion intensity [e.g. 19–22].
While computationally inexpensive, these methods do not reflect real earthquakes.
Alternatively, recordings of ground motion amplitudes may be used [e.g. 23]. However, these recordings are site specific, and the set of available scenarios may not
be representative of future earthquakes or probabilistically describe the uncertainty
associated with the hazard. Another prominent strategy is to use median values or
with a fixed epsilon (i.e. median values plus a certain standard deviation applied
to all locations) associated with small deterministic sets of ground motion scenarios
calculated using ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) [e.g. 24–32]. However,
using only ground motion fields with a fixed epsilon is insufficient and unrealistic as
this describes perfect correlation [33–37], and will often lead to underestimation of
losses due to the lognormality of ground motion [37]. Park et al. [38] reports that
ignoring or underestimating spatial correlation overestimates frequent losses and underestimates rare ones. Thus, this work pursues a seismic risk analysis methodology
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that probabilistically describes future earthquake occurrence and uses ground motion
fields that properly reflect ground motion variability and spatial correlation.
Probabilistic seismic risk analysis for individual structures may be performed following the PEER framework [39, 40]. However, the application of such an analysis
to infrastructure systems is more challenging due to the hazard assessment requiring
the integration of ground motion variability and spatial correlation as well as the
complex interaction between network components. In lieu of a closed form solution of
the PEER framework integral, many opt for a Monte Carlo simulation strategy that
considers the entire range of possible hazard scenarios and samples ground motion amplitude fields for each scenario to capture between event and within event variability
[e.g. 9, 16, 41–45]. Such strategies are typically associated with high computational
requirements, attributed to the complexity and scale of such simulations, impeding
its application to network reliability analysis in practice; however, the methodological fidelity of this strategy is desired to maximize the effectiveness and validity of
subsequent seismic mitigation decisions.
This dissertation proposes an end-to-end simulation analysis framework that performs probabilistic seismic hazard analysis of water distribution systems for the purpose of informing retrofit selection of pipelines. Moreover, this dissertation proposes
methods that attempt to mitigate the computational barriers of probabilistic analysis
and remain tractable for the analysis of large complex spatially distributed networks.
This framework and the proposed methods are demonstrated on a real life case study
network, the Auxiliary Water Supply System of San Francisco [46]. Additionally, an
ongoing study applies the concepts discussed in this thesis to Shelby County, Tennessee. Ultimately, this dissertation integrates and facilitates the most current and
rigorous strategies such to best pursue resilient communities.
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Objectives

The primary objectives of this research are the following:
1. Systematize and justify the application of probabilistic analysis on infrastructure network reliability assessment.
2. Integrate seismic risk of network components to enable risk informed retrofit
selection.
3. Develop tractable models for the analysis of large complex networks while maintaining probabilistic rigor and capturing the physics of the problems to best
replicate reality.
Ultimately, this work aims to integrate the best and current methods for the
seismic risk assessment and mitigation of infrastructure networks in pursuit of resilient
communities.

1.3

Scope and Areas of Contribution

The proposed framework for the integration of probabilistic seismic risk analysis of
networks into mitigation decisions is composed of three primary modules: ground
motion amplitude field simulation for regional probabilistic seismic hazard analysis,
performance estimation of infrastructure networks subjected to perturbations from
seismic hazards, and pipeline retrofit selection. This dissertation contributes and
proposes techniques in each of these modules in pursuit of the primary objectives of
this research.
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Ground Motion Amplitude Field Simulation

Currently, commonly used methods for ground motion amplitude field simulation
involve the direct sampling of the residuals from an assumed multivariate normal
distribution. This is performed in one of two ways: the entire field is calculated in a
single step, or portions of the field are simulated in sequence [43, 47]. The single step
approach is currently implemented in OpenQuake, a suite of open source software
from the Global Earthquake Model (GEM) for seismic hazard and risk analysis [48,
49]. Markhvida et al. [50] also utilize the single step approach to simulate independent
fields. However, these methods exhibit high computational expense for large fields
[2, 51], and since probabilistic analysis of spatially distributed infrastructure systems
require numerous simulations of large ground motion fields, this serves as a barrier
to such an analysis.
To address this limitation, this research explores alternate techniques for the simulation of ground motion fields that are more computationally efficient while maintaining accuracy to mitigate this barrier. These methods are prominent in other
applications, including hydrology, hydrogeology, and meteorology [51–54], but have
not yet been widely applied to the simulation of ground motion fields. A comparative analysis is performed to assess whether these techniques may serve as viable
alternatives to the currently used methods.

1.3.2

Infrastructure Network Performance Estimation

Numerous options for the estimation of network performance exist in the literature.
One prominent strategy is to model the network as a topological graph, in which
network components are modeled as nodes and links [e.g. 22, 23, 27, 55–60]. Damaged
components are removed from the graph, and the connectivity between the source
nodes and the consumption nodes describes the performance of the network. While
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computationally efficient, the results from these methods may exhibit a disparity
from physics based models [61]. Improved alternatives include network flows models
[e.g. 62, 63], which consider production and consumption quantities as well as link
capacities, but these too have limitations [64]. Thus, many opt for physics based
models that simulate the distribution of resources through the network according
to the physical attributes of network components as well as the governing physical
equations [e.g. 19, 24, 25, 30, 65–74, 74–110]. However, physical models are typically
computationally expensive to process, which is exacerbated by the size and complexity
of the networks combined with the number of calculations required for a probabilistic
analysis.
To retain the fidelity of the physics based models while mitigating the computational expense, this work explores the application of statistical learning methods
to the estimation of network performance. The aim would be to use physics based
models to generate initial data to train statistical models that may estimate network
performance in a more computationally efficient manner. Previous research have applied statistical learning using hazard and network parameters [111] or using network
component fragilities [112] as predictor variables. However, due to the variability of
the impacts from particular scenarios, the spatial correlation of the performance of
network components, and the desire of scalability to large networks, this research
proposes to summarize the impacts of network component damage through a set of
explanatory metrics that capture the functionality the network. These metrics are
then used as the predictor variables for a statistical learning model that predicts
network performance. Other research have correlated topological and/or flow based
metrics to network controllability features [113], network performance estimates [114],
and network component importance estimation [115]. This work aims to construct
models to predict network performance for use in probabilistic analysis and assesses
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its adequacy in subsequent risk informed retrofit selection. The computational savings and predictive power of these models are evaluated to determine their ability to
supplement or replace physics based models.

1.3.3

Risk Informed Network Retrofit Selection

The selection of retrofits to best mitigate impacts to network functionality given limited resources in a nontrivial task that has been studied for some time. One simple
strategy is to enumerate a number of possibilities and select the most effective one
[e.g. 116, 117]. Another prominent strategy is to apply optimization methods, which
have been used in the design [e.g. 103–110, 118], retrofitting [e.g. 119–125], and recovery [e.g. 63, 123, 124] of networks. While effective, the computational requirements
of these methods become prohibitively expensive for large, complex networks. An
alternate strategy would be to estimate the importance of network components using heuristics and selecting those most important components to retrofit. Heuristics
include pipe flow rates and the associated uncertainties [126], flow based metrics in
combination with graph theory metrics [115, 127], and other measures that capture
the component’s singular impact to network performance [128–130]. However, few
existing metrics integrate considerations of seismic risk and fragility of network components into its importance estimate. Davis and Giovinazzi [131] stress the necessity
of hazard identification and component fragility assessment in the development of
retrofit decisions for resilient water supply systems. Additionally, these metrics do
not capture joint effects, in which simultaneous failures of components yield greater
impact to the network than what is captured from individual failures.
This work proposes and evaluates a set of heuristics for retrofit selection that combines seismic hazard analysis with component criticality to network functionality to
obtain risk informed retrofitting decisions. This integration is performed in a manner
that captures both component probability of failures and the effects of joint failures.
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Additionally, the proposed strategy aims to remain tractable for the application to
large complex networks. The retrofit selection produced by this framework is evaluated against existing strategies for retrofit selection to demonstrate the value of the
methods proposed in this work.

1.4

Organization

This thesis explores these contributions in the remaining five chapters.
Chapter 2 presents an end-to-end analysis and simulation framework that integrates probablistic seismic hazard analysis into network reliability analysis and subsequent retrofit selection. The proposed framework encompasses ground motion amplitude field simulation for probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, infrastructure network
performance estimation, and efficient retrofit selection. The framework is demonstrated on the case study network, the Auxiliary Water Supply System (AWSS) of
San Francisco. The results include a hazard consistent set of simulated ground motion amplitude fields, estimates of network performance due to seismic risk, and risk
informed retrofit selection that exhibits performance superior to existing methods.
Chapter 3 identifies a number of techniques for ground motion amplitude field
simulation and performs a comparative analysis to determine the optimal method.
The analysis considers how well the method can produce fields that replicate the
intended spatial correlation structure, the computational expense for each method,
and the convenience in application. The results designate a computationally superior
method and identify trade-offs in terms of computational efficiency and the applicability between techniques commonly used for ground motion field simulation and
techniques prominent in other applications.
Chapter 4 proposes a set of risk informed pipe importance heuristics for the
identification of efficient and effective retrofits. The proposed metrics are evaluated
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against existing heuristics for pipe importance in terms of the effectiveness of their
resulting retrofit selection. The results demonstrate that the proposed risk informed
metrics combined with existing heuristics yields superior retrofit selection, indicating
the value of the integration of risk analysis to pipe importance estimation.
Chapter 5 applies a statistical learning technique, Random Forests, to the evaluation of network performance. Random forest models are constructed to predict
network performance given a set of predictor variables. Two strategies are explored:
a strategy using network component state as predictor variables, and a strategy using
network metrics as predictor variables. The results indicate that a metric based strategy may adequately estimate network performance at a fraction of the computational
expense compared to full physical models.
Chapter 6 summarizes the primary contributions of this research and discusses
potential limitations of the presented results as well as avenues for future work.
Finally, these chapters are supplemented by two appendices. Appendix A provides additional discussion on alternate procedures and explorations that may be
applied in the framework presented in Chapter 2. Appendix B presents additional
results and analysis from the application of the framework in Chapter 2 and the statistical learning methods discussed in Chapter 5 to another case study network—the
interdependent water and power networks of Shelby County, Tennessee. Together
these appendices provide supplemental discussion and explorations of the topics presented in this dissertation.

Chapter 2
End-to-End Simulation and
Analysis Framework for Efficient
Seismic Retrofitting of Water
Supply Systems
Abstract
Maintaining the functionality, productivity, and safety of communities necessitates the seismic reliability of lifeline infrastructure networks. Selecting
retrofits that are both efficient in bolstering network performance and appropriate given the hazards present in the area of interest is a nontrivial task. This
chapter presents an end-to-end simulation and analysis framework to develop
risk-informed retrofits that address the uncertainties in ground motion simulation, network performance estimation, and retrofit prioritization in a structure
manner. Furthermore, this paper proposes a risk-informed retrofit heuristic
produced by this framework, the Tempered Pipe Participation Factor (TPPF).
The TPPF is a metric that assesses pipe importance by combining the notions

10
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of pipe criticality to network performance while considering the seismic hazard
and risk analysis performed by the aforementioned framework. A case study of
the Auxiliary Water Supply System of San Francisco is used to demonstrate the
proposed framework and retrofit heuristic. The observed improvement to network performance using risk-informed retrofits demonstrates the value of this
framework—and by extension the value of the integration of seismic hazard
analysis into retrofit planning.

2.1

Introduction

The functionality of lifeline infrastructure networks is critical for the functionality,
productivity, and safety of modern society—basic services such as power, water,
telecommunications, and roads allow businesses and households to operate, as well
as emergency services to be responsive. Natural hazards damage or destroy network
components, disrupting the normal operation of our communities. This issue is exacerbated by our continuously growing society, implying an increasing dependency
on lifeline infrastructure networks, and thus an increasing necessity of the reliability
and resilience of these networks to natural hazards. This notion prompts cities to
be cognizant of the state of their infrastructure networks and motivates action to
strengthen these networks to improve reliability against natural hazards. However,
assessing the reliability of networks exposed to seismic hazard is a nontrivial task
due to the uncertainties regarding future ground motions as well as the uncertainties
regarding the performance of networks and network components subjected to those
ground motions. Even more challenging is the task of identifying retrofit schemes
that effectively and efficiently bolster the reliability of the network. The ability to
characterize and manage these uncertainties are critical for effective mitigation actions.
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Substantial research has been performed and various models have been developed
in pursuit of characterizing and addressing the uncertainties regarding the seismic
performance of infrastructure networks. One prominent strategy is to utilize topological models of these networks [e.g. 22, 23, 27, 58–60]. Nodes and links of the network
are assigned a probability of failure according to the ground motion they experience.
Failed nodes and links are removed from the network topology, and performance is
assessed according to the connectivity between source nodes and consumption nodes.
Another strategy is to use physics based models that simulate the distribution of
resources through the network according to the physical attributes of network components as well as the governing physical equations [e.g. 65–67]. Network performance
is assessed by the extent of the satisfaction of demands on the network. Other models
include the application of machine learning methods to predict network performance
[e.g. 111] and input/output network flows model [e.g. 62, 63], which aim to be more
aligned with physics based models while reducing computational expense. The methods discussed here provide excellent insight with regards to assessing the performance
of networks subjected to natural hazards and may serve to inform retrofitting strategies to mitigate the impacts from future events. However, how these insights may be
applied to retrofitting actions has not been discussed in detail.
Similarly, many methodologies have been formulated for the retrofitting of networks. Significant research has been performed regarding the modeling of deterioration, fragility, and subsequent recommendation of rehabilitation of network components [e.g. 132, 133]. Another substantial area of research is the identification of
important network components through the use of heuristics that capture particular
properties of network components [e.g. 115, 126–130]. While these methods attempt
to capture pipe criticality to network performance, very few explicitly incorporate
seismic hazard considerations into the assessment. Emerging research pursues methods to integrate seismic reliability analysis into retrofit planning. One prominent
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methodology is to apply optimization methods to find strategies that minimize the
impacts to network performance or recovery costs [e.g. 119–122]. However, due to
the computational difficulties of optimization methods for large networks, heuristic
based retrofit selection methods that incorporate seismic hazard considerations are
still being sought after [e.g. 16, 31, 134, 135].
The objective of this work is to extend the research regarding the efficient retrofit
selection of network components in infrastructure systems, with a focus on the pipelines
of water supply systems, to mitigate the impacts from seismic hazards. The contributions of this work are twofold. First, this chapter presents an end-to-end simulation
and analysis framework that encompasses ground motion simulation, network component fragility, network modeling, and retrofit prioritization. The aim of this framework is to characterize uncertainties associated with each of those analysis stages, in
order to identify a risk-informed retrofit strategy in a structured manner. Second,
this work proposes a heuristic, the Tempered Pipe Participation Factor (TPPF), for
the selection of water pipeline retrofits. TPPF is a metric that assesses pipe importance by combining the notions of pipe criticality to network performance while being
informed by the seismic hazard and risk analysis performed by the aforementioned
framework. Both the proposed framework and the proposed retrofit heuristic, TPPF,
are demonstrated in this paper with a case study of the Auxiliary Water Supply
System (AWSS) of San Francisco.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 discusses how
lifeline networks are modeled, as well as introduces the case study network, the AWSS,
used to demonstrate the proposed methodology. Section 2.3 highlights the methodology for simulating ground motion maps used in this chapter. Section 2.4 describes
the procedure for modeling and estimating network performance used in this chapter.
Section 2.5 discusses the formulation of the TPPF and demonstrates its application to
retrofit scheme development. Section 2.6 summarizes the significance of the findings
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in this chapter, as well as briefly discusses opportunities for future work.

2.2

Description of Water Supply Networks and Case
Study Network

Lifeline network models simulate the conveyance of resources (such as electric power
and water), people, or information. Here, lifeline networks are modeled as a mathematical graph, denoted G, composed of a set of nodes (or vertices) V and a set of links
(or edges) E, expressed as G = (V, E). Nodes represent points in the network where
resources are introduced (source nodes), consumed (distribution nodes), or modified,
while links are pathways through which resources travel between nodes. E is often expressed as a set of node pairs describing the connection between those nodes. G may
be classified as a directed graph, in which the ordering of the elements in each link
within E denotes a specified direction of flow between nodes, or an undirected graph,
in which the elements in each link simply denote connection, and flow is allowed in
both directions.
To model water distribution networks, this work utilizes EPANET, software developed by the EPA [136]. Within EPANET, reservoirs and tanks are modeled as
source nodes in the network, all other junctions are modeled as distribution nodes,
and pipes, valves, and pumps are modeled as links. While the water distribution
network may be regarded as an undirected graph (as water is typically allowed to
flow in both directions), the settings of the valves and pumps may softly enforce a
particular direction of flow through particular pipes in the network.
To demonstrate the proposed framework, this chapter studies the Auxiliary Water
Supply System (AWSS) of San Francisco, as shown in Figure 2.1, constructed in response to the 1906 San Francisco earthquake for the purpose of fighting fires following
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Figure 2.1: Pipelines of the Auxiliary Water Supply System in San Francisco.
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earthquakes [46, 137].
The AWSS is composed of 6,261 nodes, including two tanks, one reservoir, and
two pump stations, and 6,307 pipe segments spanning 205 kilometers. Pipe material
is assumed to be 177 kilometers of cast iron pipe segments laid prior to 1970, and 33
kilometers of ductile iron laid after 1970, as assumed by SFPUC [138]. Water demands
in this network reflect fire-fighting demands due to a MW 7.9 North San Andreas
earthquake. These demands are used due to their availability, and appropriate ones
from smaller events were not available. The authors acknowledge that water demands
should change with the particular earthquake scenarios this network is subjected to,
but opt to fix demands to reflect the above described scenario for simplicity, as firefighting demand simulation is outside of the scope of this work.
The AWSS has been the subject of many previous studies [e.g. 41, 139–151].
Specifically: O’Rourke et al. [102] and Trautman et al. [101] analyzed the reliability
of the AWSS using pipe break rates from past earthquakes and demand driven hydraulic simulation; Khater et al. [19] performed hydraulic simulation that attempts
to address pressure deficits, and uniformly varied the ground shaking to simulate pipe
breaks and produce fragility curves for the AWSS; Khater and Grigoriu [97], Grigoriu et al. [98], Markov et al. [99], O’Rourke [100], and Markov et al. [24] apply
the program GISALLE to the AWSS to evaluate its performance due to a scenario
earthquake using hydraulic simulation; Scawthorn [93, 152] estimates the reliability
of the AWSS against the CAPSS scenario earthquakes using the program GIRAFFE.
Myerson and Symonds [117] employ GIRAFFE to evaluate three possible mitigation
strategies (involving additional storage, pumping, cisterns, and pipeline extensions)
such to maximize the performance of the AWSS against fire ignition due to a scenario
earthquake. This work extends these studies by evaluating the AWSS using probabilistic seismic hazard analysis and identifying an efficient set of pipeline retrofits.
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2.3

Generation of Ground Motion Maps

In determining the ground motion to subject to the case study network, this work
pursues the probabilistic risk assessment paradigm, which considers the entire range
of possible earthquake scenarios for the area of interest and generates ground motion
samples from each scenario to yield a hazard consistent collection of realistic ground
motion maps with associated occurrence rates that are representative of possible future events. While this paradigm is more computationally expensive than considering
a single scenario, it provides the probabilistic rigor desired for accurate loss estimation
and, subsequently, effective retrofit scheme development [16, 26, 43]. This procedure
may be summarized in the following steps:
Step 1. Generate a set of earthquake scenarios densely sampled from the entire
range of feasible events for the area of interest.
For probabilistic rigor, this collection of scenarios considers all faults, magnitudes,
rupture lengths, rupture locations, etc. To perform this task, this study utilizes
OpenSHA [153], an open source Java-based platform for conducting seismic hazard
analysis. The OpenSHA application allows the user to enter various inputs such
as an earthquake rupture forecast model and site locations, and returns a set of
scenarios pertinent to the area of interest. For San Francisco, OpenSHA generates
2,430 scenarios using the Uniform California Earthquake Forecast 2 model (UCERF2)
developed by the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP)
[154]. These scenarios consider all ruptures within 200 km of the area of interest, with
various increments of earthquake magnitudes, rupture lengths, and rupture locations.
Step 2. Calculate the median and dispersion of the intensity measures (IMs) at
all points of interest using ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) for each
scenario generated in Step 1.
In this study, the Boore and Atkinson (2008) [155] GMPE is used to calculate the
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median and dispersion of the peak ground velocity (PGV) in the San Francisco area
for the purpose of pipe damage simulation discussed later in this chapter. Parameters
required for this GMPE include the moment magnitude of the earthquake, fault type,
Joyner-Boore rupture to site distance, and the average shear wave velocity between
the depths of 0 and 30 meters (Vs30 ). The moment magnitude and fault type of each
scenario are collected from Step 1. The PGV values are evaluated in a rectangular
grid of sites in San Francisco, with 500-meter spacing between sites, and site to rupture
distances are calculated using the rupture locations collected in Step 1. This study
estimates Vs30 values using boring data in San Francisco [138].
Step 3. Simulate realizations of ground motion values over the area of interest using the median and dispersion parameters from Step 2, considering spatial
correlation between sites.
The ground motion values at each site are simulated according to Equation 2.1:

ln Y i,j + φi,j εi,j + τj ηj = ln Yi,j

(2.1)

where Y i,j is the median ground motion for the ith site in the j th scenario, φi,j and
τj are the within-event and between-event residuals, εi,j and ηj are random variables
sampled during simulation, and Yi,j is the resulting realization of ground motion.
For each particular j th scenario, the variable η is sampled from a standard normal
distribution. The variables ε for each site are sampled from a multivariate Gaussian
distribution with covariance terms reflecting the spatial correlation between sites.
This work simulates the correlated ε terms by assuming an exponential model for
correlation between sites found in [156] using methods described in [157], which is
elaborated in Chapter 3. For each scenario from Step 1, 50 PGV maps are simulated,
such as the map depicted in Figure 2.2, yielding a collection of 121,500 ground motion
maps. In this demonstration, the Covariance method (to be described in Section 3.3.1)
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Figure 2.2: Simulated PGV map, associated with an MW 7.9 North San Andreas
rupture.
is used for ground motion map simulation, as the size of the maps are relatively small.
Step 4. Optimize the set of ground motion maps.
As using all ground motion maps for network reliability analysis would be prohibitively expensive, this step uses optimization to reduce the entire set of ground
motion maps generated in the previous step, denoted as the baseline set, to a subset of representative maps, while preserving the hazard consistency of the entire set
[44, 158, 159]. The hazard curves for the intensity measure of interest at various
sites are first calculated using the entire set of ground motion maps. Additionally,
an easily obtained proxy measure related to network performance is calculated for
each ground motion map. This proxy measure provides additional assurance that the
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impact of the distribution of the ground motion (i.e. spatial correlation) will be preserved in the resulting network performance assessment using the optimized subset.
The method then attempts to find a subset composed of a target smaller number of
maps, k, with adjusted weights that minimizes the difference between the baseline
and the subset in their ground motion hazard curves and annual exceedance curves of
the proxy measure within the annual exceedance rates of interest—scenarios with too
low of occurrence rate may not significantly contribute to the risk due to their rarity,
while scenarios with too high of occurrence rates may not significantly contribute to
the risk due to their low impact. Ideally, this method would use the ground motion
values evaluated at all sites in the area of interest during optimization, but due to
the computational expense, it is recommended to use a smaller number of key sites
that are representative of the area of interest. The representative sites may be found
using various techniques, such as k-means clustering of nodes in the network.
Applying this method to this study, all scenarios with occurrence rates lower than
10−6 are first omitted from the pool of candidates for the optimized subset, as these
would not significantly contribute to the hazard curve. The set of ground motion
maps is then optimized using the PGV at 14 key sites distributed throughout San
Francisco and the chosen proxy measure. The proxy measure used here is the mean
number of leaks and breaks in the pipes throughout the network for a given ground
motion map. This parameter assesses the spread of damage—and thus a sense of
network performance—for each ground motion map. The mean number of leaks and
breaks is calculated by translating ground motion values to pipe damage probabilities
using the damage rate estimates presented in Section 2.4. The optimization procedure
is performed on the collection of 121,500 ground motion maps from the previous step
to find a representative subset composed of a target of 100 maps, yielding a finalized
subset of 91 ground motion maps. Figure 2.3 depicts the hazard curve of the baseline
set compared to the hazard curve of the optimized subset of 91 ground motion maps
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Hazard curve of entire ground motion set and optimized ground motion
set for a site. (b) Annual exceedance curve of the proxy measure, the mean number
of pipe leaks and breaks throughout the network, from the entire ground motion set
and optimized ground motion set. The gray area signifies the exceedance rates of
interest.
for one key site and the proxy parameter of the mean number leaks and breaks in the
pipes of the network.
This optimized set of 91 PGV maps are applied to the case study network for
seismic reliability assessment, as described in the next section.

2.4

Estimating Performance of Networks Subjected
to Ground Motion

The procedure to subject infrastructure networks to the simulated ground motions
and estimate the resulting network performance may be summarized in the following
steps:
Step 1. Compute network component damage probabilities.
For each ground motion map, all pipe segments are assigned ground motion values
according to the site nearest to the centroid of the pipe segment. Note that this use of
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the pipe centroid may not be appropriate for longer pipe lengths with particular site
grid spacing, as the resulting ground motion assignment may not be representative
of the ground motion experienced for the entire length of the pipe; however, the pipe
lengths and site grid spacing used in this case study are agreeable such that this is not
an issue (0.5km spacing is used, while the mean length of pipe segments is 33 meters,
with the largest pipe segment being 0.5km). Then, the ground motion assigned to each
pipe and corresponding pipe material are used to calculate pipe damage probabilities
in the form of repair rates using estimates provided in literature.
This study opts to use pipe damage rates estimated by Jeon and O’Rourke [1],
who derive the rates from analyzing the correlation between pipe damage and PGV
found in Los Angeles, California after the 1994 Northridge earthquake. The damage
rates from Jeon and O’Rourke are believed to provide more precise estimates due to
the similarity in material composition and construction between the water networks
in Los Angeles and San Francisco [138]. The damage rates for cast iron pipes and
ductile iron pipes are described by Equation 2.2:

RRate =



0.0011 × (P GV )1.12

if Cast Iron


0.000083 × (P GV )1.84

if Ductile Iron

(2.2)

where RRate is the resulting repair rate and P GV is the maximum peak ground
velocity. The fragility curves described in Equation 2.2 are depicted in Figure 2.4.
While the procedure above describes the use of PGV for pipe fragility estimation,
pipe fragility may incorporate other considerations, such as landslide and liquefaction susceptibility, as well as use other ground motion properties, such as PGD [e.g.
140–145, 160–163]. Note that these other considerations are neglected in this demonstration for simplicity. Additionally, the fragility of other network components (such
as pumping stations and tanks) are also neglected in this demonstration for simplicity
and left for future work.
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Figure 2.4: Pipe fragility curves from Jeon and O’Rourke [1].
Step 2. Simulate pipe damage.
Monte Carlo Simulation is used to generate the number and location of damage within
each pipe segment using the pipe repair rates calculated in the previous step. Pipes
may experience damage in the form of pipe breaks or pipe leaks. According to the
American Lifelines Alliance [164], a pipe break is defined as ”the complete separation
of a pipeline, such that no flow will pass between the two adjacent sections of the
broken pipe”, whereas a pipe leak is defined as ”a small leak in a pipeline, such that
water will continue to flow through the pipeline, albeit at some loss of pressure and
flow rate being delivered, with some flow being lost through the leak”. Following
HAZUS recommendations, 20% of simulated damage are classified as pipe breaks,
while the remaining 80% of simulated damage are classified as leaks [3]. Pipe leaks
are further classified into one of the following 5 leak types: annular disengagement,
round crack, longitudinal crack, local loss of pipe wall, and local tear of pipe wall.
The leak type determines the size of the effective leak area, yielding varying degrees
of severity of leakage. To aid in the simulation of pipe damage, this study refers to
the software Graphical Iterative Response Analysis for Flow Following Earthquakes
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(GIRAFFE) developed by Cornell University [66]. GIRAFFE is capable of simulating
pipe damage after inputting repair rate, pipe length information, pipe material, and
pipe diameter for each pipe, and includes the probabilities of occurrence and typical
parameters of the different classifications of pipe leaks. Table 2.1 describes the leak
classification probabilities provided by the GIRAFFE User’s Manual for cast iron and
ductile iron pipes [165].
Material

Cast Iron
Ductile Iron

Type 1:
Annular
Disengagement
0.3
0.8

Type 2:
Round
Crack

Type 3:
Longitudinal Crack

0.5
0

0.1
0.1

Type 4:
Local Loss
of
Pipe
Wall
0.1
0.1

Type 5:
Local Tear
of
Pipe
Wall
0
0

Table 2.1: Probability of Leak Types for Pipes of Different Materials
For each of the 91 ground motion maps simulated in the previous section, 20 pipe
damage simulations are performed following the parameters described above, yielding
a total of 1,820 damage maps.
Step 3. Run a network model to estimate network performance after subjecting
the network to pipe damage simulated from the previous steps.
This study utilizes GIRAFFE to perform flow analyses of the case study water network. Network topology, network attributes (e.g. pump power, valve status, initial
tank water levels), and the set of pipe damage is first fed into GIRAFFE. GIRAFFE
applies pipe damage by modifying the network topology as follows. Pipe breaks are
modeled by replacing the broken pipe with separate pipes leading to empty reservoirs
with check valves to prevent water from flowing back into the network, reflecting the
complete loss of water due to the broken pipe. Pipe leaks are modeled by replacing
the leaking pipe with separate pipes, with a third pipe at the location of the leak
leading to an empty reservoir with a check valve to prevent water from flowing back
into the network. This third pipe is sized according to the effective leak area of the
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simulated leak such to reflect the appropriate water loss from the leaking pipe. Using this modified network topology, GIRAFFE iteratively calls EPANET’s hydraulic
modeling engine. In each iteration, EPANET performs hydraulic flow simulation to
obtain the set of pipe flow, nodal pressure, etc. that satisfies the governing flow
equations. Then, GIRAFFE removes the node with the most negative pressure from
the network as well as other nodes and pipes that have been disconnected from the
network in the process. GIRAFFE then calls EPANET with this modified network.
GIRAFFE continues iterating until there are no longer nodes with negative pressure
in the network. Once this equilibrium is achieved, GIRAFFE outputs the final surviving network components with properties such as nodal pressures, pipe flow, and
serviceability of nodes—defined as the proportion of simulations that the distribution
node is able to satisfy its demand—at various time increments after the application
of pipe damage.
GIRAFFE as a demand driven hydraulic simulation method does exhibit limitations with regards to pressure deficient network states, and pressure driven hydraulic
models are preferred [68–79]. However, GIRAFFE is employed here for its availability,
prominence in other work, and its usage by SFPUC in an ongoing project regarding
the AWSS [42, 93, 117, 138, 152, 166].
Pipe damage simulations generated from the previous step are fed into GIRAFFE,
and the resulting nodal serviceability, pipe flow, nodal pressure, etc. at time 0 (i.e.
immediately after pipe damage is applied to the network) are tabulated for the calculation of network performance metrics described in the next step.
Step 4. Calculate network performance metrics and aggregate performance results into network performance curves.
Using the results output from GIRAFFE, the performance of the network subjected
to the various simulated ground motions may be assessed. This work focuses on two
global performance metrics—metrics that quantify the performance of the network
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overall—as well as local performance metrics—metrics that quantify the performance
of the network at particular areas of interest:
The Nodal Unsatisfaction (NU) is a global network performance metric and defined here as the proportion of nodes that do not have their demands satisfied. Nodal
Unsatisfaction reflects the spatial extent of network disruption, assuming the nodes
of the network model are reasonably evenly distributed. Using the aforementioned
notation of graphs, G = (V, E), Nodal Unsatisfaction may be calculated using Equation 2.3.

NU = 1 −

1 X
I[ D̂i ≥ Di ]
|V | ∀i∈V

(2.3)

where Di is the water demand at node i, D̂i is the amount of water available at
node i up to a maximum amount of Di , I[•] signifies the indicator function, and | • |
signifies the cardinality of the set •. Note that I[D̂i ≥ Di ] will take a value of 1 when
the amount of water available at node i meets the water demand at node i, and 0
otherwise.
The Demand Unsatisfaction is a global network performance metric and defined
here as the ratio of the total unsatisfied demand in the network to the total network
demand. Demand Unsatisfaction reflects the magnitude of network disruption. Using
the aforementioned notation of graphs, G = (V, E), Demand Unsatisfaction may be
calculated using Equation 2.4.
P
DU =

P
Di − D̂i
D̂i
P
= 1 − P∀i∈V
∀i∈V Di
∀i∈V Di

∀i∈V

(2.4)

where Di is the water demand at node i and D̂i is the amount of water available at
node i up to a maximum amount of Di .
To estimate the network performance at particular locations (i.e. particular nodes)
rather than the network overall, the above global metrics may be expressed as local
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metrics by considering a subset of nodes, termed the neighborhood N ⊆ V, instead
of all nodes in V . Thus, Neighborhood Nodal Unsatisfaction,

N

N U , may be calcu-

lated using Equation 2.5, and Neighborhood Demand Unsatisfaction,

N

DU , may be

calculated using Equation 2.6.

N

N

P
DU =

NU = 1 −

1 X
I[ D̂i ≥ Di ]
|N | ∀i∈N

∀i∈N Di − D̂i
P
∀i∈N Di

or

P
D̂i
N
DU = 1 − P∀i∈N
∀i∈N Di

(2.5)

(2.6)

One last local performance measure is the Nodal Reliability, N R, defined here as
the probability of a node being able to have its demand satisfied considering all earthquake scenarios, conditioned on the occurrence of the earthquake. In plain words,
this metric measures the likelihood of the water supply to an area being unaffected
by an earthquake. This measure may be related to the Neighborhood Connectivity/Neighborhood Nodal Unsatisfaction in the special case of a neighborhood of 1
node. Nodal Reliability is then the average Neighborhood Nodal Unsatisfaction over
all ground motion maps, weighted by the respective occurrence rate of each map.
Nodal Reliability of a node i given the set of damage maps M may be calculated
using
P
NR =

wj I[D̂i,j ≥ Di,j ]
P
∀i∈M wj

∀i∈M

(2.7)

where wj is the occurrence rate of ground motion map j, Di,j is the water demand
at node i for map j, D̂i,j is the amount of water available at node i for map j up to
a maximum amount of Di,j , and I[•] signifies the indicator function.
These metrics estimate the performance of the network subjected to a particular
ground motion map. Note that other network performance metrics may be used;
the metrics described here are selected to demonstrate this framework and to better
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Example annual exceedance curves of (a) Nodal Unsatisfaction and (b)
Demand Unsatisfaction.
understand the retrofit heuristics described later in this chapter.
After calculating the network performance for all simulated ground motion maps,
annual exceedance rates λ of each performance metric may be calculated using

λ(p̂) =

X

wj I[Pj ≥ p̂]

(2.8)

j∈M

where λ(p̂) is the annual exceedance rate of a specified network performance level p̂,
M is the set of all damage maps, wj is the weight (annual occurrence rate) of damage
map j, Pj signifies the network performance resulting from damage map j, and I[•]
signifies the indicator function. Note that I[Pj ≥ p̂] will take a value of 1 when the
network performance resulting from damage map j exceeds the specified network performance level, and 0 otherwise. Annual exceedance curves may be constructed after
calculating the annual exceedance rates at various levels of the performance metric.
Example plots of the annual exceedance curves of Nodal and Demand Unsatisfaction
are presented in Figure 2.5. These plots indicate, for example, the annual exceedance
probability of a Nodal Unsatisfaction level of 0.7 is approximately 0.005.
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2.5

Integrating Seismic Hazard Analysis into Retrofit
Scheme Development

This work explores heuristics that may inform us of near optimal solutions without
having to perform an exhaustive search. Moreover, this work pursues heuristics that
consider both the network component exposure to seismic hazard and the contribution
of the component to network performance. This section discusses one such heuristic
to demonstrate the integration of the seismic risk analyses described in the proposed
framework into retrofit scheme development. A more in-depth study and discussion
on additional efficient retrofit heuristics is discussed in Chapter 4.
Motivated by the composite importance measure developed by Miller [16], this
work proposes the retrofit heuristic Tempered Pipe Participation Factor (TPPF).
TPPF estimates the importance of a pipe segment by its participation in damage
maps that yield high network disruption, shown in Equation 2.9.

T P P Fcomponent i =

X
1
1
P
wj P (xi,j ≥ x)
Li j∈SD wj j∈S

(2.9)

D

where Li is the length of the pipe segment i, wj is the weighting factor of damage
map j (here, taken to be the occurrence rate of damage map j after modification
from optimization), P (xi,j ≥ x) is the probability of pipe damage for pipe segment
i in damage map j (calculated using the repair rates from Equation 2.2), and SD
is the set of damage maps that result in high network disruption. The division
by pipe segment length is used as a normalization factor to counteract the higher
probability of damage of longer pipes despite having similar repair rates. The key
feature here, as well for the composite importance measure, is the choice of only
considering damage maps with high network disruption in SD . This choice allows
for the notion that pipe segments with high TPPF are pipe segments that tend to
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participate in damage maps yielding high network disruption, implying a correlation
with the pipe segment’s performance and network performance. If SD included all
damage maps rather than only the aforementioned subset, then Equation 2.9 would
simply describe the annual probability of pipe damage, normalized by the pipe length.
With a well-tuned criterion for SD , TPPF reflects a smart vulnerability estimate: the
metric considers vulnerable pipes only in scenarios of interest—the scenarios that
result in high network disruption.
One potential issue with the use of pipe damage probability in TPPF is the case
where pipes are incidentally broken in damage maps in SD . For example, pipe segments highly susceptible to damage may participate in many damage maps with high
network disruption solely due to this high susceptibility to damage while not actually
significantly contributing to network performance. On the other hand, those ground
motion maps that are likely to yield high network disruption tend to have higher
probabilities of pipe damage across all pipe segments—including those pipe segments
that do not significantly contribute to network performance. Additional discussion
on the issues with TPPF and potential solutions are expressed in Chapter 4.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this retrofit heuristic, a retrofit scheme is
developed for the case study network AWSS described in Section 2.2. Using the
GIRAFFE output from the 1,820 pipe damage simulations described previously, the
resulting Nodal Unsatisfaction is calculated for each pipe damage simulation using
Equation 2.3. The set SD is then constructed using those simulations that incur a
Nodal Unsatisfaction greater than 0.8, corresponding to the top 33% most disruptive
pipe damage simulations. The TPPF for each pipe is calculated using Equation 2.9,
and 55 km of pipes with the largest TPPF are selected for retrofitting (25% of the
network). In this demonstration, the retrofits are assumed to cause the pipes to be
invulnerable to damage. The retrofit scheme using TPPF is depicted in Figure 2.6.
The retrofit scheme using TPPF depicted in Figure 2.6 appears to focus on pipes
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Figure 2.6: Map of the retrofit selection of 55 km of pipeline in the AWSS using
TPPF.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Annual exceedance curves of (a) Nodal Unsatisfaction and (b) Demand
Unsatisfaction after retrofitting according to TPPF, in comparison with network
performance without retrofits (Baseline), random selection of retrofits (Random),
retrofits based on median ground motion (Median), and retrofits based on the 84th
percentile ground motion (84th ).
in the northeast part of the network, primarily around the Financial District, Chinatown, and Russian Hill as well as some in the southeast in Bayview-Hunters Point.
This figure suggests that the selected pipelines significantly contribute to the functionality of the network in addition to being fairly exposed to seismic hazard.
The resulting network performance in the form of the annual exceedance of network disruption (Nodal Unsatisfaction and Demand Unsatisfaction) using this retrofit
scheme are depicted in Figure 2.7. For contrast, Figure 2.7 also depicts baseline (no
retrofit) results, as well as results after the application of retrofits selected at random
and retrofits selected according to the most damaged components from scenario analyses. The scenarios assessed are the median and 84th percentile ground motion for
an MW 7.9 North San Andreas earthquake [167].
Figure 2.7 indicates that retrofit effectiveness is improved using TPPF over random selection as well as the retrofit schemes developed using the median and 84th
percentile ground motion from a scenario earthquake. For example, Figure 2.7a shows
that retrofits using median ground motions reduced the annual exceedance rate of a
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nodal unsatisfaction level of 0.8 from 0.0042 to 0.0024, while the retrofits using TPPF
reduced this exceedance rate from 0.0042 to 0.0015—a 50% increase in the reduction
of the exceedance rate. This demonstrates the potential value of utilizing this framework for retrofit scheme development; and as the calculation of TPPF involves seismic
hazard analysis, this section has demonstrated the value of integrating seismic hazard
analysis into retrofit planning. Potential additional refinements to TPPF, as well as
comparisons to alternate heuristics are explored in Chapter 4.
As a side note, the curves in Figure 2.7 begin at Nodal Unsatisfaction of 0.12
and Demand Unsatisfaction of 0.33. This signifies that the network does not have
enough water even with no component damage, which is due to the assumed high
water demands from the fires following a MW 7.9 North San Andreas earthquake.

2.6

Conclusions

This chapter proposes an end-to-end simulation and analysis framework for estimating
infrastructure network performance and prescribing efficient retrofits, which encompasses the topics of the selection and generation of ground motion maps, the modeling and estimation of network performance, and the determination of efficient retrofit
schemes. In ground motion map generation, this work favors the risk assessment
paradigm for its probabilistic rigor; in network performance estimation, this work
opts for the physical flow based network model; in retrofit prioritization strategies,
this work proposes the retrofit heuristic Tempered Pipe Participation Factor. The
choices of methodologies in each of the topics reflect the aim of this work to maximize
the accuracy of the network performance estimates to achieve retrofit schemes that
are both efficient and applicable for implementation.
The proposed end-to-end framework is demonstrated using the case study network
of the Auxiliary Water Supply System of San Francisco. A retrofit scheme using the
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heuristic TPPF is developed, and its effectiveness is evaluated against retrofits formulated using scenario analyses. The results indicate that, for example, the retrofits
using TPPF is 50% more effective as compared those using median ground motion
from a scenario analysis. This demonstrates the potential value of TPPF; and in turn,
this demonstrates the value of the proposed end-to-end framework, as the integration
of seismic hazard analysis of networks into retrofit planning enables the calculation
of heuristics such as TPPF.
There are many avenues for future work to extend and refine the current analysis to
further increase the fidelity of the results. This chapter demonstrates the framework
with respect to seismic hazard and water supply networks, but with the appropriate
modifications, this framework can be extended to consider other hazards inflicted
upon different lifeline networks. With regard to network performance modeling, network interdependency oftentimes significantly contributes to network disruption, and
so integrating these additional failure mechanisms into the model would provide a
more informed and efficient retrofit selection. (Note that in the case of this work,
the AWSS was constructed to be independent of other networks, and as such the
integration of network interdependency would not be necessary). Another avenue is
the additional refinement of the retrofit heuristics, which is explored in Chapter 4.
The primary objective of this work is to provide insight regarding efficient lifeline
network retrofits to better mitigate damage from future seismic events and to bolster
community resilience. This task invariably requires the enumeration and management
of the numerous sources of uncertainty inherent in this problem. The proposed framework discusses and prescribes methods to address these uncertainties in a structured
manner, and thus may provide an avenue towards robust lifeline networks.

Chapter 3
Efficient Methods for Probabilistic
Simulation of Ground Motion
Amplitude Fields for Application
to Distributed Infrastructure
Systems
Abstract
This research seeks to apply a probabilistic analysis of large distributed infrastructure networks, and thus requires a probabilistic hazard analysis over
large regions of space. This involves the simulation of multiple realizations of
ground motion amplitude fields—arrays of ground motion intensity values, such
as peak ground acceleration or peak ground velocity, evaluated at various sites
in the area of interest that exhibit spatial variability between sites and reflect
possible realizations of ground motion from future earthquakes. However, the
established methods of simulating correlated ground motion fields incur large
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computational requirements, imposing a barrier to probabilistic analysis. This
chapter performs a comparative analysis between five different techniques for
random field simulation, two of which are commonly used methods for ground
motion field simulation, and three of which are prominent in other applications.
These methods are evaluated in terms of their ability to replicate the intended
spatial correlation structure, computational expense in terms of time and memory usage, and convenience in application. The results indicate that the Circulant Embedding method is superior in terms of computational expense while
accurately capturing the intended spatial correlation, making this technique a
powerful candidate for application to ground motion field simulation. On the
other hand, the established methods, the Covariance and Sequential Simulation
methods, are convenient to use and may be preferred for studies that would
not exploit the computational advantages of the Circulant Embedding method.
Nonetheless, the findings in this chapter facilitate the probabilistic analysis
of networks and contributes to the larger body of research that pursues the
construction and maintenance of resilient communities.

3.1

Introduction

Infrastructure network resilience and reliability are crucial in mitigating both physical
and economic damage and expediting recovery from major disasters, such as hurricanes, terrorist attacks, and earthquakes. As mentioned in Chapter 2 and reinforced
in Chapter 4, the understanding and proper estimation of the earthquake hazards are
key to the effective management and maintenance of infrastructure networks. However, the characterization of potential earthquake hazards is a nontrivial task that
has been studied for some time.
A hazard analysis for application to distributed infrastructure systems requires
the evaluation of ground motion intensity at various sites in the area of interest to
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estimate the fragility of network components. A prominent strategy in the literature
analyzes network resilience by subjecting networks to past earthquake events, scenario earthquakes, or characteristic earthquakes [e.g. 23, 26–29, 31]. Other strategies
include varying the ground motion intensity uniformly to capture the sensitivity of
the network fragilities [20–22]. Such strategies offer computational ease as well as
ground motion values grounded in empirical data; however, such strategies may not
adequately characterize all potential future earthquakes, and may be insufficient in
capturing the variability between events or within events [37]. Additionally, using
only ground motion fields with a fixed epsilon (e.g. median values or +1 standard
deviation of ground motion) or evaluating ground motion intensities at each site individually is insufficient as described in previous research [33–36]. Park et al. [38]
reports that ignoring or underestimating spatial correlation overestimates frequent
losses and underestimates rare ones.
Emerging research regarding infrastructure network reliability assessment rigorously pursue a probabilistic approach to the analysis of seismic hazard, and simulate
spatially correlated ground motion amplitude fields—arrays of ground motion intensity values, such as peak ground acceleration or peak ground velocity, that exhibit
spatial variability between sites and reflect possible realizations of ground motion
from future earthquakes [e.g. 16, 33, 60, 168]. Existing and established simulation
methodologies include direct sampling and sequential sampling of the assumed probabilistic distribution, denoted here as the Covariance and Sequential Simulation methods [43, 47–49, 52, 157, 169]. Markhvida et al. [50] utilize the Covariance method
to generate cross correlated random fields such to calculate cross correlated spectral
acceleration fields at varying periods. However, these methods exhibit large computational requirements for simulating large random fields, which imposes a barrier for
the probabilistic analysis of large spatially distributed infrastructure networks.
Thus, this chapter seeks computationally efficient methods for the simulation of
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ground motion amplitude fields that scale well with the size and/or density of the
required field. There are several powerful methods for simulating random fields that
are not commonly applied to ground motion field simulation, and this chapter explores three such methods: the Spectral Simulation method [170, 171], the Turning
Bands Simulation method [51, 53, 172, 173], and the Circulant Embedding Simulation
method [2, 52]. These methods exploit certain properties of the random field such to
perform the calculations in a more computationally efficient manner. The objective
of this chapter is to evaluate these methods against the aforementioned established
techniques to determine the optimal strategy for ground motion field simulation. This
comparative analysis evaluates a total of five different techniques, which were mentioned above. Three primary criteria are assessed in this evaluation: accuracy in
capturing the intended spatial correlation structure, computational expense in terms
of time and memory usage, and the convenience of the method in application. The
remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 summarizes the procedure for simulating correlated ground motion amplitude fields; Section 3.3 describes
the methods for simulating two-dimensional random fields explored in this chapter;
Section 3.4 presents and discusses the results of the comparative analysis in terms of
the accuracy, computational expense, and applicability of the methods; Section 3.5
briefly discusses the integration of the techniques explored here with a procedure
to construct cross-correlated random vector fields; and Section 3.6 summarizes the
findings and limitations of this work.
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Probabilistic Model for Ground Motion Field
Simulation

This section discusses the procedure to simulate the spatially correlated ground motion fields and describes their properties. Ground motion simulation begins with the
assembly of a portfolio of sites located in the area of interest at which ground motion
intensities are evaluated. The ground motion intensities may be simulated at each site
using the model described in Equation 3.1 (and as previously seen as Equation 2.1)
that predicts intensities at a site i due to an earthquake j as formulated in previous
research [e.g. 156, 174, 175]:

lnYi,j = lnȲi,j + σi,j εi,j + τj ηj

(3.1)

where Yi,j is the simulated ground motion amplitude, Ȳi,j is the median ground motion
value, σi,j εi,j describes the within-event residual, and τj ηj describes the between-event
residual [176]. Inside the residual terms, τj is the between-event standard deviation,
while σi,j is the within-event standard deviation. The ηj and εi,j terms are random
variables sampled during ground motion simulation.
Median values of ground motion intensities at each site are calculated using
Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs) which generally consider earthquake
magnitude, distance to rupture, fault parameters, and geological conditions. Random
realizations of scatter around the median values are then applied using within-event
and between-event standard deviation values (also from GMPEs) and associated random variables ηj and εi,j , yielding a realization of a ground motion amplitude field.
Median and standard deviation values of ground motion derived from various GMPEs for various earthquake scenarios are obtained using applications developed by
OpenSHA [153], an open-source Java-based platform for conducting seismic hazard
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analysis. The ηj term is a random variable that follows a standard normal distribution (µ = 0 and σ = 1), while the εi,j term is regarded as a two-dimensional random
field that follows a multivariate normal distribution with 0 mean and a covariance
matrix that integrates spatial correlation (denoted as a Gaussian Markov Random
Field in some literature [2]). This spatial correlation may be defined by a model
semivariogram—a measure of the average dissimilarity in data values as a function of
separation distance between sites [47].
Equation 3.1 may be graphically represented by the set of images in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1a depicts an example field of median ground motion values, which oftentimes
are very correlated and striated as shown due to the source to site distance and soil
classification governing the variation of the median intensity values between sites.
Figure 3.1b represents an example of a possible realization of the correlated residuals
to be added to the median values to reflect the variability of the intensity values.
Figure 3.1c depicts the realization of the simulated ground motion field calculated
from the sum of the median values in Figure 3.1a and the residuals in Figure 3.1b.
The coloration of these fields indicate the magnitude of the ground motion intensity
measure.
This chapter uses the spatial correlation model proposed by Jayaram and Baker
[156], which assumes the stationarity and isotropy of the correlation. They analyze
isotropic semivariograms of ground motion from past earthquakes and propose an
exponential semivariogram presented in Equation 3.2 for predicting correlations in
future ground motions with a given separation distance.

γ (hxy ) = 1 − e

−3hxy
b

(3.2)

where hxy is the geodesic distance between sites x and y, and b is a factor controlling
the rate of decay in correlation with distance that depends on the ground motion
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(c)

Figure 3.1: Example of the components of the simulation of a ground motion field. (a)
depicts the median ground motion amplitudes calculated from GMPEs, (b) depicts
the simulated residuals to be added to the median values, and (c) depicts the finalized
realization of the ground motion amplitudes resulting from the sum of (a) and (b).
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intensity measure calculated as well as geological homogeneity, assessed by the clustering in Vs30 values—average shear wave velocities in the top 30 meters of soil. b is
calculated using Equation 3.3:

b = 40.7 − 15.0T

(3.3)

where T is the spectral period (in seconds) of the ground motion intensity measure.
The results presented later in this chapter demonstrate the construction of peak
ground acceleration (PGA) fields within a region that exhibits clustering in Vs30 , so
T is equal to 0, and thus b is calculated to be 40.7. The semivariogram may be
transformed into a covariance matrix following Equation 3.4, which describes the
target covariance structure of the two-dimensional random field.

Σxy = 1 − γ (hxy ) = e

−3hxy
b

(3.4)

This chapter uses this correlation model to demonstrate the concepts discussed later
in this chapter, though other models may be used as well—other correlation models
may also take the form of Gaussian, spherical, or power law distributions [47, 53].
The calculation of the correlated ε values following the target distribution is a
nontrivial calculation, and oftentimes governs the computational complexity of the
simulation. This chapter discusses several methods to perform this calculation in the
next section.

3.3

Techniques to Simulate Spatially Correlated
Random Fields

This section describes the techniques for the simulation of spatially correlated random
fields explored in this chapter. Thsee techniques are those that are well established
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and commonly used methods for ground motion field simulation, the Covariance and
Sequential Simulation methods, and those that are prominent in other applications,
the Spectral, Turning Bands, and Circulant Embedding Simulation methods. This
work implements these methods in Matlab, which may be found in [177] as a component in a package to simulate spatially correlated ground motion intensities.

3.3.1

Covariance Simulation Method

The most straightforward means of calculating the correlated ε values is to construct
and directly sample from the multivariate distribution. This is denoted in this chapter
as the Covariance Simulation method. This is a popular technique that is currently
commonly used for ground motion field simulation [43, 47–49, 178]. The procedure
for performing the Covariance Simulation is summarized below.
1. Construct the n × n covariance matrix, where n is the number of sites to sample
in the random field.
2. Perform a Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix to obtain the decomposed lower triangular L.
3. Generate a vector of independent random variables, u, sampled from a standard
normal distribution (i.e. mean 0, variance 1) equal to the number of sites in the
field.
4. Obtain the realization of the random field, ε, by multiplying the matrices L and
u.
More details on the Covariance Simulation (also known as single-step simulation) may
be found in [43, 47].
While this method produces the desired correlation in the ground motion realizations, the primary limitation of the application of this procedure for larger fields is
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the amount of resources required for the calculation of the Cholesky decomposition
of the covariance matrix, which increases in complexity in O(n3 ) (i.e. the asymptotic
worst case computational complexity is proportional to n3 ). On the other hand, the
Cholesky decomposition need only be calculated once and saved; then, subsequent
calculations may load the decomposed lower triangle, L, and proceed to calculate the
ε values, which is an O(n2 ) operation.

3.3.2

Sequential Simulation Method

A popular alternative to the Covariance Simulation method is the Sequential Simulation method, in which ε values are simulated one site at a time or in smaller sets
at a time [43, 47, 169, 178, 179]. After an initial simulation of the first set of sites,
subsequent sites are sampled in sequence from a multivariate normal distribution
with mean and covariance updated based on the values of the previously simulated
sites. Additionally, the previously simulated sites to include in the calculation may be
screened such to only use the nearest q sites and/or sites within a distance r from the
sites to be simulated. The resulting distribution is of a smaller dimension compared
to that constructed in the Covariance Simulation, as only the covariances between the
subsequent sites and previously simulated sites are calculated. The results presented
later in this chapter use screening with q = 20 and r = 30 km, as suggested in [43].
The general procedure for the Sequential Simulation method is described below.
1. Simulate the ε of the first site by sampling from a standard normal distribution,
or simulate the first set of sites by using the Covariance method.
2. Choose the next candidate site or set of sites to be sampled. Construct the
covariance matrices between the candidate sites and already simulated sites.
The set of already simulated sites used here may be screened as previously described. Let the covariance matrix between candidate sites be denoted Σ11 , the
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covariance matrix between simulated sites Σ22 , the rectangular matrix containing covariance values with rows corresponding to candidate sites and columns
corresponding to simulated sites be Σ12 , and the rectangular matrix containing covariance values with columns corresponding to candidate sites and rows
corresponding to simulated sites be Σ21 .
3. Construct the conditional covariance matrix of the candidate sites, Σ0 , and the
conditional mean, µ0 , according to Equation 3.5.

Σ0 = Σ11 − Σ12 Σ−1
22 Σ21

(3.5)

µ0 = Σ12 Σ−1
22 x2
where x2 is a vector of the realized values at the previously simulated sites.
4. Sample from the conditional multivariate Gaussian distribution defined by Σ0
and µ0 , in the same manner as the Covariance Simulation Method described in
Section 3.3.1.
5. Repeat Steps 2 − 4 for all remaining sites in the field.
More details and discussion of this method may be found in Jayaram [43].
The computational complexity of the Sequential method is O(nq 3 ), where n is
the number of sites in the field and q is the number of conditioning sites. While
this technique benefits from forgoing the calculation of the entire covariance matrix
and scales much better with network size, especially for small q, the computational
advantage of subsequent simulations are somewhat smaller as the conditional mean
and covariance matrices during Steps 2 and 3 must be recalculated for every field
simulation. If the same sequence of simulating sites is used for all field simulations,
then the relevant covariance matrices (i.e. Σ12 , Σ22 , and Σ0 ) for all combinations could
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be saved and reloaded, but this would imply increased memory usage. The results
presented later in this chapter simulate sites one at a time, use the same sequence
for simulating sites, and save the conditioned covariance matrices for subsequent
simulations.

3.3.3

Spectral Simulation Method

One popular technique for simulating random fields prominent in other applications,
such as hydrogeology, is to perform calculations in the spectral space and transform
the results into the real space such to replicate the covariance structure of the field
[52]. This is denoted here as the Spectral Simulation method, also known as Fourier
Methods in the literature [170, 171]. Rather than constructing the full n×n covariance
matrix, the Spectral method utilizes Fourier transform methods on a small subset of
the covariance matrix to approximate the spatial correlation of εi,j realizations. The
field is generated in the spectral space by assigning random realizations of Fourier
coefficients and/or phase angles for each spectral period. As the procedure to perform
the simulation is rather complex, the general procedure is described here, and a more
detailed description may be found in Fenton [171]. Also, the procedure described here
is a Fast Fourier Transforms variant of this technique.
1. Calculate a matrix containing the covariance values between a site at one corner
of the grid with every other site, yielding a rectangular matrix with n elements,
where n is the total number of sites.
2. Perform a two-dimensional discrete Fast Fourier Transform on the covariance
values.
3. Generate independent random Fourier coefficients for each spectral period by
sampling from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance calculated as a
function of the Fourier transformed covariance values from Step 2.
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4. Obtain the two-dimensional random field, ε by from an inverse Fast Fourier
Transform.
Most of the computational effort is associated with the Fourier transform, which
is approximately O(n log n), a vast improvement over the computational effort of the
covariance formulation. Additionally, the calculations prior to random sampling may
be saved and loaded in subsequent simulations to further increase the computational
efficiency.
One requirement for this technique, as indicated in Step 1, is that the sites must be
arranged in a regularly spaced rectangular grid. By comparison, the Covariance and
Sequential methods may operate on a field containing any arrangement of sites, and
thus the Spectral method may be unsatisfactory if a gridded field is not desired (e.g.
a seismic risk analysis of a portfolio of buildings that may not be arranged a gridded
manner). Furthermore, due to the discretization of the spectral periods calculated
in the procedure, this is regarded as an approximate method that converges towards
the target distribution with the inclusion of a larger number of spectral periods—and
as such, there may be a small loss in accuracy. One method to mitigate this is to
increase the size of the gridded random field by some factor, perform calculations on
the denser/larger grid, and extract the values corresponding to the original field. This
allows additional spectral periods to be included in the discrete Fourier transforms,
contributing to a more accurate realization. In the results presented later in this
chapter, a scaling factor of three is used for the Spectral method.

3.3.4

Turning Bands Simulation Method

Another technique for simulating random fields prominent in other applications, such
as hydrogeology, is the Turning Bands Simulation method [51, 53, 172, 173]. This
technique constructs random fields by performing 1-dimensional simulations along
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several banded lines and aggregating the results such to replicate the covariance structure of the two-dimensional field. The primary requirement of this procedure is the
translation of the two-dimensional covariance structure into equivalent 1-dimensional
covariances. Once these covariances are found, there are many ways to simulate values
along each line, such as direct sampling from the distribution [53], spectral methods,
[51, 180] and a circulent embedding method [53]. This chapter focuses on the circulant embedding version for its computational advantages. In this version, exponential
covariance structures that take the form of Equation 3.6 correspond to 1-dimensional
covariances described in Equation 3.7 [53].
x

γ (hxy ) = e− l

c1 (s) = 1 −

 s o
πs n  s 
I0
− L0
2l
l
l

(3.6)

(3.7)

where s is the distance between bands, I0 is the modified Bessel function and the L0
is the Struve function, which may be calculated using mathematics software packages
such as Mathematica [181], and l is a coefficient taken from the two-dimensional covariance formula in Equation 3.6. Following the covariance definition in Equation 3.4,
l = b/3, where b was calculated in Equation 3.3. The procedure for performing the
Turning Bands Simulation method, with 1-D simulations using circulent embedding,
is summarized below.
1. Construct L lines drawn from an origin in the space of the field and discretize
them into q bands with spacing ∆s.
2. Perform a 1-dimensional simulation along each line using the associated 1dimensional covariance c1 and obtain values for each band on each line.
3. For each site, project its location onto each line (i.e. find the location on each
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line such that an orthogonal line connects the line and the site) to determine
the corresponding band to associate to the site
4. Sum the simulated values for the corresponding band according to Equation 3.8
to obtain the realized ε value for the site.
L

1 X
ε(xN ) = √
zi (xN · ui )
L i=1

(3.8)

where xN is a vector that describes the location of a site with respect to the
defined origin, L is the number of lines used in the procedure, zi (•) is the
realization from 1-dimensional simulation for line i at • distance from the origin,
and ui is a unit vector along the direction of line i.
More details on the calculations may be found in [53]. The results presented later in
this chapter use L = 16 lines and ∆s equal to 0.5 km for the calculation using the
Turning Bands Simulation method, as recommended by Mantoglou and Wilson [51].
q is determined by the longest line required to perform the projection in Step 3.
With a theoretical computational complexity of O(nLq log(q)), this procedure has
computational advantages over the previous methods as calculations are performed in
a lower dimensional space, which scales well with larger fields. One drawback of this
method is the complexity associated with translating the two-dimensional covariance
structure into the corresponding 1-dimensional covariances. If such translations are
not readily available or easily calculated, then using the Turning Bands method may
be undesirable.

3.3.5

Circulant Embedding Simulation Method

Relatively recent literature modifies the Circulent Embedding Simulation method
to enable the calculation of two-dimensional random fields [2, 52]. The Circulant
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Embedding method combines the stationarity and isotropic properties of the desired
random field with the well known properties of circulant matrices to efficiently perform
the computation. Specifically, the stationarity and isotropy of a gridded field enables
the covariance structure to be completely described by the covariance between a site
in the corner of the grid with all other sites, and the properties of circulant matrices
enable the efficient calculation of the random field as described later in this section.
Similar to the Spectral method, calculations are performed in the spectral space;
but instead of taking the Fourier transform of these covariance values directly, the
covariance values are first embedded into a circulant matrix. The procedure for the
Circulant Embedding Simulation method is summarized below.
1. Calculate the covariance values for a site at the corner of the rectangular grid
with every other site in the field.
2. Embed the calculated covariance values into a (2n1 −1)(2n2 −1)×(2n1 −1)(2n2 −
1) block circulant matrix, where n1 is the number of sites in the horizontal
direction and n2 is the number of sites in the vertical direction—an example for
a 3 × 3 field is shown in Figure 3.2 taken from Kroese and Botev [2]. Assemble
the first row of the block circulant matrix into a rectangular matrix suitable for
Fast Fourier Transform, G. G is a 2n1 − 1 × 2n2 − 1 matrix.
3. Perform a two-dimensional discrete Fast Fourier Transform on G to obtain the
spectral matrix, Γ, as shown in Equation 3.9. Γ is also a 2n1 − 1 × 2n2 − 1
matrix.

Γ = FTT2

G
(2n1 − 1)(2n2 − 1)


(3.9)

where F F T 2(•) is the two-dimensional discrete Fast Fourier Transform of •,
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Figure 3.2: Figure describing the embedding of the covariance values borrowed from
[2]. (Left) Covariance matrix for a 3 × 3 regularly spaced isotropic field and (Right)
the corresponding block circulant matrix. The first three block rows of the covariance
matrix are embedded in the upper left corners of the first three block columns of the
circulant matrix, as indicated by the bolded borders.
4. Obtain two matrices, U and V , that are the same size as Γ and populated
with independent random variables drawn from a standard normal distribution.
Combine these matrices into a complex matrix Z as shown in Equation 3.10.

Za,b = Ua,b + iVa,b

(3.10)

Ua,b , Va,b ∼ N (0, 1)
where Za,b , Ua,b , and Va,b are the entries at the ath row and bth column of the
matrices Z, U , and V , respectively, i is the imaginary number, and N (0, 1) is
the standard normal distribution.
5. Calculate the simulated random field and extract the appropriate sub block that
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corresponds to the original field, as shown in Equation 3.11.

√
ε̂ = F F T 2
Γ

Z


(3.11)

ε = Re (ε̂1:n1 ,1:n2 )
where F F T 2(•) is the two-dimensional discrete Fast Fourier Transform of •,
is the element-wise product of two matrices, Re(•) extracts the real component
of •, and ε̂1:n1 ,1:n2 extracts the first n1 rows and n2 columns of ε̂.
Additional details and discussions of the Circulant Embedding Simulation method
may be found in [2] and the accompanying Matlab code at [182]
This procedure has a theoretical computational complexity of O(n log(n)) from the
Fast Fourier Transform of the block circulant matrix G. Computationally, Circulant
Embedding is similar to the Spectral method as this avoids the calculation of the full
covariance matrix and performs simulation in the spectral space. Also similar to the
Spectral method, a limitation of this method is the requirement of the random field
to be gridded, which may be undesirable depending on the application.

3.4

Comparative Analysis of Field Simulation Techniques

This section evaluates the five methods of simulating correlated random fields discussed in Section 3.3. The methods are evaluated according to three general criteria:
accuracy of the resulting random field in replicating the intended covariance structure
(i.e. fields that follow the model semivariogram), the computational requirements of
each method for different field sizes, and the convenience of its application.
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Accuracy in Replicating the Model Variogram

As an initial assessment of the accuracy of the simulated random fields, Figure 3.3
depicts sample random fields using each method: Figure 3.3a uses the Covariance
Simulation method, Figure 3.3b uses the Sequential Simulation method, Figure 3.3c
uses the Spectral Simulation method, Figure 3.3d uses the Turning Bands Simulation
method, and Figure 3.3e uses the Circulant Embedding Simulation method. These
plots enable the visual assessment of the generated random fields so as to check
for inconsistencies or artifacts in the results. As the Covariance method directly
samples from the intended distribution, Figure 3.3a may be used as the benchmark
for comparison. The samples shown depict a random field with 625 sites arranged in
a 25 × 25 grid with equal spacing of 0.5 km.
From a visual inspection of these plots, the resulting fields seem to be consistent
with that of the Covariance method, with the exception of the field simulated using
the Spectral method in Figure 3.3c. This field seems more “blurry” as compared to the
other fields, signifying a potential discrepancy in the spatial correlation between sites
at small distances. To confirm this observation, the experimental semivariograms for
the simulated fields may be constructed and compared to the model semivariogram
defined in Equation 3.2. The experimental semivariograms may be calculated using
Equation 3.12.
N (h)
X
1
γ̂ (h) =
[zu − zuα +h ]2
2N (h) α=1 α

(3.12)

where zuα is the value at location uα , N (h) is the number of pairs of sites separated by
a distance h, and [zuα , zuα +h ] is the αth such pair. Figure 3.4 depicts the experimental
semivariograms of the random fields produced by these methods. Figure 3.4b zooms
into the small distance region of Figure 3.4a.
Observing Figure 3.4a, all methods appear to adequately replicate the model
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.3: Sample random fields simulated using (a) Covariance Simulation method,
(b) Sequential Simulation method, (c) Spectral Simulation method, (d) Turning
Bands Simulation method, and (e) Circulant Embedding Simulation method.
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(b)

Figure 3.4: Comparison of the experimental variograms from simulated random fields
using the discussed methods with the model variogram that describes the target
covariance structure. (b) reflects a magnification of (a) at short site to site distances.
semivariogram overall; however, in observing the zoomed in plot in Figure 3.4b, the
Spectral method appears to exhibit a smaller variogram (higher correlation) compared
the model semivariogram at small distances. This explains the blurriness of the sample
random field from Figure 3.3c—a higher correlation at small distances yields random
fields that appear more homogeneous. Therefore in terms of accuracy, all methods
perform very well with the exception of the Spectral, which seems to have a small
but perceptible deviation from the intended distribution.

3.4.2

Computational Expense of Simulation Methods

This subsection evaluates the methods in terms of their computational expense—
specifically, the computation time and the peak random access memory (RAM) usage. There are two aspects to capture in assessing the computation time. First, some
methods benefit from performing expensive calculations only once and saving the
results to enable subsequent simulation to be more efficient. Second, some methods
may scale better with the number of sites to evaluate in the random field. Thus, this
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(b)

Figure 3.5: Total computation time for a number of simulations of a random field
with (a) 625 sites and (b) 8,100 sites.
evaluation will analyze the computation time at two different field sizes: a gridded
25 × 25 field (total of 625 sites) and a gridded 90 × 90 field (total of 8,100 sites).
Additionally, the computation time for multiple simulations of fields of these sizes are
recorded such to capture the aforementioned computational savings for subsequent
simulations. Figure 3.5 depicts the empirical total computation time versus the number of simulations for each field size. Computation is performed and recorded on a
64-bit Windows 7 laptop with a Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2450M 2.5 GHz processor.
In observing Figure 3.5, the Spectral Simulation and Circulant Embedding methods have superior computation time compared to the other models. The Covariance
methods also performs well for smaller random fields, but the high expense of the
initial calculations do not scale well with field size, as its computation time dramatically increased between Figure 3.5a and Figure 3.5b. However, the Covariance
method does demonstrate its efficiency in subsequent simulations relative to the other
methods: its curve in each plot has a high initial value, and marginally increases in
computation time for additional simulations, signifying that the majority of the computation time is attributed to the initial calculations, while the marginal time for the
next simulation is relatively small. The Turning Band Simulation method performs
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(b)

Figure 3.6: Peak random access memory usage for the methods discussed in this
chapter. (a) depicts recorded values of memory usage during simulation, while (b)
includes a projection of the memory usage to higher field sizes using a polynomial
fitting of the recorded values, indicated by the dashed lines.
fairly well, and demonstrates that it scales well with field size. The Sequential Simulation method appears to perform the worst in terms of computation time for the
explored field sizes; however, it may scale better in terms of field size compared to the
Covariance method, as the ratio of the initial computation time between these two
methods became smaller with a higher field size. Furthermore, the total computation
time at the shown field sizes are on the order of minutes, so the differences at these
field sizes are not as significant as the ability to scale to higher field sizes.
Figure 3.6 depicts the peak RAM usage of each method in simulating random
fields of varying sizes. Figure 3.6a depicts recorded values of memory usage during
simulation. Figure 3.6b projects these curves to higher field sizes using a polynomial
fitting of the recorded values, indicated by the dashed lines.
Observing Figure 3.6, the Circulant Embedding again performs superiorly compared to the other methods, and appears to scale well with field size. The Sequential
and Spectral methods perform well and appear to scale well with network size. The
Turning Bands method appears to perform well with small field size, but does not
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scale as well as the Sequential and Spectral methods. The Covariance appears to
perform comparatively well for small field sizes, but its poor scaling with field size
manifests quickly, and uses significantly more memory as compared to other methods
even for moderate field sizes.

3.4.3

Complexity in Application

This section briefly discusses considerations regarding the application of these methods outside of accuracy and computational expense.
While the Covariance and Sequential appear to exhibit inferior computational
performance relative to the other methods, they are well established and currently
commonly used for ground motion field simulation. Additionally, their procedure is
intuitive, easy to implement, and flexible regarding the arrangement of the sites in
the random field to be simulated—recall that the Spectral and Circulant Embedding
methods are limited to gridded fields. Furthermore, the disparity in computational
performance is modest enough for small field sizes such that the Covariance and
Sequential methods may still be performed using relatively cheap hardware (i.e. personal computers). Thus, users may opt for the Covariance or Sequential methods for
their convenience if their data requirements do not heavily exploit the computational
advantages of the other methods. In the context of performing probabilistic seismic
hazard analysis for large distributed infrastructure networks, there are opportunities
to take advantage of the computational efficiency of the other methods, especially
Circulant Embedding, due to the amount of simulations required combined with the
spatial extent of large networks.
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Extension to Cross-correlated Random Vector
Fields

The methods presented in this chapter perform random field simulations for the calculation of ground motion amplitude fields of a single intensity measure. These methods
may be integrated with the cross-correlated random vector field simulation procedure
proposed by Markhvida et al. [50]. They use principle component analysis on ground
motion amplitude fields at multiple spectral periods to identify independent fields
that adequately captures the parameter space. Then, independent spatially correlated random fields may be simulated, using methods described in this chapter, and
combined to produce realizations of cross-correlated random vector fields that describe the correlated ε values for multiple ground motion intensity measures. Such
collections of cross-correlated ground motion amplitude fields are desired for infrastructure network reliability analysis, as the fragilities of different network components
may be governed by different ground motion intensity measures.

3.6

Conclusion

This chapter demonstrates different procedures for performing ground motion amplitude field simulation, with a focus on the calculation of the correlated ε values
using techniques for two-dimensional random field simulation. Methods commonly
used for ground motion field simulation, the Covariance and Sequential Simulation
methods, are evaluated against emerging techniques that have been used in other applications, the Spectral, Turning Bands, and Circulant Embedding Simulation methods. In the results presented in this chapter, all methods perform well with regards
to replicating the target covariance structure, though the Spectral method, as currently implemented, appears to exhibit a slight but perceivable discrepancy from the
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model semivariogram in its resulting random fields. In terms of computation time,
the Spectral and Circulant Embedding performs the most efficiently and scales well
with field size, while the Sequential method appears to be the most inefficient, and
the Covariance method scales poorly with field size. Regarding computational memory requirements, The Circulant Embedding method performs superiorly compared
to the other methods, while the Covariance method becomes very inefficient for larger
field sizes. Thus, the Circulant Embedding method appears to dominate in terms of
computational efficiency without sacrificing significant accuracy, and could be a powerful candidate for application to ground motion field simulation. However, despite
the computational inferiority of the Covariance and Sequential Simulation methods,
these techniques are well established and convenient to pursue, so users may opt for
these techniques if their random field simulation needs do not heavily take advantage
of the computational efficiency of the other methods.
One caveat to the results presented in this study, as for any transition from theory
to application, is that there may be features of the implementation that negatively
impact an otherwise theoretically efficient procedure. For example, these methods are
all implemented in Matlab, and are subjected to how efficiently Matlab manipulates
the data and how the code is constructed. Another limitation of the findings in this
paper is that there are no empirical data for very large random fields—due to the
limitations of the personal computer used for this study, this data are not pursued.
While the computational expense may be estimated with empirical extrapolations
or theoretical computational complexity expressions, confirmation of the behavior of
these methods for very large fields would be desired for applications requiring data
of that scale, such as the creation of probabilistic hazard maps of large areas.
The ground motion simulation methodology described in this chapter is but the
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initial step for analyzing and estimating infrastructure network performance and resilience to seismic events. Simulated ground motion fields are utilized in the estimation of network component damage and subsequent network performance metrics.
The findings in this chapter alleviate the computational barrier of the application
of probabilistic hazard assessment to infrastructure network analysis. Enabling the
probabilistic analysis of networks facilitates more informed network performance and
reliability estimations, and subsequently, more efficient network management decisions, such as retrofit selection. Thus, the findings in this chapter contribute to the
larger body of research that pursues the construction and maintenance of resilient
communities.

Chapter 4
Comparative Analysis of
Techniques for the Efficient
Selection of Pipes for Seismic
Retrofitting of Water Supply
Systems
Abstract
Lifeline infrastructure network reliability and resistance to natural hazards,
such as earthquakes, are critical to post event recovery and community resilience. In preparation for future events, cities may opt to strengthen their
lifeline networks by reinforcing and retrofitting network components. However,
resource limitations and budget constraints dictate the necessity of the efficient selection of network components for retrofitting. This chapter extends
research on efficient retrofit selection by exploring heuristics to identify important network components and seeking those that balance component criticality
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to system functionality with component probability of failure from future earthquakes. A comparative analysis of such heuristics is performed by evaluating
and comparing the impact of the resulting retrofit schemes on a real life network, the Auxiliary Water Supply System (AWSS) of San Francisco, subjected
to seismic hazard. The metrics included in this comparative analysis include
those based on basic pipe properties, those found in existing literature, and
those proposed here: the Pipe Participation Factor (PPF) and several variants
of PPF, such as the Tempered Pipe Participation Factor (TPPF). The analyses
performed here shows that TPPF, when combined with an existing heuristic
Risk Achievement Worth (RAW), produced superior results, signaling that the
integration of seismic hazard analysis into retrofit planning is essential for producing efficient retrofit schemes. The potency of this combined heuristic is
increased when applying this metric to clusters of pipes rather than individual pipes. This chapter concludes with a discussion on potential limitations
of the application of TPPF, and directions for future work to address those
limitations.

4.1

Introduction

Lifeline infrastructure network reliability and resistance to natural hazards, such as
earthquakes, are critical to post event recovery and community resilience: electrical
power and telecommunication networks are essential for emergency medical response
and rescue; water supply networks are crucial for the operation of medical facilities, as
well as to combat fires following earthquakes; transportation networks are important
for the evacuation of residents. In preparation for future events, cities may opt to
reinforce and retrofit network components to increase the seismic reliability of those
components, which in turn would increase the reliability of the system. However,
resource limitations and budget constraints oftentimes restrict retrofits to a small
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subset of network components. This necessitates the efficient selection of network
components for retrofitting—one that minimizes the risk of system failure while being
subjected to these constraints. This selection problem is a nontrivial issue due to the
complex interaction between components.
One option to find the best retrofit strategy is to enumerate a number of options
and choose the one with the best performance. Myerson and Symonds [117] define
and evaluate three alternatives for improving the AWSS of San Francisco. Schneiter
et al. [116] experiments with retrofitting all combinations of one or two individual
pipes, as well as a subset of three pipe combinations. Romero et al. [121] implement
a knapsack-based retrofitting method for the power network in Sicily. This method
exhaustively searches for a subset of network components to retrofit that most improves network performance, subjected to a budget constraint. Khan and Tee [122]
implements a subset simulation methodology to prescribe an optimal pipeline maintenance strategy. Among other factors, the pipes’exposure to seismicity is considered
via an impact factor. Fan et al. [119] and Chang et al. [120] utilize optimization techniques for the seismic retrofitting of bridges in the transportation network, in which
bridges are subjected to a set of earthquake scenarios. These methods yield an optimal retrofit selection; however, the computational requirements typically impedes
the analysis of networks with a large number of possible combinations for retrofit
selection.
Instead of enumerating the possible retrofit schemes, heuristics may be employed
to more easily assess the importance of network components and prescribe retrofits.
Izquierdo et al. [126] use error limit analysis by way of sensitivity analysis to determine the retrofit priority of pipelines in the water network. The resulting retrofit
prioritization is based on pipe flow rates and their relative uncertainty. Dunn and
Wilkinson [115] explore graph theory metrics in combination with flow based metrics
for important network node identification. Salman et al. [129] use Risk Achievement
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Worth (RAW), as defined by Rausand and Høyland [128], to determine retrofit priority of components of the power network. RAW involves prioritizing components that
singularly most impact network performance by comparing network performance with
and without the failure of that component. Dutuit and Rauzy [130] discuss various
prominent importance measures, including the Birnbaum Importance Measure (BIM),
Criticality Importance Measure (CIM), Diagnostic Importance Measure (FVM), Risk
Achievement Worth (RAW), and Risk Reduction Worth (RRW), and extends these
measures to complex components and groups of components. Almoghathawi et al.
[127] present a multi criteria decision making method that identifies important network components based on multiple importance measures. The importance measures
studied in their work include considerations of max flow paths and one at a time damage impact. The methodologies discussed here aim to capture pipes critical to the
functionality of the network while forgoing the expense of exhaustive combinatorial
testing; however, the impact of natural hazards and risk to network components on
retrofit selection should also be considered. Davis and Giovinazzi [131] stress the necessity of hazard identification and component fragility assessment in the development
of retrofit schemes for resilient water supply systems.
Emerging research in the topic of lifeline network seismic resilience has pursued
the integration of seismic hazard into retrofit planning. Esposito et al. [60] perform a probabilistic seismic performance assessment of the gas distribution system
in L'Aquila, Italy. Their findings include the complementary cumulative distribution
of the performance indicators connectivity loss and serviceability ratio resulting from
a set of 2,000 ground motion maps simulated using a MW 6.3 earthquake from the
Paganica fault, as well as a presentation of a deaggragation methodology that may
aid in efficient retrofit identification. Wang et al. [134] explore the heuristics Damage
Consequence Index (DCI) and Upgrade Benefit Index (UBI), which estimates the
importance of pipes based on the performance of the water supply system subjected
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to a set of ground motion simulations. However, the formulation of these metrics as
conditional estimates imply that the occurrence rates of events and the probability of
failure of pipes are not explicitly represented. With regards to bridge retrofitting, the
United States Federal Highway Administration [135] provides guidelines for retrofit
prioritization that considers both bridge vulnerability and the consequence of bridge
failure; however, Miller [16] notes that the proposed guidelines involve the independent analysis of bridges which fails to capture correlated bridge failures as well as
the increased severity of network disruption from multiple bridge failures. Miller explores the existing bridge rank measure based on expected replacement cost given the
seismic hazard, as well as the existing traffic volume based importance measure, and
proposes a composite measure that encompasses the aforementioned two importance
measures. This composite measure ranks bridges according to their participation in
damage maps resulting in high loss in network performance, weighted by the occurrence rate of those damage maps. These damage maps are simulated using realistic
ground motion maps, and thus reflect potential future damage scenarios while capturing the impact of multiple bridge failures.
This chapter extends research on efficient retrofit selection for seismic hazard
mitigation that is informed by the seismic hazard experienced by the network. In
particular, this work pursues heuristics for the estimation of component importance
that incorporates the component’s criticality to network functionality with its probability of damage from future earthquakes. This study is performed in the context
of water supply systems in which pipelines are vulnerable to damage and candidates
for retrofitting. Several metrics are studied here, including those based on basic pipe
properties, those found in existing literature, and those proposed here: the Pipe Participation Factor (PPF) and several variants of PPF. A comparative analysis of these
metrics is performed by evaluating and comparing the impact of the resulting retrofit
selection on a real life network, the Auxiliary Water Supply System (AWSS) of San
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Francisco, subjected to seismic hazard. Each technique is used to select pipelines
for retrofitting, subjected to an assumed fixed budget constraint, and the relative
performance of the system after the application of retrofits is observed.
The analysis performed here aims to identify the technique that best mitigates
impacts from the seismic hazard on the water supply system, as well as to glean an
intuition on the important factors for effective mitigation. Specifically, the analysis
conducted later in this chapter demonstrates that the use of basic pipe properties
are insufficient as a sole basis for retrofit selection, and that the integration of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis into retrofit selection contributes information not
captured by existing metrics that further improves retrofit effectiveness. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the heuristics studied
in this chapter. Section 4.3 presents and compares the performance of the retrofitting
schemes using these heuristics. Section 4.4 further evaluates the robustness of the
techniques proposed in this work. Finally, Section 4.5 summarizes the primary findings and contributions of this chapter, as well as directions for future work.

4.2

Heuristics Studied in This Work

This section enumerates the retrofitting heuristics studied in this work. The scores for
each metric are calculated for each pipe segment modeled in the network, and retrofit
prioritization is assigned to each pipe segment according to the relative values of those
scores. This study assumes that the cost of retrofitting is uniform per unit length
of pipe for simplicity, and the budget constraint permits retrofitting of up to 55 km
of pipeline, which corresponds to 25% of the AWSS. Using a particular technique,
55 km of pipeline with the highest priority is selected for retrofitting and denoted as
the retrofit scheme using that technique. The metrics studied in this work include
those that reflect basic properties of the network that would intuitively be relevant to
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network functionality, those prominent in network retrofitting literature, and those
that integrate seismic hazard and risk analysis proposed in this work. Several methods
employ the hydraulic flow simulation of the AWSS. The program GIRAFFE [66]
in conjunction with EPANET [136] are used to perform demand driven hydraulic
simulation, as previously mentioned in Section 2.4. This section initially describes
the scoring of individual pipe segments using each heuristic, and then proceeds to
describe the scoring of groups of pipes acting as one unit—i.e. pipe clusters.

4.2.1

Random Selection

The most basic method for the selection of pipes for retrofitting is to opt for random
selection. All pipe segments in the network are assigned equal probabilities of being
selected. Retrofits are then selected by sampling from the set of pipe segments without
replacement using Monte Carlo Simulation. The resulting retrofits using this method
captures the impact of retrofitting a certain amount of pipeline without regard to the
contribution of the chosen pipe segments to network functionality or its probability
of experiencing damage. This method serves as a benchmark for comparison for the
other techniques presented in this chapter to gauge their effects on network functionality beyond the impact from the amount retrofitted. For the retrofit effectiveness
evaluation presented later in this chapter, two different retrofit scheme realizations
are developed using different seeds in the random number generator during Monte
Carlo Simulation. These retrofit schemes are designated as Rand1 and Rand2. For
each scheme, pipes are selected without replacement until 55 km of pipes have been
selected.
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Pipe Property Based Heuristics

A simple option for a retrofit metric is to extract properties of the pipe segments
that are intuitively related to the ability of the network to propagate water through
its pipes and satisfy water demand. The advantages of such techniques include the
ease of the calculation and the intuitive rationale behind the metric. However, due
to their simplistic nature, this strategy may be inadequate in capturing the complex
interactions in water flow and propagation.
This study investigates two such simple pipe property based retrofit heuristics:
pipe diameter and pipe flow.
Pipe Diameter
The heuristic based on pipe diameter prioritizes pipe segments with larger pipe
diameters. Pipe diameter determines the maximum flow capacity of pipe segments,
and so prioritizing the retrofitting of larger diameter pipes will ensure the protection
of the pathways in the network with potentially high amount of traffic. During retrofit
selection, pipes are sorted according to their diameter, and retrofits are selected starting from the pipes with the largest diameters until 55 km of pipes are achieved. The
resulting retrofit scheme is designated as Diam later in this chapter.
Pipe Flow
While pipe diameter gives a sense of potential flow through a pipe, it may not
capture the realistic flows through the pipe, as pipe flow is also dependent on both
available water and the maintenance of water pressure. Thus, a heuristic that reflects
a more realistic assessment of the potential flow through pipes may be one based
on actual pipe flow resulting from a hydraulic simulation. A reasonable estimate of
potential flow for each pipe (or conversely, potential flow loss from the damage of each
pipe) is obtained by performing a hydraulic simulation on the network assuming no
component damage and extracting the resulting pipe flow. This chapter will refer to
this amount of flow as the base flow of each pipe. This strategy prioritizes the retrofit
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of those pathways with a high amount of traffic during normal operating conditions.
During retrofit selection, pipes are sorted according to their base flow, and retrofits
are selected starting from the pipes with the largest base flow until 55 km of pipes
are achieved. This retrofit scheme is designated as Flow.

4.2.3

Risk Achievement Worth

The strategies detailed above presume that the protection of pipes with high amount
of flow would result in improved network performance; however, this may not capture the complexity of flow propagation through the overall network. For example,
pipes with large flows in a highly interconnected area of the network may not be
singularly more important than pipes with slightly smaller flow but serve as the only
outlet to another area of the network. Thus, a better strategy may be one that more
directly assesses the impact of pipes to network performance. As previously mentioned, there are many techniques in literature that attempt to capture the criticality
of pipes to network functionality. This chapter investigates one such heuristic, the
Risk Achievement Worth as described by [129] and first introduced by [128].
The Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) captures a pipe segment’s singular contribution to the performance of the water network. The formulation of RAW is expressed
in equation below:

RAWcomponenti =

FS (Qi = 1)
FS

(4.1)

where FS (Qi = 1) is the network disruption when pipe segment i is damaged, and FS
is the network disruption with no pipe damage. Here, FS may be regarded as the nodal
unsatisfaction N U or the demand unsatisfation DU as defined in Chapter 2. To obtain
the necessary values for RAW for each pipe segment i, network flow simulations are
run with only pipe segment i broken, and the resulting network performance estimate
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is recorded. During retrofit selection, pipes are sorted according to their RAW score,
and retrofits are selected starting from the pipes with the largest RAW score until 55
km of pipes are achieved. The resulting retrofit scheme is designated as RAW.
RAW by definition implies a degree of causality between pipe performance and
network performance. However, Dutuit and Rauzy [130] are cautious of its use, as
it is rough: RAW only considers singular pipe damage, while typical seismic events
yield multiple simultaneous failures, and these joint failures may contribute to higher
network disruption than what is captured by RAW. Additionally, RAW does not
integrate pipe vulnerability to seismic hazard.

4.2.4

Pipe Vulnerability

The strategies above aim to capture the contribution of the pipe to network flow
and network performance; however, the retrofitting of a pipe should also consider the
probability of that pipe being damaged. Case in point, pipes with strong influence
on network functionality but never break should not be prioritized over other pipes
with less influence on network functionality but always break. Thus, metrics for
pipe retrofitting should also incorporate the exposure and fragility of pipes to the
seismic hazards in the area of interest. This chapter first explores the following
simple heuristic: pipe vulnerability.
Pipe vulnerability is defined here to be the probability of damage from a scenario
analysis; in particular, the MW 7.9 San Andreas rupture scenario from the CAPPS
project is used [29]. The ground motion at each pipe segment are combined with
damage rate estimates found in literature, such as the rates from Equation 2.2 presented in Chapter 2, to obtain the probability of failure for each pipe. During retrofit
selection, pipes are sorted according to their estimated repair rates, and retrofits are
selected starting from pipes with the highest repair rate until 55 km of pipes are
achieved. The resulting retrofit scheme is designated as Vuln.
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Ground Motion - Simulation Based Heuristics

The above techniques attempt to capture the importance of the pipe segment to the
functionality of the network or pipe exposure and fragility to seismic hazard. This
chapter now proposes heuristics that integrate aspects of both pipe criticality and
pipe vulnerability: the Pipe Participation Factor and its variants.
Pipe Participation Factor
Inspired by the Composite Importance Measure developed by Miller [16], this
chapter proposes the pipe importance measure Pipe Participation Factor (PPF). PPF
estimates the importance of a pipe segment by its participation in damage maps that
yield high network disruption. The formulation of PPF is shown in the equation
below.

P P Fi =

X
1
1
P
wj I(xi,j ≥ x)
Li j∈SD wj j∈S

(4.2)

D

where Li is the length of the pipe segment i, wj is the weighting factor of damage
map j (here, taken to be the occurrence rate of damage map j), I(•) is the indicator
function, xi,j ≥ x indicates the exceedance of the limit state x of component i in
damage map j (here, taken to indicate the presence of pipe damage in pipe i in
damage map j), and SD is the set of damage maps that result in high network
disruption. The division by pipe segment length is used as a normalization factor
to counteract the higher probability of damage of longer pipes despite having similar
repair rates. During retrofit selection, pipes are sorted according to their PPF, and
retrofits are selected starting from the pipes with the largest PPF until 55 km of pipes
are achieved. The resulting retrofit scheme is designated as PPF.
The key feature here is the choice of only considering damage maps with high
network disruption in SD . This choice allows for the notion that pipe segments
with high PPF are pipe segments that tend to participate in damage maps yielding
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high network disruption, implying a correlation with the pipe segment’s performance
and network performance. If SD included all damage maps rather than only the
aforementioned subset, then Equation 4.2 would simply capture pipe vulnerability,
in the form of the annual probability of pipe damage, normalized by the pipe length.
With a well-tuned criterion for SD , PPF reflects a sort of smart vulnerability estimate:
the metric considers the vulnerability of pipes only in the scenarios that matter—the
scenarios that result in high network disruption.
This work also explores the following variants of PPF and assess the improvement
in results with these refinements.
Penalized Pipe Participation Factor
The Penalized Pipe Participation Factor (PPPF) calculates PPF as normal, but
then adds a term that penalizes those pipes that also participate in damage maps
that do not contribute to high network disruption (i.e. those maps not in SD ). The
PPPF may be calculated using the equation below.

P P P Fi =

X
X
1
1
1
1
P
wj I(xi,j ≥ x) − P
wk I(xi,k ≥ x) (4.3)
Li j∈SD wj j∈S
Li k∈S
/ D wk
D

k∈S
/ D

where Li is the length of the pipe segment i, wj and wk are the weighting factors of
damage maps j and k, respectively (here, taken to be the occurrence rate of damage
map j and k), I(•) is the indicator function, xi,j ≥ x indicates the exceedance of the
limit state x of component i in damage map j (here, taken to indicate the presence
of pipe damage in pipe i in damage map j), and SD is the set of damage maps that
result in high network disruption. Those pipes with the highest PPPF scores are
selected for retrofit until 55 km of pipes are achieved. The retrofit scheme developed
using PPPF is designated PPPF later in this paper.
The objective of PPPF is to decrease the prioritization of those pipes that also
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break in those maps with low network disruption, as this would imply that these
pipes were not all that critical to network functionality. This adjustment reduces
the importance of pipes with high vulnerability but low contribution to network
functionality. These pipes will often be seen to participate in damage maps in SD
solely due to their vulnerability, and PPF would prioritize them highly for their
participation. On the other hand, PPPF will observe that these pipes also participate
in damage maps not in SD , and so reduce their priority accordingly.
Weighted Pipe Participation Factor
As described in Chapter 2, damage to pipes may be classified as breaks or leaks.
These damage states have different hydraulic implications on network flow, and so
may significantly influence the network performance. Thus, the Weighted Pipe Participation Factor (WPPF) accounts for these different damage states in the damage
maps when approximating pipe importance. The WPPF may be calculated using the
following equation.
X
1
1
P
W P P Fi =
Li j∈SD wj j∈S

D

!
wj

X

αk I(xi,j = xk )

(4.4)

k

where Li is the length of the pipe segment i, wj is the weighting factor of damage
map j (here, taken to be the occurrence rate of damage map j), I(•) is the indicator
function, xi,j = xk indicates the achievement of limit state xk of component i in
damage map j (here, xk represents pipe leakage or pipe breakage), αk is the weight
associated with the achievement of damage state xk , and SD is the set of damage
maps that result in high network disruption. Pipes with both leaks and breaks are
considered to only have breaks. Those pipes with the highest WPPF scores are
selected for retrofit until 55 km of pipes are achieved.
WPPF may be used to adjust the importance associated with the pipe’s contribution to a damage map according to the damage state observed by that pipe in
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that damage map. Suppose we hypothesize that pipe breaks dictate the network performance more so than pipe leaks. In other words, for example, those damage maps
that yield high network disruption involve breaks in pipes with high significance, while
those with low network disruption involve breaks in pipes with relatively smaller significance. Therefore, the weight of pipe breaks should be greater than pipe leaks to
reflect the greater contribution to network performance of pipe breaks. On the other
hand, if we instead take the perspective that we already achieve high disruption with
pipe leaks and that the disruption may potentially be worse if those leaks turned into
breaks, then we may set the weight of pipe leaks greater than pipe breaks. In light of
these notions, two retrofit schemes are developed for this heuristic in the evaluation
preformed later in this chapter. To accommodate the first notion, a retrofit scheme is
developed using WPPF with the weight of leaks equal to 0.5 and the weight of breaks
equal to 1.0 and designated WPPF1. To accommodate the second notion, a second
retrofit scheme is developed using WPPF with the weight of leaks equal to 1.0 and
the weight of breaks equal to 0.5 and designed WPPF2.
Iterated Pipe Participation Factor
The Iterated Pipe Participation Factor (IPPF) integrates the notion that the
next optimal subset of retrofits may change after implementing the first subset of
retrofits. The first set of retrofits may alter the hydraulics of the system such to shift
the criticality of pipe segments. Thus, the procedure using IPPF divides the retrofit
selection into a k number of stages. For each stage, the retrofits in the previous stages
are implemented, and hydraulic simulations are performed to obtain the current set
SD . Then, the IPPF is calculated for each pipe segment using the new set SD , and
the next set of retrofits are selected until 1/k of the predetermined amount of total
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retrofits is obtained. The IPPF is formulated in the equation below.

IP P Fi,k =

1
1
P
Li j∈SD |SD
k

X
k−1

wj

wj I(xi,j ≥ x)

(4.5)

j∈SDk |SDk−1

where Li is the length of the pipe segment i, wj is the weighting factor of damage
map j (here, taken to be the occurrence rate of damage map j), I(•) is the indicator
function, xi,j ≥ x indicates the exceedance of the limit state x of component i in
damage map j (here, taken to indicate the presence of pipe damage in pipe i in
damage map j), and SD |SDk−1 is the set of damage maps that result in high network
disruption in the k th stage after implementing the retrofits in the previous k−1 stages.
For the retrofit evaluation later in this chapter, this chapter explores IPPF where
k = 2. This implies that the retrofit selection is split into two stages that selects half
of the amount of pipeline to retrofit in each stage. After the first half of retrofits (i.e.
27.5 km of pipe) are selected, hydraulic simulations are performed on the network
implementing those retrofits to obtain an updated set SD . The second stage then
uses the updated set SD to calculate updated values of IPPF for the second retrofit
selection (i.e. another 27.5 km of pipe). The overall retrofit scheme using IPPF is
designated IPPF.
Tempered Pipe Participation Factor
PPF and its other variants are simulation driven importance measures—that is,
PPF reflects the pipe’s importance in damage maps realized through simulation.
A potential issue with simulation driven importance measures is the ability to adequately replicate the probabilistic distribution of pipe damage given a limited number
of simulations. This is especially problematic here as pipe break probabilities are typically small. To help mitigate this issue, the authors propose a modification to the
formulation of PPF to form the Tempered Pipe Participation Factor, which may be
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calculated according to the equation below.

T P P Fi =

X
1
1
P
wj P (xi,j ≥ x)
Li j∈SD wj j∈S

(4.6)

D

where P (xi,j ≥ x) may be interpreted as the probability of pipe damage for pipe
segment i in damage map j. The resulting retrofit scheme using this formulation is
designated TPPF. Those pipes with the highest TPPF scores are selected for retrofit
until 55 km of pipes are achieved.
This formulation may be interpreted as finding the probability of a ground motion map contributing to high network disruption, and then finding the pipe segments that are likely to be damaged in those ground motion maps—thus those pipe
segments with high TPPF should be those with high probability of damage in scenarios that contribute to high network disruption. By replacing the indicator function
in PPF in Equation 4.2 with the pipe damage probability, the simulations for network performance estimation now only serve to determine the contribution of each
damage map to the heuristic calculation—the realization of pipe damage now only
contributes to TPPF insofar as how it affects network performance, as opposed the
complete dependence on the realization of pipe damage in the estimation of PPF.
Thus, this version ”tempers“ the dependence on pipe damage realizations and relaxes
simulation requirements, as this focuses on capturing the probabilistic distribution
of network performance for each ground motion map, rather than the distribution of
pipe damage.
However, since TPPF is concerned with the subset of maps SD , an additional assumption is made here–the frequency of damage for pipe segment i is the same within
both the entire set of damage maps from the same ground motion map and the subset
of damage maps in SD from the same ground motion map. There may be instances
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where, for example, the functionality of pipe segment i strongly contributes to network performance, so the frequency of seeing damage in pipe segment i in the subset
of damage maps in SD be higher than considering the entire set of damage maps, thus
violating the assumption and underestimating the value of pipe segment i in retrofit
prioritization. Another potential issue with the use of pipe damage probability in
TPPF is the case where pipes are incidentally broken in damage maps in SD . For example, pipe segments highly susceptible to damage may participate in many damage
maps with high network disruption solely due to this high susceptibility to damage
while not actually significantly contributing to network performance. On the other
hand, those ground motion maps that are likely to yield high network disruption tend
to have higher probabilities of pipe damage across all pipe segments—including those
pipe segments that do not significantly contribute to network performance. This issue
may be exacerbated from the aforementioned assumption, as the frequency of damage
for these pipe segments may potentially be smaller in the subset of damage maps in
SD compared to the entire set, and thus overestimating the value of these pipes.

4.2.6

Combination Heuristics

The previous subsections define several retrofitting techniques both from existing literature and proposed here. Each metric attempts to capture different aspects of pipeline
properties and performance that may contribute to pipe importance for retrofitting.
However, improved retrofit selection may require the consideration of a combination
of the aspects captured by the existing metrics. Thus, this chapter investigates additional retrofitting heuristics derived from a combination of the previously defined
heuristics, termed the Combined Measure. This work explores one rudimentary formulation of the Combined Measure which is calculated by summing the ranks of each
pipe segment with respect to retrofit priority using two of the retrofit techniques
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detailed above:

Combined M easurei = RankA,i + RankB,i

(4.7)

where RankA,i denotes the ranking of segment i in retrofit priority using heuristic
A and RankB,i denotes the ranking of segment i in retrofit priority using heuristic
B. Note that the Combined Measure takes values within the range of 2 (in the case
where the same pipe segment is ranked 1—the most important segment—according to
both heuristics) to 2n where n is the number of pipe segments (in the case where the
same pipe segment is last in both rankings–the least important segment). The pipe
segments are sorted in ascending order according to their Combined Measure score
and selected for retrofit starting from the smallest Combined Measure until until 55
km of pipes are achieved. The resulting retrofit scheme is designated as Comb.
Specifically, this work explores the Combined Measure calculated using RAW and
TPPF. The RAW and TPPF scores are first calculated for each pipe segment. The
pipe segments are sorted in descending order according to their RAW score, and
rank numbers are assigned to each pipe segment according to its position in this
sorted order. The values for RankRAW,i for each pipe segment i are their respective
rank numbers assigned here. Then, the pipe segments are sorted in descending order
according to their TPPF score, and rank numbers are assigned to each pipe segment
according to its position in this sorted order. The values for RankT P P F,i for each pipe
segment i are their respective rank numbers assigned here. These two values are then
input into Equation 4.7 to obtain the Combined Measure for each pipe segment. As
an example, if a particular pipe segment k has both the highest RAW score and the
highest TPPF score, then both of its ranks are 1, and its Combined Measure score
is 1 + 1 = 2. When selecting pipes for retrofit, pipe segment k should be the first
segment to be selected, as the Combined Measure score of 2 is the smallest possible
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score.
This formulation of the combined measure assumes a somewhat linear decrease in
importance with rank. However, the analysis presented later in this chapter shows
that this simple formulation is sufficient to achieve its objective of capturing multiple
properties from different heuristics and yield significantly different results.

4.2.7

Heuristics for Pipe Clusters

The metric calculations described above have been applied to singular pipe segments
as defined by the network model. However, the division of pipeline into individual
segments are somewhat of an artifact in the modeling of the network for the ease
of record keeping and the attribution of ground motion intensity. Furthermore, the
retrofit selection using heuristics applied to singular pipe segments is shown later in
this chapter to have the tendency to produce ”spot“ retrofits —that is, one segment
of pipeline is chosen for retrofitting while its neighbors are not. This selection of
retrofits is difficult to justify intuitively—from a hazard perspective, the ground motion observed by this pipe segment should not be vastly different from its neighbors
due to the spatial correlation in ground shaking between neighboring sites described
in Chapter 2; from a network criticality perspective, this pipe segment should have
a similar importance to network functionality as its neighbors, especially for pipe
segments arranged in a series composing a single pipeline. Additionally, this effect
is unfavorable in implementation. Due to the expense and disruption caused by the
excavations required to retrofit underground pipelines, spot retrofits are impractical.
Furthermore, breaks in a nonretrofitted segment of a pipeline would effectually negate
retrofits implemented on the remaining segments composing this pipeline.
To address this issue, this chapter proposes the clustering of pipe segments. Prior
to the selection of retrofits, the pipe segments are grouped into a smaller number
of clusters and the heuristics are calculated on these clusters of pipes rather than
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individual pipe segments. In this work, clusters are found using the Markov Clustering
Algorithm (MCL) proposed by [183]. First, MCL is invoked to group nodes in the
network using an expansion parameter e and inflation parameter r both equal to 200
as well as an affinity matrix equal to the adjacency matrix weighted by the length
of the pipe connecting pairs of nodes. Using the node clusters identified by MCL,
pipe segments are clustered according to the cluster membership of the nodes at their
endpoints. Pipe segments with endpoint nodes belonging to different clusters are
randomly assigned to be member of one of those two clusters. This procedure reduces
the set of 6307 pipe segments to a set of 866 pipeline clusters. The aggregation of
pipe segments into clusters is illustrated in Figure 4.1 which depicts the network north
of Market Street. Figure 4.1a depicts the individual pipe segments and Figure 4.1b
depicts the clustered pipes. The coloration of these figures signify the individual
pipe segments or clusters. By comparing the coloration of these figures, it can be
seen that many small pipe segments in Figure 4.1a have been clustered into longer
pipelines in Figure 4.1b. For a quantitative comparison, Figure 4.1a depicts 684 pipe
segments, while Figure 4.1b depicts 98 pipe clusters. This reduces the occurrence of
spot retrofits by encouraging the grouping of retrofits. Additionally, this reduction of
the number of candidates for retrofit selection reduces the computational expense of
heuristic calculation.
Clusters of pipes are selected for retrofitting according to the aggregated heuristic
scores until a predetermined amount of retrofitting is achieved. This chapter explores
the application of three techniques to pipe clusters: RAW, TPPF, and the Combined
Measure of RAW + TPPF.
The RAW for pipe clusters is calculated using Equation 4.8 with the index i
referring to the pipe clusters rather than pipe segments.

RAWCi =

FS (Qk = 1)
; k ∈ Ci
FS

(4.8)
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Figure 4.1: Pipe segments in the AWSS (a) without clustering and (b) with clustering.
The coloration signifies the individual pipe segments in (a) and the different pipe
clusters in (b). (a) contains 684 pipe segments, while (b) contains 98 pipe clusters.
where Ci is the set of pipe segments that compose cluster i, FS (Qk = 1) is the network
disruption when all pipe segments k is damaged, and FS is the network disruption
with no pipe damage. Here, FS may be regarded as the nodal unsatisfaction N U or
the demand unsatisfation DU as defined in Chapter 2. Those pipes with the highest
RAWCi scores are selected for retrofit until 55 km of pipes are achieved. The resulting
retrofit scheme is designated Cl-RAW. To obtain the necessary values for RAW for
each pipe cluster i, network flow simulations are run with all pipe segments composing
pipe cluster i broken, and the resulting network performance estimate is recorded.
The TPPF for pipe clusters is calculated by the equation below.

T P P FCi = P

1
k∈Ci

1
Lk

P

j∈SD

X
wj

wj P (xi,j ≥ x)

(4.9)

j∈SD

where Ci denotes the set of pipe segments composing the cluster i, Lk is the length of
the pipe segment k, wj is the weighting factor of damage map j (here, taken to be the
occurrence rate of damage map j), P (xi,j ≥ x) may be interpreted as the probability
of at least one instance of pipe damage for pipe cluster i in damage map j, and SD
is the set of damage maps that result in high network disruption. Those pipes with
the highest T P P FCi scores are selected for retrofit until 55 km of pipes are achieved.
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The resulting retrofit scheme from this formulation is designated Cl-TPPF.
The Combined Measure for pipe clusters is calculated using Equation 4.7 with
the RAW and TPPF for pipe clusters as inputs, 55 km of pipe is selected for retrofit
using this clustered Combined Measure, and the resulting retrofit scheme is designated
Cl-Comb.
Table 4.1 below summarizes the retrofit heuristics presented in this section.

4.3

Assessment of the Effectiveness of Retrofitting
Heuristics

To test the effectiveness of these retrofit techniques, retrofit schemes are developed
for the case study network AWSS described in Chapter 2. Again, the water demands
in this network reflect fire fighting requirements following a MW 7.9 North San Andreas earthquake. For the ease of calculation and to make the differences between
the heuristics more explicit, the resulting retrofits cause the affected pipes to be invulnerable to damage. Additionally, pipe segments that observed zero base flow are
excluded from the set of candidates for retrofitting. Intuitively, this excluded set
of pipe segments do not contribute to network functionality under normal operating
conditions, and as such should not be retrofitted. Note that this property is already
inherent in a number of metrics (e.g. Pipe Flow and RAW). Figure 4.2 depicts those
58km of pipeline with zero base flow and excluded from retrofit selection.
Within the following subsections, retrofit schemes using each method are first developed and applied. Again, each method selects 55 kilometers of pipeline to retrofit
such to make comparable the monetary costs of each strategy. Then, the network is
subjected to a set of 1,820 pipe damage simulations as described in Chapter 2, with
pipe damage simulated using the updated pipe damage probabilities after retrofitting,
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Table 4.1: Heuristics studied in this chapter.
Name
Random Selection

Designation(s)
Rand1, Rand2

Pipe Diameter
Pipe Flow

Diam
Flow
RAW

Risk Achievement
Worth
Pipe Vulnerability

Vuln

Pipe Participation
Factor

PPF

Penalized Pipe Participation Factor

PPPF

Weighted Pipe Participation Factor

WPPF1,
WPPF2

Iterated Pipe Participation Factor

IPPF

Tempered Pipe Participation Factor

TPPF

Combined Measure

Comb

Risk
Achievement
Worth for Clusters
Tempered Pipe Participation Factor for
Clusters
Combined Measure
for Clusters

Cl-RAW
Cl-TPPF

Cl-Comb

Description
Pipes are selected by randomly sampling from
the entire set of pipes without replacement.
Pipes with the largest diameter are selected.
Pipes with the largest base flow are selected.
Pipes with the largest singular contribution to
the performance of the network are selected.

Pipes with the largest annual probability of
damage from future earthquakes are selected.
Pipes are selected according to its participation in damage maps that yield high network
disruption.
Modification of PPF that penalizes pipes that
also participates in damage maps that do not
contribute to high network disruption.
Modification of PPF that in which pipe leaks
and pipe breaks are assigned different weights
during estimation of pipe importance.
Modification of PPF in which retrofit selection
is divided into multiple stages, and subsequent
stages select pipes based on the network performance after retrofits from previous stages are
implemented.
Modification of PPF in which pipe probability
of damage is used instead of the realization of
pipe damage.
Heuristic derived from the aggregation of the
heuristics RAW and TPPF.
The heuristic Risk Achievement Worth applied
to pipe clusters.
The heuristic Tempered Pipe Participation
Factor applied to pipe clusters.
The heuristic Combined Measure applied to
pipe clusters.
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Figure 4.2: Pipe segments with zero base flow.
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and the hydraulic model is run on the resulting pipe damage simulations. The resulting network performance is presented in the form of annual exceedance curves of
Nodal Unsatisfaction and Demand Unsatisfaction, as described in Section 2.4, and
compared with a baseline curve, which describes the network performance with no
retrofits applied. The relative effectiveness of each retrofit scheme is evaluated by
observing the impact on these annual exceedance curves.
To simplify the comparison of the large number of techniques explored in this
chapter, the heuristics are grouped into two major groups. The first group evaluates
and compares the simple heuristics and techniques found in literature–namely, those
techniques defined in subsections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, and 4.2.4. The second group
evaluates and compares the heuristics proposed by this paper—namely, PPF and its
variants as discussed in subsection 4.2.5. This section then compares the best metrics
found in both groups, and continues with an exploration on two refinements to these
chosen metrics: their integration via the Combined Measure and application to pipe
clusters.
The following analysis refers to various neighborhoods and locations in San Francisco. For reference, Figure 4.3 depict the neighborhoods and relevant streets in San
Francisco.

4.3.1

Comparison 1: Simple Heuristics and Heuristics from
Literature

This subsection presents example retrofit schemes and compares the resulting impact
to network performance for Random Selection from subsection 4.2.1, the metrics Pipe
Diameter and Pipe Flow from subsection 4.2.2, RAW from subsection 4.2.3, and Pipe
Vulnerability from subsection 4.2.4.
The retrofit schemes using the above metrics are depicted in the figures below.
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Figure 4.3: Map of the neighborhoods in San Francisco.
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Figure 4.4: Retrofit schemes using (a,b) random retrofit selection with different seeds,
(c) Pipe Diameter, (d) Pipe Flow, (e) RAW, and (f) Pipe Vulnerability.
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Figures 4.4a and 4.4b depict the random selection of pipe segments for retrofit. All
pipe segments have an equal chance to be selected, resulting in a scattered distribution
of selected retrofits.
Figures 4.4c and 4.4d depict retrofit scheme using Pipe Diameter and Pipe Flow.
As a reminder, these two metrics are related to the amount of potential flow through
the network, and thus share similarities in their retrofit selection. In particular, the
retrofit schemes using these methods identify the pipe mains down Market Street,
the loop around South of Market, and a pipeline through Chinatown and Russian
Hill as pipelines with large flows. However, the differences between these two retrofit
schemes suggest that large diameter pipes are not necessarily indicative of large flows
in the system. This is especially notable in the areas of the Marina and the Mission
where there are relatively large amounts of flow but relatively smaller pipes, as well
as the areas of the Western Addition, Japantown, and Bayview-Hunters Point where
there are relatively large pipes but relatively smaller flows.
In the retrofit scheme using RAW depicted in Figure 4.4e, we see the preference
of retrofits being applied to the pipe mains down Market Street, with excursions to
the north up to the Jones Street Tank and south of Market Street down to Pumping Station No. 1 at 2nd Street and Townsend Street. This retrofit scheme selects
the pipelines connecting two sources of water with the core of the network, which
intuitively signifies those pipe segments that singularly significantly contribute to the
functionality of the network.
The vulnerability of pipes in this work are based on both ground motion and pipe
material. Thus, the retrofit scheme has a preference for choosing those pipe segments
with higher median ground motion in combination with weaker and more brittle pipe
material. Assumed material of pipe composing the AWSS is depicted in Figure 4.5
below.
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Figure 4.5: Material of pipelines in AWSS
Observing Figure 4.4f, the retrofit scheme indicates a preference for the pipe segments in the southern and central regions of the network. Given that the southwestern
portion of the network has been excluded from retrofit selection due to having no base
flow, this selection for the most part reflects the higher ground motion towards the
west/southwest side of the network due to the North San Andreas Fault being situated west of San Francisco. Additionally, in comparing this retrofit scheme to the
map depicting pipe material in Figure 4.5, very few ductile iron pipes are selected for
retrofitting. This is intuitive, as the damage rates in Figure 2.4 indicate that ductile
iron pipes are generally less fragile compared to cast iron pipes, leading to smaller
repair rates, and therefore are not selected for retrofit according to this heuristic.
The impact on network performance after implementing the above retrofit schemes
is depicted in Figure 4.6 below.
Several interesting observations can be made from the results depicted in Figure 4.6. First, the retrofits based on Pipe Diameter and Pipe Flow do not do much
better than the random selection of pipe retrofits. The comparable performance of
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Figure 4.6: Resulting network performance in terms of (a,b) Nodal Unsatisfaction
and (c,d) Demand Unsatisfaction after implementing the retrofitting schemes in this
section. Figure (b) is a magnified view of figure (a), and figure (d) is a magnified
view of figure (c).
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both randomly selected retrofit schemes demonstrates that randomly negating damage elsewhere in the network achieves similar performance as schemes that protect
pipes with high amounts of flow. This implies that the capability of carrying large
amounts of flow is not indicative of importance to the performance of the network.
Second, the metric Pipe Vulnerability performs worse than random selection for
this particular ground motion. This indicates both the inadequacy of using limited
scenario ground motions for retrofit selection, as well as the consequence for ignoring
pipe criticality to network functionality in retrofit selection.
Third, RAW performs strictly better than the other techniques evaluated in this
section, especially for Nodal Unsatisfaction levels above 0.4 and Demand Unsatisfaction levels above 0.7. Compared to the other methods presented in this group, RAW
more adequately captures the complex hydraulic response from damaged pipes, and
the results show that opting to neglect this complexity by using simplified heuristics
may result in ineffective retrofits.
Due to the superior performance of RAW in this group, RAW is further explored
in retrofit heuristic refinement presented later in this chapter.

4.3.2

Comparison 2: PPF and its Variants

This subsection presents example retrofit schemes and compares the resulting impact
to network performance for PPF and its variants from subsection 4.2.5 For all PPF
related heuristics, SD contains those maps that yield a nodal unsatisfaction greater
than 80%, which corresponds to roughly the top 30% most disruptive damage maps.
Generally, the retrofit schemes using PPF and its variants depicted in Figure 4.7
focus on pipes in the northeast part of the network without extending extensively
west down Market Street, as well as some in the center and southeast of the network. While PPF, PPPF, WPPF, and IPPF produce similar retrofit schemes, the
retrofit scheme using TPPF is notably different. Since PPF and its other variants
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Figure 4.7: Retrofit scheme using (a) PPF, (b) PPPF, (c) WPPF1 with weights leak
= 0.5, breaks = 1.0, (d) WPPF2 with weights leak = 1, breaks = 0.5, (e) IPPF with
k = 2, and (f) TPPF
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are estimated according to realized damage during simulation, the scattered damage
realizations across all damage simulations results in a scattered retrofit scheme. This
may be indicative that there is an insufficient number of simulations to replicate the
probabilistic distribution of damage. The retrofit scheme using TPPF, on the other
hand, appears more consolidated. This is due to the elimination of the dependence
on damage realizations in the heuristic calculation. The spatial correlation in damage probability (from the spatial correlation in the ground motion) then results in a
smoother pipe importance distribution and a more consolidated retrofit scheme.
The impact on network performance after implementing the above retrofit schemes
is depicted in the plots of Figure 4.8 below. The regions of interest for each plot
(Nodal Unsatisfaction greater than 0.5 and Demand Unsatisfaction greater than 0.7)
are magnified in accompanying figures.
The exceedance curves depicted in Figure 4.8 indicate that these metrics perform
fairly similarly. The prominent metrics that emerge from the analysis include the
IPPF, with its superior performance in reducing the likelihood of nodal unsatisfaction levels below 0.6 as more explicitly seen in Figure 4.8a and moderate performance
regarding nodal unsatisfaction levels above 0.6 and demand unsatisfaction in Figure 4.8c, as well as the TPPF, with its superior performance in reducing the likelihood of nodal unsatisfaction levels above 0.7 as more explicitly seen in Figure 4.8b
and moderate performance regarding demand unsatisfaction levels above 0.8 as seen
in Figure 4.8d.
The TPPF may be regarded as the superior heuristic among the candidates compared in Figure 4.8 for the following reasons: first, Figure 4.8 indicates its superior
performance in reducing the likelihood of high network disruption; second, comparing the retrofit schemes depicted in Figure 4.7, the retrofit scheme using TPPF as
depicted in Figure 4.7f best consolidates the selection of retrofits, as the other retrofit
schemes depicted display a prevalence of the aforementioned undesired spot retrofits.
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Figure 4.8: Resulting network performance in terms of (a,b) Nodal Unsatisfaction
and (c,d) Demand Unsatisfaction after implementing the retrofitting schemes based
on PPF and its variants. Figure (b) is a magnified view of figure (a), and figure (d)
is a magnified view of figure (c).
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Due to the superior performance of TPPF in this group, TPPF is further explored in
retrofit heuristic refinement presented in the next section.

4.3.3

Comparison 3: Combination Heuristics

From the previous sections, RAW and TPPF appear to be promising heuristics compared to the others studied in those sections. This section further explores RAW and
TPPF as potential candidates for the Combined Measure discussed in Section 4.2.6.
As mentioned previously, RAW by definition implies a degree of causality between
pipe performance and network performance. However, RAW does not integrate pipe
vulnerability to seismic hazard. Additionally, RAW only considers singular pipe damage, while typical seismic events yield multiple simultaneous failures, and these joint
failures may contribute to higher network disruption than what is captured by RAW.
On the other hand, TPPF extracts information from realistic damage maps that inherently captures pipe vulnerability and joint pipe failures. However, unlike RAW,
TPPF which finds pipe segment failures that are correlated with high network disruption, leading to the selection of unimportant pipes due to incidental pipe damage.
This is not an issue in RAW due to its implied causality. Thus, RAW serves as an
interesting complement to the proposed metric of TPPF, as the properties captured
by each of these metrics appear to address the limitations of the other.
Taking advantage of the complementary nature between RAW and TPPF, the
Combined Measure using TPPF and RAW is considered. Using Equation 4.7 as well
as the procedure described in Section 4.2.6, the Combined Measure score is calculated
for each pipe segment, and retrofits are selected. Figure 4.9 depicts the retrofit scheme
using the Combined Measure, denoted Comb. To facilitate the comparisons with the
retrofit schemes of RAW and TPPF, those are depicted again here in Figure 4.10 and
Figure 4.11, respectively.
Figure 4.9 indicates that this heuristic reconciles the retrofit schemes using RAW
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Figure 4.9: Retrofit scheme using the Combined Measure
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Figure 4.10: Retrofit scheme using RAW
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Figure 4.11: Retrofit scheme using TPPF
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Figure 4.12: Resulting network performance in terms of (a) Nodal Unsatisfaction
and (b) Demand Unsatisfaction after implementing the retrofitting schemes based on
RAW, TPPF, and the Combined Measure.
and TPPF as seen in Figure 4.4e and Figure 4.7f, respectively. Retrofits are applied
to the pipe mains down Market Street with limited excursions north and south of
Market Street, slight extensions in the northeast as compared to RAW, and inclusion
of the pipe repairs in the southeast as seen in TPPF. In terms of pipe criticality
to network functionality, this selection implies that these pipes display a balance
between their singular contribution to network functionality and the implication of
their participation in joint failures. In terms seismic risk, the retrofit selection reflects
an increased preference for pipes that are more likely to be damaged relative to RAW.
In the retrofit scheme developed using RAW, the annual rate of damage averaged over
all selected pipes are 0.0871 per km, while that of the selected pipes in the retrofit
scheme developed using TPPF is 0.0945 per km. In comparison, the annual rate
of damage for pipes selected according to the Combined Measure is 0.0935 per km,
which further demonstrates the reconciliation between RAW and TPPF.
Figure 4.12 depicts the resulting network performance after implementing the
retrofit scheme using the Combined Measure, in comparison to the impacts of implementing the retrofit schemes using RAW and TPPF.
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Figure 4.12 demonstrates that the use of RAW and TPPF for retrofit selection
yields similar impacts on network performance. Note that this occurs despite the discrepancy between RAW and TPPF in their formulation, objectives, aspects captured,
and shortcomings. This observation may lead to the notion that the mutually selected
pipes between the schemes using RAW and TPPF are the primary contributors to
network performance, and the differences in the retrofit selection are extraneous and
inconsequential. However, this notion is invalidated by observing the superior performance of the Combined Measure. Recall that the retrofit scheme from the Combined
Measure in Figure 4.9 appeared to include pipes exclusive to the retrofit scheme using RAW as well as pipes exclusive to the retrofit scheme using TPPF. With this
combination of retrofitted pipes, the Combined Measure yields further improvements
to network performance, demonstrating that the unshared retrofitted pipes are not
inconsequential. Furthermore, Figure 4.12 demonstrates that the sharing of information between RAW and TPPF through the simple combination of these heuristics
captures a significant aspect of these pipes regarding their contribution to network
functionality that is not captured by these heuristics individually.
To gain more insight, the pipe retrofit scheme developed using the Combined
Measure may be thought of reassigning a subset of pipes selected using RAW (or
TPPF) with different pipes that TPPF (or RAW) regards as too significant to ignore.
This notion is made explicit in the maps of Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.13a depicts 5 km of pipeline selected in the retrofit scheme using RAW but
not in the Combined Measure, highlighted in blue, as well as 5 km of pipeline selected
in the retrofit scheme using the Combined Measure but not in RAW, highlighted in
cyan. This may be interpreted as retrofits in the center and southwest of the network
(blue) being reassigned to pipe segments in the southeast and some in the northeast
(cyan). This signifies that despite the blue pipes having higher singular contribution
to network performance, the combination of the vulnerability to damage and the
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Figure 4.13: (a) depicts five kilometers of retrofits selected using RAW (blue) reassigned according to the Combined Measure (cyan). (b) depicts five kilometers of
retrofits selected using TPPF (red) reassigned according to the Combined Measure
(magenta).
contribution to network functionality of the cyan pipes ultimately makes them more
important to retrofit. As verification, the annual rate of damage of the blue pipes is
on average 0.0661 per km, while the that of the cyan pipes is 0.1039 per km. Note
that all cyan pipes are still in the top 55% most important pipelines according to
RAW.
Similarly, Figure 4.13b depicts 5 km of pipeline selected in the retrofit scheme
using TPPF but not in the Combined Measure, highlighted in red, as well as 5 km
of pipeline selected in the retrofit scheme using the Combined Measure but not in
TPPF, highlighted in magenta. This may be interpreted as retrofits in the northeast
of the network (red) being reassigned to pipe segments along Market Street in the
center of the network (magenta). This signifies that despite the higher participation
of red pipes in highly disruptive damage maps, the contribution of magenta pipes
to network functionality is too significant to dismiss. Additionally, a subset of these
replaced pipes may have been incidentally broken pipes captured by TPPF that are
moderated by the information provided by RAW in the Combined Measure: While
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the pipes highlighted in red have a higher rate of damage than the magenta pipes
(0.0953 versus 0.0907 per km), the red pipes are all a part of the 50% least important
pipelines according to RAW. Thus, the Combined Measure demonstrates how RAW
and TPPF can inform each other to further improve the effectiveness of retrofits by
taking advantage of their features to address each other’s limitations.

4.3.4

Comparison 4: Clustered Heuristics

To further explore potential refinements for the use of RAW, TPPF, and the Combined Measure discussed in the previous sections, this section applies those heuristics
to clusters of pipes, using the procedure described in Section 4.2.7. The figures below
compare the clustered retrofitting scheme (right) with their respective non-clustered
retrofitting scheme (left) as seen in Figures 4.7f, 4.4e, and 4.9.
In general, Figure 4.14 shows that the clustered retrofitting scheme has notably
less spot retrofits. This is more explicitly shown in Figure 4.15 below, which compares
the retrofit schemes using the Combined Measure applied to pipe segements and pipe
clusters, magnified on an area above Market Street.
Specifically, for RAW, Figure 4.14b has more concentrated retrofits in the northeastern part of the network while removing some spot retrofits in the center and west
parts of the network from Figure 4.14a. For TPPF, Figure 4.14d removes some spot
retrofits in the southern part of the network as well as fill in some gaps in retrofits
in the northeast part of the network as compared to Figure 4.14c. For the Combined
Measure, Figure 4.14f removes spot retrofits in the north, center, and south while
filling in gaps in the retrofit scheme in the northeast part of the network.
In analyzing the impacts to network performance using these retrofit schemes, this
section first explores the impact of the notion of pipe clustering by comparing the
effectiveness of the retrofit schemes using RAW, TPPF, and the Combined Measure
with and without pipe clustering, as shown in the figures below. The labels of retrofit
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Figure 4.14: Retrofit schemes using (a) RAW, (c) TPPF, (e) the Combined Measure without clustering and (b) RAW, (d) TPPF, (f) the Combined Measure with
clustering of pipe segments using MCL with parameters e = 200, r = 200.
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Figure 4.15: Retrofit schemes using (a) the Combined Measure applied to pipe segments and (b) the Combined Measure applied to pipe clusters, zoomed in on the area
of the network north of Market Street.
schemes using heuristics applied to pipe clusters add ”Cl-” as a prefix to the heuristic
names RAW, TPPF, and Comb.
In each pair of plots in Figure 4.16, it appears that retrofit schemes developed
using heuristics applied to clusters of pipes perform strictly better than those applied
to pipe segments in terms of both Nodal Unsatisfaction and Demand Unsatisfaction
for all three metrics. This demonstrates the benefits of performing analysis on and
restricting retrofits to groups of pipes at a time. This notion is intuitive due to the
aforementioned spatial correlation in ground shaking (and therefore, seismic risk of
network components) as well as the similarity of criticality to network performance
between neighboring network components. On the other hand, this also demonstrates
that the mostly artificial partitioning of pipeline during modeling may significantly
impact the effectiveness of the resulting retrofit schemes.
Next, this section compares the heuristics applied to pipe clusters with each other.
Figure 4.17 below compares the impact of these retrofit schemes on network performance in terms of nodal unsatisfaction and demand unsatisfaction.
From observing Figure 4.17, the clustered heuristics all yield similar effectiveness.
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Figure 4.16: Retrofit schemes using (a) RAW, (c) TPPF, (e) the Combined Measure without clustering and (b) RAW, (d) TPPF, (f) the Combined Measure with
clustering of pipe segments using MCL with parameters e = 200, r = 200.
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Figure 4.17: Resulting network performance in terms of (a) Nodal Unsatisfaction
and (b) Demand Unsatisfaction after implementing the retrofitting schemes based on
RAW, TPPF, and the Combined Measure after clustering of pipelines.
While Cl-Comb appears to improve upon Cl-RAW and Cl-TPPF, the additional benefit is fairly small. Moreover, this plot in combination with the previously shown
comparisons between the Combined Measure applied to pipe segments and pipe clusters in Figures 4.16e and 4.16f show that the boon to network performance using
the Combined Measure applied to singular pipes can be achieved by simply applying
RAW and TPPF to clusters of pipes. This further demonstrates a potential for improved retrofitting effectiveness by estimating retrofit priority and applying retrofits
to larger groups of pipeline, as opposed to smaller individual pipe segments, as well
as reinforcing the previously stated notion that the mostly artificial partitioning of
pipeline during modeling may significantly impact the effectiveness of the resulting
retrofit schemes.

4.4

Further Evaluation of the Robustness of TPPF

This section further investigates the robustness of the procedure to calculate TPPF.
Particularly, this section scrutinizes the components involved in the calculation of
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TPPF such to ensure the fidelity of the presented results, as well as the applicability
of TPPF to future work regarding other networks and hazards.
To assign the appropriate damage maps to the set SD , ground motion maps are
sampled from a set of earthquake scenarios, followed by pipe damage simulation using
pipe damage probabilities based on the simulated ground motion maps. A sufficient
number of samples must be simulated to adequately represent the distribution of
these random variables. If not, the variability of these two simulation steps may
introduce variability in the TPPF estimates and adversely impact the effectiveness of
the resulting retrofit scheme.
Another complex component is the specification of the set of maps in SD . From
the previous sections, the Combined Measure demonstrated improved retrofit effectiveness from the combination of RAW and TPPF. The Combined Measure may be
interpreted as the result of TPPF sharing its seismic risk information with RAW.
Then, there may be a notion that similar retrofit effectiveness may be achieved by using simpler means of integrating RAW with seismic risk information—that is, perhaps
using all damage maps and forgoing the simulations required to determine the set SD
may yield similar retrofit effectiveness. Additionally, if the calculation of SD proves to
be necessary, then the particular ruling regarding the types of maps to compose SD ,
such as the choice of network performance metric and threshold of that performance
metric, is not obvious and may add to the difficulty of the implementation of TPPF.
The following subsections detail the exploration of the above described components: the variability of the probabilistic sampling and simulation of ground motion
and pipe damage, the contribution of TPPF and SD to the Combined Measure, and
the sensitivity of retrofit effectiveness to the definition of SD . In the following evaluations, multiple analyses are performed with slight variations such to assess each of
these topics.
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Effect of the Variability of Pipe Damage Simulation

This subsection aims to assess the fidelity of TPPF in terms of its reliance on the
simulation of pipe damage. As a reminder, TPPF is estimated based on network
performance results from a particular set of simulated damage maps. In particular,
the simulation results dictate maps chosen for the set SD and determine the contribution of each damage map. One source of concern with this formulation is that
the variability of the pipe damage simulation may yield significant variability in the
effectiveness of the resulting retrofit scheme. Moreover, these simulation results are
a sample of a large probability space describing pipe damage configurations, and the
current set of simulations may not adequately account for or apply to future pipe
damage actualizations.
To perform this assessment, this section evaluates the impact on the effectiveness
of retrofits chosen using TPPF when the network is subjected to a different set of
simulated damage maps constructed with different pipe damage simulations while
using the same set of ground motion maps. This new set of damage maps can be
achieved by seeding the random number generator with a different seed prior to the
start of the Monte Carlo Simulation of pipe damage. This section investigates the
test cases described below. To supplement these descriptions, Figure 4.18 depicts flow
charts that describe the procedure and components involved in each test case detailed
below. The items and pathways with the solid blue coloration indicate the procedure
for network analysis prior to the application of retrofits, while the items and pathways
with the hashed orange coloration indicate network analysis after retrofits have been
applied. Items with no coloration are not used in that procedure. The dual coloration
on certain items indicate that the same data set for that item is used in both preand post-retrofit network analysis. For example, the item Ground Motion Simulation
has dual coloration in all flow charts in Figure 4.18. This signifies that the same
ground motion simulation realizations are used for both the network analysis prior to
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retrofits, and the network analysis after retrofits.
This section first describes how TPPF is calculated and evaluated as presented
previously to serve as a reminder and example. The flow chart depicted in Figure 4.18a reflects this procedure. First, the ground motion simulations are applied
to the network. After pipe damage probabilities are estimated using these ground
motions and damage rates, pipe damage is simulated using seed A. Network performance resulting from these pipe damage simulations are estimated, and the TPPF
heuristic is calculated for each pipe. A retrofit scheme is derived using the TPPF
values, and the retrofits are applied to the network. This retrofitted network is then
subjected to the same ground motion simulations. After pipe damage probabilities
are estimated, pipe damage is again simulated using seed A. The resulting network
performance from this retrofitted network is designated as TPPF-A. TPPF-A reflects
the effectiveness of retrofitting using TPPF calculated based on pipe damage simulation using seed A, after which the network is subjected to damage from pipe damage
simulation using seed A again. Note that the dual coloration of Pipe Damage Simulation A in Figure 4.18a signifies that the same pipe damage simulation is used in
the analyses prior to and after the application of retrofits.
In the next case, the pipe damage simulation prior to and after the application of
retrofits are different. The flow chart depicted in Figure 4.18b reflects this procedure.
Again, the ground motion simulations are first applied to the network. After pipe
damage probabilities are estimated using these ground motions and damage rates,
pipe damage is simulated using seed B. Network performance resulting from these
pipe damage simulations are estimated, and the TPPF heuristic is calculated for
each pipe. A retrofit scheme is derived using the TPPF values, and the retrofits are
applied to the network. This retrofitted network is then subjected to the same ground
motion simulations. After pipe damage probabilities are estimated, pipe damage is
simulated, but this time using seed A. The resulting network performance from this
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.18: Flow charts describing the procedure for the test cases (a) TPPF-A,
(b) DMG-A, and (c) DMG-B. The items and pathways with the solid blue coloration
indicate the procedure for network analysis prior to the application of retrofits, while
the items and pathways with the hashed orange coloration indicate network analysis
after retrofits have been applied. Items with no coloration are not used in that
procedure. The dual coloration on certain items indicate that the same data set for
that item is used in both pre- and post-retrofit network analysis.
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Figure 4.19: Resulting network performance in terms of (a) Nodal Unsatisfaction and
(b) Demand Unsatisfaction after retrofits based on the cases TPPF-A, DMG-A, and
DMG-B.
retrofitted network is designated as DMG-A to signify that we are varying the pipe
DaMaGe simulation and subjecting the retrofitted network to seed A.
The third case, designated as DMG-B, is similarly developed according to the
flow chart depicted in Figure 4.18c. DMG-B reflects the effectiveness of retrofitting
using TPPF calculated based on pipe damage simulation using seed A, after which
the network is subjected to damage from pipe damage simulation using seed B.
Figure 4.19 depicts the impact on the annual exceedance curves for nodal unsatisfaction and demand unsatisfaction in the cases TPPF-A, DMG-A, and DMG-B in
comparison with the baseline performance as described above.
Observing the resulting network performance in Figure 4.19, the variability from
pipe damage simulation appears to have little impact on the effectiveness of the resulting retrofit scheme in terms of nodal unsatisfaction and demand unsatisfaction
using TPPF. Additionally from observing the list of pipe segments selected in each
retrofit scheme, more than 95% of pipeline by length are the same. Thus, the variability from pipe damage simulation using the current simulation parameters does
not appear to be a significant limitation for the use of TPPF.
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Effect of the Variability of Ground Motion Simulation

This subsection aims to assess the fidelity of TPPF in terms of its reliance on the simulation of ground motion. Again, TPPF is estimated based on network performance
results from a particular set of damage maps generated using both ground motion
simulation and pipe damage simulation. Thus, another source of concern with this
formulation is that the variability of ground motion simulation may yield significant
variability in the effectiveness of the resulting retrofit scheme, and the current set
of simulations may not adequately account for or apply to future ground motion
actualizations.
To perform this assessment, this subsection evaluates the effectiveness of retrofits
chosen using TPPF when the network is subjected to a different set of simulated
damage maps constructed using a different set of ground motion maps but with the
“same” pipe damage simulations. Clearly the same set of pipe damage simulations
cannot be achieved due to the difference in pipe damage probabilities from this new
set of ground motion maps. However, the impact of using this new set of ground
motion maps can be isolated by running the random number generator with the same
seed used for simulating pipe damage in the first set of damage maps. This reasoning
is explained as follows, and supplemented by the diagrams depicted in Figure 4.20.
First, consider one single pipe experiencing ground motion from two different
simulations. These ground motions are translated into pipe probability of damage
using pipe damage rates. Figure 4.20a depicts two example realizations of PGV,
approximately 28 and 66 cm/s, as the vertical dashed red lines, as well as the pipe’s
damage rate as the solid blue line. The probabilities of damage of this pipe for each
ground motion simulation is found by finding the values of the pipe damage rate at
the realized PGV values. These values are represented by the magenta circles, which
indicate that the probability of damage of the pipe subjected to the first ground
motion simulation is approximately 0.17, while the the probability of damage of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.20: Diagrams demonstrating the use of the same Monte Carlo Simulation
result across multiple sets of ground motion simulations.
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pipe for the second ground motion simulation is approximately 0.71. Next, when
performing pipe damage simulation, a Monte Carlo Simulation is performed, and the
resulting value indicates the existence of damage depending on the probability of
damage. This is exemplified in Figure 4.20b, where the MCS resulted in a value of
0.27, indicated by the horizontal dashed blue line. This value is compared to the
probability of failure, represented by the magenta circles, for each ground motion
simulation, represented by the vertical dashed red lines. In the first ground motion
simulation (i.e. the first dashed red line), since the MCS value, represented by the
blue star, is greater than the probability of failure, the pipe is not damaged. In
the second ground motion simulation (i.e. the second dashed red line), since the
MCS value value is smaller than the probability of failure, then the pipe is damaged.
This variation in pipe damage state is only attributed to the variability in ground
motion simulation, as the same Monte Carlo Simulation result during pipe damage
simulation is used across both ground motion simulations. Therefore, the impact of
ground motion variability on retrofit effectiveness may be isolated by maintaining the
same MCS results across all ground motion simulations.
This subsection evaluates a number of test cases to investigate the impact of
ground motion variability in a similar fashion to the investigate of pipe damage variability in the previous subsection. First, two optimized sets of ground motion maps
are separately generated, with a target number of maps being 100 for each set using
techniques described in [44, 158]. The first set of ground motion maps is designated
as set A, and the second set of ground motion maps is designated as set B. Subsequent pipe damage simulation uses the same set of MCS results for each set of ground
motion simulations, as described above. The specific procedure for each test case is
described below, which is supplemented by the flow charts depicted in Figure 4.21.
Note that these flow charts are of the same fashion as those presented in Section 4.4.1.
This section first describes how TPPF is calculated and evaluated as presented
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.21: Flow charts describing the procedure for the test cases (a) TPPF-A,
(b) GM-A, and (c) GM-B. The items and pathways with the solid blue coloration
indicate the procedure for network analysis prior to the application of retrofits, while
the items and pathways with the hashed orange coloration indicate network analysis
after retrofits have been applied. Items with no coloration are not used in that
procedure. The dual coloration on certain items indicate that the same data set for
that item is used in both pre- and post-retrofit network analysis.
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previously to serve as an example. The flow chart depicted in Figure 4.21a reflects
this procedure. First, the ground motion simulations from set A are applied to the
network. After the assessment of pipe fragilities, pipe damage is simulated using a
predetermined set of MCS results. Network performance resulting from these pipe
damage simulations are estimated, and the TPPF heuristic is calculated for each
pipe. A retrofit scheme is derived using the TPPF values, and the retrofits are
applied to the network. This retrofitted network is then subjected to ground motion
simulation set A once more. After pipe damage probabilities are estimated, pipe
damage is again simulated using the same predetermined set of MCS results. The
resulting network performance from this retrofitted network is designated as TPPFA. TPPF-A reflects the effectiveness of retrofitting using TPPF calculated based on
ground motion simulation set A, after which the network is subjected to damage
from ground motion simulation set A again. Note that the dual coloration of Ground
Motion Simulation A in Figure 4.18a signifies that the same ground motion simulation
is used in the analyses prior to and after the application of retrofits. A similar test
case is developed using ground motion simulations from set B prior to and after the
application of retrofits, designated TPPF-B.
In the next case, the ground motion simulation prior to and after the application
of retrofits are different. The flow chart depicted in Figure 4.21b reflects this procedure. Ground motion simulations from set B are first applied to the network. After
pipe damage probabilities are estimated using this ground motions and damage rates,
pipe damage is simulated using the predetermined set of MCS results. Network performance resulting from these pipe damage simulations are estimated, and the TPPF
heuristic is calculated for each pipe. A retrofit scheme is derived using the TPPF values, and the retrofits are applied to the network. This time, the retrofitted network is
subjected to a different set of ground motion simulations—set A. After pipe damage
probabilities are estimated, pipe damage is simulated using the same predetermined
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set of MCS results. The resulting network performance from this retrofitted network
is designated as GM-A. GM-A reflects the effectiveness of retrofitting using TPPF
calculated based on ground motion simulations from set B, after which the network
is subjected to ground motion simulation from set A.
The fourth case, designated as GM-B, is similarly developed according to the flow
chart depicted in Figure 4.21c. GM-B reflects the effectiveness of retrofitting using
TPPF calculated based on ground motion simulations from set A, after which the
network is subjected to ground motion simulations from set B.
Lastly for comparison, the performance of the network with no retrofits subjected
to ground motion simulation set A and ground motion simulation set B are calculated
and designated Base-A and Base-B, respectively.
Note that test cases GM-B and GM-A illustrate the effects of retrofitting using TPPF while the network is subjected to a set of ground motion unseen by
TPPF. Thus, the differences in the performance of these cases compared to their
TPPF counterparts—specifically, GM-B with TPPF-B and GM-A with TPPF-A—
demonstrate the impact on the effectiveness of retrofitting using TPPF due to ground
motion simulation variability.
Figure 4.22 depict the resulting network performance for the test cases described
above.
As seen in plots in Figure 4.22, there is a perceivable impact to the effectiveness
of the retrofits due to the ground motion simulation variability using the current
simulation parameters. Figure 4.22a depicts a detriment in the effectiveness of retrofit
in terms of nodal unsatisfaction for nodal unsatisfaction levels above 0.4. Figure 4.22b
depicts a detriment in the effectiveness of retrofit in terms of demand unsatisfaction
for demand unsatisfaction levels above 0.7. These results are intuitive, as the network
is subjected to a different set of ground motions than those integrated into GM-A.
Interestingly, on the other hand, Figures 4.22c and 4.22d imply that the retrofitting
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Figure 4.22: Resulting network performance in terms of (a) Nodal Unsatisfaction
and (b) Demand Unsatisfaction after implementing the retrofitting schemes based on
TPPF-A, and GM-A. Resulting network performance in terms of (c) Nodal Unsatisfaction and (d) Demand Unsatisfaction after implementing the retrofitting schemes
based on TPPF-B and GM-B.
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scheme according to TPPF calculated based on damage maps in set A is strictly
better than the retrofitting scheme according to TPPF calculated based on damage
maps in set B, despite the network being subjected to the damage maps in set B.
These results demonstrate that there exists a significant impact from ground motion
simulation variability on the effectiveness of retrofit schemes using TPPF using the
current simulation parameters, complicating the application of TPPF due to this
inconsistency. This issue of consistency may be addressed with a refinement of the
ground motion simulation parameters, such as an increased number of simulated
maps both prior to map set optimization, an increased number of maps allowed in
the optimized subset, or a modification of the set of key sites described in Step 4 in
Section 2.3 of Chapter 2; however, this is left for future work.

4.4.3

Sensitivity Test of the Threshold for SD

To evaluate the potential difficulty in determining the appropriate definition for the
set SD , this section investigates the sensitivity of the effectiveness of varying the
selection criteria for constructing the set SD on the effectiveness of the resulting
retrofit scheme using TPPF. In the previous sections, TPPF is demonstrated using a
set SD composed of damage maps that yields nodal unsatisfaction levels greater than
0.80, which corresponds to roughly the top 33% most disruptive damage maps. This
case will be denoted as T P P F − 80 in this section. This section then explores the
effects of changing the criteria of SD to include those damage maps that yield nodal
unsatisfaction levels greater than 0.5, corresponding to roughly the top 66% most
disruptive damage maps, as well as a criteria for SD to include those damage maps
that yield nodal unsatisfaction levels greater than 0.975, correspond to roughly the
top 10% most disrupted damage maps. These cases are denoted as T P P F − 50 and
T P P F − 97.5, respectively. This exploration is similar to that suggested by Miller
[16] in which possible thresholds of network performance level are chosen according
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Figure 4.23: The resulting retrofit scheme using TPPF with SD composed of damage
maps that yields nodal unsatisfaction (a) greater than 0.50, corresponding to the top
66% most disruptive damage maps, and (b) greater than 0.975, corresponding to the
top 97.5% most disruptive damage maps.
to annual occurrence rates prominently used in seismic design.
The resulting retrofit schemes for T P P F − 50 and T P P F − 97.5 is depicted in
the figure below, while the retrofit scheme for T P P F − 80 was previously presented
in Figure 4.7f.
Overall, the retrofit scheme using T P P F − 50 and T P P F − 97.5 from Figure 4.23 are similar to the retrofit scheme using T P P F − 80 depicted in Figure 4.7f.
Specifically, T P P F − 50 from Figure 4.23a appears to slightly favor retrofits to the
southeastern part of the network and removes retrofits from the northeastern part of
the network near and above Market Street as compared to T P P F − 80. Similarly,
T P P F − 97.5 from Figure 4.23b slightly favors retrofits in the east and southeastern
parts of the network and removes some retrofits from the northeastern part of the
network north of Market Street.
The network performance in terms of nodal unsatisfaction and demand unsatisfaction after retrofits using T P P F − 80, T P P F − 50, and T P P F − 97.5 are depicted in
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the figure below. For comparison, the network performance with no retrofits (Baseline) and random selection of retrofits (Rand1 ) is also plotted.
Interestingly, T P P F − 80 appears to perform strictly better for nodal unsatisfaction levels above 0.5 and demand unsatisfaction levels of 0.8, despite T P P F − 50
and T P P F −97.5 catering to damage maps yielding nodal unsatisfaction levels above
0.5 and 0.975, respectively. This implies an additional degree of complexity in the
application of TPPF, as an optimal retrofit scheme may require the tuning of the
criteria for the members of the set SD in the calculation of TPPF, as opposed to an
arbitrary definition as suggested in [16].

4.4.4

Affirming the Contribution of TPPF in the Combined
Measure

As mentioned above, the Combined Measure excelled as a heuristic due to the information shared between TPPF and RAW. A potential notion is that a similar performance may be achieved by combining RAW with a simpler seismic vulnerability
measure and forgo the calculation of TPPF as well as the effort of optimizing the set
SD . This subsection affirms that the contribution of TPPF is far beyond the provision of vulnerability information by comparing the Combined Measure as formulated
above with a Combined Measure that uses a simpler vulnerability measure.
As a reminder, if the term SD in Equation 4.6 considers all simulated damage
maps instead of only the subset that yields high network disruption, then TPPF
devolves into simply the annual probability of pipe damage. Thus, a simpler vulnerability measure can be calculated using Equation 4.6 and including all damage maps
in SD . This calculation requires the simulation of ground motion to estimate the
seismic vulnerability of pipe segments, but forgoes network performance estimation.
Then, combining this formulation of TPPF with RAW using Equation 4.7 yields the
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Figure 4.24: The annual exceedance rate of (a,b) Nodal Unsatisfaction and (b,c) Demand Unsatisfaction using no retrofits (denoted Base), random selection of retrofits
(denoted Rand), retrofits using TPPF considering the subset of maps yielding nodal
unsatisfaction levels greater than 0.8 (denoted TPPF-80), TPPF considering the subset of maps yielding nodal unsatisfaction levels greater than 0.5 (denoted TPPF-50),
and TPPF considering the subset of maps yielding nodal unsatisfaction levels greater
than 0.975 (denoted TPPF-97.5). Figure (b) is a magnified view of figure (a), and
figure (d) is a magnified view of figure (c).
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Figure 4.25: The annual exceedance rate of (a) Nodal Unsatisfaction and (b) Demand
Unsatisfaction using no retrofits (denoted Base), after retrofits using TPPF considering only the subset of maps yielding high network disruption (denoted TPPF), TPPF
considering all maps (denoted TPPF0), the Combined Measure considering only the
subset of maps yielding high network disruption (denoted Comb), and after retrofits
using the Combined Measure considering all maps (denoted Comb0).
aforementioned simpler Combined Measure. The retrofit scheme using this simpler
Combined Measure is denoted Comb0. The performance of Comb0 is compared to
that of RAW, TPPF, and Comb as formulated above in Figure 4.25 below.
As depicted in Figure 4.25, the simpler Combined Measure yields retrofit schemes
with reduced effectiveness when compared to the Combined Measure that uses TPPF
with a discerning set SD . Furthermore, the inferiority of the simpler Combined Measure compared to RAW implies that combining RAW with the simpler vulnerability
measure yields a worse retrofit scheme. Thus, these results show that TPPF—in
particular, when used with an effective SD threshold—does provide a significant contribution to estimating pipe importance, and that TPPF contributes more than just
vulnerability information to the Combined Measure, affirming the value of utilizing
TPPF in retrofit planning.
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Conclusions

This chapter performs a detailed analysis and comparison of the effectiveness of various retrofitting heuristics for estimating pipe importance and retrofitting priority. A
number of basic, previously proposed, and newly proposed metrics are presented and
compared. The effectiveness of the studied retrofitting techniques are demonstrated
using the case study network of the Auxiliary Water Supply System of San Francisco. Heuristic values are calculated for each individual pipe or cluster of pipeline,
and retrofit schemes of similar sizes are developed for and applied to the AWSS. The
effectiveness of each method is evaluated via its impact to network disruption risk
after retrofits are applied. This analysis demonstrated that metrics based on basic
network and pipe properties, as well as the pipe vulnerability calculated based on a
scenario analysis, perform no better than random selection of retrofits. Additionally,
RAW and TPPF emerge as promising heuristics, and are chosen to be candidates for
further exploration.
One such exploration is the construction of a new heuristic, the Combined Measure, which aggregates the retrofit prioritization of RAW and TPPF. Interestingly,
while TPPF and RAW appear to yield similar retrofit effectiveness alone, the Combined Measure further improves retrofit effectiveness, implying that the combination
of these metrics captures an aspect critical to network performance that is not captured by these metrics individually. By taking advantage of their features to address
each other’s limitations, TPPF and RAW to inform each other to achieve a better
measure of pipe importance.
Another avenue of exploration is the application of RAW, TPPF, and the Combined Measure to clusters of pipes. The resulting retrofit schemes yield far fewer spot
retrofits, aiding in the practicality of the implementation of these retrofits. In the
comparison to the application of the metrics on pipe segments, the application to
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pipe clusters appears to yield superior retrofit schemes across all three metrics. Furthermore, the results show that the effectiveness of retrofitting using the Combined
Measure applied to pipe segments is comparable to the effectiveness of retrofitting
using RAW and TPPF applied to pipe clusters. The effectiveness of using pipe clusters may be explained by the notion that restricting retrofit evaluations to clusters of
pipe may better accommodate the similarity in seismic risk and criticality to network
performance between adjacent pipe segments. On the other hand, this also implies
that the mostly artificial segmentation of pipelines in the model may have nontrivial
implications on the resulting retrofit effectiveness.
Finally, this chapter evaluates the robustness regarding the procedure to calculate
TPPF such to verify the fidelity of the presented results and applicability to other
networks. While the variability from pipe damage simulation has minimal impact
on retrofit effectiveness, the variability from ground motion simulation using current
simulation parameters has nontrivial impacts on retrofit effectiveness, which may be
explored and addressed in future work. Additionally, the restriction of including only
highly disruptive damage maps in the set SD is critical to the effectiveness of the
Combined Measure, affirming the significance of the contribution of TPPF to the
Combined Measure, and exemplifying the necessity of the integration of seismic risk
analysis into retrofit planning.
This chapter has demonstrated the value of TPPF in the development of retrofit
schemes: as a singular heuristic, TPPF performs on par with existing techniques
when applied to both single and clustered pipe components; as a member of the
Combined Measure, TPPF aids in capturing a critical aspect of pipe importance
that further improves on retrofit efficiency which is not captured by the individual
metrics. Additionally, as the calculation of TPPF involves seismic hazard analysis,
this chapter, by extension, has demonstrated the value of integrating seismic hazard
analysis into retrofit planning.
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There are many avenues for future work to extend and refine the current analysis
to further increase the fidelity of the results. The current formulation of the Combined
Measure is rather simple, and merely serves to indicate the potential of TPPF to contribute to improved retrofit schemes. More refinement to the Combined Measure or
the contributing metrics may serve to push retrofit effectiveness even higher, such as
the aggregation of more than two metrics, different weighting of the contribution of
each metric, and nonlinear transformations applied to the rankings in the formula.
Additionally, the retrofit heuristics may be modified to integrate social welfare (e.g.
nodes servicing emergency services could have a higher priority) and economic considerations for better cost/benefit analysis (e.g. the cost of excavation and retrofits
may not be uniform across the network). Furthermore, the retrofit heuristics may be
adapted to consider other network components in tandem, such as the water storage
tanks and pumping stations, and identify the most efficient combination of pipeline,
tanks, and pumps to retrofit. To address the discussed limitations of TPPF, future
work may involve the pursuit of methods to stabilize TPPF such that resulting retrofit
schemes are robust to variability in ground motion, as well as methods to optimize
the selection criteria for the set SD .
This chapter provides insight on effective and efficient retrofitting of water supply
networks. Many heuristics and techniques are explored, yielding results with significant implications regarding considerations for retrofit selection, such as seismic hazard
analysis and network component modeling. The findings presented here contribute
to the large body of research that enables and pursues more reliable infrastructure
networks and more resilient communities.

Chapter 5
Statistical Learning Techniques for
the Efficient Estimation of
Network Performance
Abstract
To best prescribe effective retrofitting actions for infrastructure networks,
the seismic reliability of the network must be assessed. Such assessment typically entails large computational requirements due to the number of network
analyses to be performed as well as the simulation of network operation. This
chapter aims to reduce the computational cost of such assessments by using
a statistical learning technique, Random Forests, to estimate network performance instead of physical simulation methodologies. This technique uses a
set of explanatory metrics that describe the impact of seismic damage to network behavior, and applied to the case study network, the Auxiliary Water
Supply System of San Francisco. The resulting statistical model is shown to
adequately replicate network performance estimates using flow based hydraulic
flow simulation. Furthermore, the Random Forest model is applied for retrofit
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selection, and the resulting retrofits performed similarly to those determined
using hydraulic simulation. This favorable performance in combination with
its computational advantages makes it attractive as a tool for risk analysis and
retrofit selection.

5.1

Introduction

The reliability of lifeline infrastructure systems against future earthquakes is critical
for the resilience of cities. To best prescribe effective rehabilitation and retrofitting
actions, the seismic reliability of the infrastructure network must be adequately assessed. Bommer and Crowley [33] prescribe the application of probabilistic seismic
hazard analysis (PSHA) in order to capture the inherent aleatory uncertainty to
best estimate seismic risk. Many previous works have applied PSHA for the seismic
reliability analysis of infrastructure networks [e.g. 16, 26, 38, 168]. However, the application of PSHA to large spatially distributed networks entails large computational
requirements due to the considerable number of earthquake scenarios to apply to the
network, implying a considerable number of network analyses to be performed.
To address the computational load of network performance analyses, other research opt for methodologies that avoid the full physical characterization of the network components and operation. One prominent methodology is to model the network as a topological graph, and describe network performance using connectivity
measures [e.g. 22, 23, 59, 60]. However, such models make simplifying assumptions
regarding the mechanics of the propagation of resources through the network, and
the resulting performance estimate may not adequately replicate the true, physical
performance of the network [61].
Emerging research has employed statistical learning techniques for the prediction of network performance as powerful alternatives to physical characterization and
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simulation that attempt to capture realistic performance while avoiding simplifying
assumptions. Guikema [184] and Perrin [185] discuss the application of statistical
learning models on reliability problems in general. Han et al. [111] estimate the spatial distribution of power outages during hurricanes with generalized linear models
and principle component analysis that use various properties of the landscape, power
network components, and hurricane as explanatory variables. Rokneddin et al. [112]
apply the statistical learning techniques Random Forests and Support Vector Machines to estimate the reliability of bridge networks using bridge failure probabilities
as predictor variables.
This work pursues the application of statistical learning techniques for the prediction of the performance of water supply networks subjected to seismic hazard.
Typically, this procedure involves the simulation of component damage due to a particular earthquake scenario and the subsequent hydraulic simulation of the damaged
network to assess the resulting performance of the network. The notion that the
hydraulic model translates a set of component damage into a network performance
estimate may imply that a statistical model can be developed to do the same. However, using the damage vector as input variables implies that large water networks
composed of a large number of components will require a more substantial amount
of training data to accommodate the larger parameter space of the input variables.
Thus, this dimensionality problem hinders the feasibility of developing an adequate
statistical model for large networks, as will be demonstrated later in this paper.
To address the dimensionality issue, this work proposes to first translate the damage vector to a smaller set of explanatory metrics that reflect the impact to network
topology and conveyance of resources. Candidate explanatory metrics may be found
in operations research literature, which contains substantial work regarding the characterization of infrastructure networks [e.g. 186]. Additional work that utilize such
explanatory metrics as predictive variables include Li et al. [113], which relate various
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topological metrics to power transmission network controllability features, as well as
Torres et al [114], which employ multivariate ordinary least squares regression and
generalized additive models to analyze the sensitivity of various performance metrics
to various topological metrics using a large collection of synthetic water networks
with varying topological characteristics. Their model results are compared to those
estimated from the flow-based hydraulic simulation model EPANET. Furthermore,
Dunn and Wilkinson [115] utilize a combination of topological and flow based metrics to characterize network operation for the purpose of identifying critical network
components.
The objective of this chapter is to seek a statistical learning model that may adequately replicate the results of hydraulic simulation. Additionally, this model must
scale well with network size and yet perform well with limited training data. Thus,
this chapter explores the application of the statistical learning technique, Random
Forests, on the estimation of water supply network performance subject to perturbation from seismic hazards. Two strategies are explored here: one where the damage
vector is used as the predictor variables for the statistical model, and one where the
damage vector from each seismic event are first translated into a set of explanatory
metrics, and the statistical model is trained using these explanatory metrics. Several
candidate metrics from both literature and proposed here are explored, and a smaller
optimized set that accounts for most of the predictive power is proposed. This chapter than evaluates the resulting statistical models in terms of their predictive power
and performance in retrofit selection for the case study network, the Auxiliary Water
Supply System (AWSS) of San Francisco, as described in Chapter 2.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the
Random Forest methodology to be applied to the performance assessment of water
supply systems in this chapter. Section 5.3 defines several network properties and
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supplemental calculations required for the explanatory metrics explored in this chapter. Section 5.4 defines the explanatory metrics explored here and compiles the set of
predictor variables to be used for model construction. Section 5.5 discusses variable
importance estimation and opportunities to optimize the set of predictor variables.
Section 5.6 analyzes the predictive power of the Random Forest models by comparing the predictions with those estimated using hydraulic simulation and performs a
sensitivity analysis of the performance of the model to training data size. Section 5.7
demonstrates the impacts of replacing the hydraulic model with these statistical models to effective retrofit selection as described in Chapter 4. Section 5.8 concludes by
summarizing the significant findings of this chapter and discusses direction for future
research.

5.2

Application of Random Forest to Network Performance Estimation

This work employs the Random Forest methodology to train and construct models
that may predict network performance given the seismic damage to network components. The Random Forest is an ensemble statistical learning method that involves
aggregating a large number of decision trees constructed using bootstrap samples
(i.e. sampling with replacement) [187]. This method is a variant of the tree bagging
procedure, in which each tree is grown using its own bootstrap samples as well as
a random subset of the predictor variables for training such to de-correlate trees,
which was first properly proposed by Breiman [188]. The procedure for constructing
a Random Forest model is summarized in the following steps:
1. Compile a set of bootstrap samples from the pool of training data points.
2. Randomly select a subset of predictor variables to be used to construct the tree.
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3. Select the predictor variables from the chosen subset to be associated to nodes
in the tree, starting with the first/top node.
4. Recursively split nodes in the tree and distribute the bootstrap samples from
that node according to the predictor variable associated with that node, until
the minimum leaf size is achieved (i.e. the minimum number of data samples is
achieved at each node).
5. Repeat the above steps a large number of times and aggregate.
More details on the formulation of Random Forests are detailed in [187, 188].
Other candidates considered in this study are linear regression methods, such
as Lasso, Support Vector Machine Regression, and Neural Networks. The Random
Forest methodology is selected for its ease of implementation, minimal tuning requirements, and speed of model construction and evaluation. Other works in the literature
have reported its superior performance relative to other statistical learning methods
[e.g. 112, 187, 189]. Trees are able to capture complex interactions in the predictor
variables and have relatively low bias.
An additional feature of the Random Forest is its ability to estimate the relative
importance of its predictor variables by calculating the out-of-bag permuted variable
delta error (OOBPVDE) [190]. For each regression tree, there are data points omitted
from training, denoted as the out-of-bag samples. These out-of-bag samples may be
employed to estimate the prediction error of that tree. For each tree grown in the
model, the value of a particular predictor variable is randomly permuted using the
values in the out-of-bag samples, and the resulting prediction error is recorded. The
increase in prediction error is averaged over all trees and divided by the standard
deviation across the entire ensemble. The resulting value is the OOBPVDE associated
with that variable, and describes its degree of impact to the predictive power of the
model. A higher OOBPVDE indicates a higher relative importance.
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This chapter uses Random Forests for regression to enable the estimation of network performance. The network performance measure used in this chapter is the
Nodal Unsatisfaction, which is a continuous variable that may take values between 0
and 1, as defined in Section 2.4. During prediction, the predictor variables are run
through each tree, and the results of each tree are averaged to obtain the estimated
Nodal Unsatisfaction. Each tree is constructed using a randomly selected subset of
the predictor variables composed of one third of the total number of predicted variables and a bootstrap sample size of 1,820 from a pool of 1,820 training data points.
Each split (leaf) in the tree incorporates a minimum of 5 data samples. Each Random
Forest model grows a maximum of 500 regression trees, though results have shown
that the prediction errors of the models constructed in this work stabilize with approximately 100 regression trees. This work uses the Random Forest implementation
in the Statistics Toolbox of Matlab, named the Treebagger class [190].
As previously mentioned, one perspective is that the hydraulic simulation model
may act as a black box in which the set of damaged components (a vector of network component states) is used directly to predict network performance. That is, a
rudimentary application of Random Forests is to use this damage vector as predictor
variables to construct the model that predicts Nodal Unsatisfaction. This method is
denoted here as the Naı̈ve strategy. For the AWSS, there are 6,307 pipe segments,
and thus 6,307 predictor variables for this strategy. Each variable may take an integer value of 0 or 1, indicating no damage or damage, respectively. To obtain the
data points to train the Random Forest model, network damage simulations are run
through a hydraulic simulation model to obtain the true values of network performance.
Again, one issue with the Naı̈ve strategy is the large parameter space of the
predictor variables. If the amount of training data is small relative to the parameter
space, then the resulting model may not adequately accommodate possible future
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observations. Additionally, when there are a large number of predictor variables, but
a relatively small number of important or relevant variables, those variables are less
likely to be chosen to construct each tree, resulting in a poorly performing Random
Forest model [187]. As the Naı̈ve strategy uses the network component states as
the predictor variables, a large proportion of components may have relatively small
impact on network performance, especially for large networks.
An alternative strategy proposed in this work is to translate the network component states into a smaller set of explanatory network metrics, which summarizes the
impact to the network due to those network component states. This method reduces
the parameter space of the predictor variables as well as provides predictor variables
that are more relevant and strongly linked with network performance. This method
is denoted as the Metric strategy. The next section presents additional tools and
properties necessary for the calculation of the metrics studied in this chapter, and the
subsequent section defines the explanatory metrics for the Metric strategy.

5.3

Required Tools for Explanatory Metric Calculation

This section defines and describes additional calculations and concepts required for
the calculation of the explanatory metrics presented in the next section.

5.3.1

Adjacency Matrices and Related Properties

Networks may be represented by a mathematical graph composed of n number of
nodes (vertices), which describe points or locations of significance in the network,
and m number of links (edges), which are pathways that connect two nodes. The set
of all nodes in the graph is denoted V and the set of all links in the graph is denoted
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E. As links are subject to damage in this chapter, we also define Edmg to be the
set of links that are damaged in a particular scenario. The elements in E may be
summarized into an adjacency matrix, A. The adjacency matrix is a square matrix
of size n × n with rows and columns corresponding to nodes and entries describing
the existence of a link between those nodes. For an undirected unweighted network,
A may be constructed following Equation 5.1 [191].

Ai,j =



1, if there is a link between nodes i and j

(5.1)


0, otherwise
The degree of a node i, denoted ki describes the number of links that include this
node, and may be calculated using the adjacency matrix with Equation 5.2 [191].

ki =

X

Ai,j

(5.2)

∀j

A matrix related to the adjacency matrix, termed the admittance matrix (also
known as the Laplacian, Q), are used for a number of spectral metrics [191]. The
admittance matrix, Q, may be calculated following Equation 5.3.

Q=δ−A

(5.3)

where A is the adjacency matrix and δ is a diagonal matrix with entries equal to the
degree ki of the node corresponding to that row/column.
The weighted adjacency matrix may be constructed by incorporating link weights.
For water networks, one useful weighted adjacency matrix describes the length of
pipeline between nodes. Let li,j denote the length of a pipe connecting nodes i and
j. This adjacency matrix weighted by pipe length may be constructed following
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Equation 5.4.

AW
i,j =



li,j , if there is a pipe between nodes i and j

0,

(5.4)

otherwise

In the case of multiple pipes existing between nodes i and j, the minimum pipe length
is used for the purposes of finding shortest paths.
A number of explanatory metrics require the directed weighted adjacency matrix.
In terms of water networks, the directed adjacency matrix contains entries that reflect
the direction of water flow through pipes. Typically, water networks are regarded
as undirected networks, as water may flow in either direction of the pipe, though
directionality may be softly enforced by pumps. Additionally, flow direction of water
is initially unknown prior to hydraulic simulation. Thus, this chapter employs an
“implied” directed network, in which flow direction is assumed by observing the flow
of pipes after a hydraulic simulation of an undamaged network. Let bi,j be the amount
of flow in a pipe connecting nodes i and j, denoted the baseflow of this pipe, which
takes a positive value if water flows from node i to j. Alternatively, let bk be the
baseflow of pipe k. Then, the directed unweighted adjacency matrix, denoted AD ,
and directed weighted adjacency matrix, denoted ADW , may be constructed using
Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6, respectively.

AD
i,j =



1, if bi,j ≥ 0

(5.5)


0, otherwise

ADW
i,j =



li,j , if bi,j ≥ 0

0,

(5.6)

otherwise

Again, in the case of multiple pipes existing between nodes i and j and having the
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same flow direction, the minimum pipe length is used for the purposes of shortest
path finding. Additionally, the baseflow itself is used as an approximation of the
water flows in the damaged network in the calculation of certain metrics.

5.3.2

Serial Aggregation

Serial aggregation involves aggregating links that are connected in series into a single
link, resulting in a new aggregated network that contains no nodes connected to
exactly two other nodes in an undirected network, or nodes with exactly one outgoing
and one incoming link in a directed network. The aggregated links inherit certain
properties from their member links, such as link length and flow direction. If source
nodes exist inside a series of links, that source node is moved to the nearest endpoint
of the amalgamated link. By reducing the number of nodes and links in the network,
the aggregated network serves as an approximation that facilitates the calculation of
properties related to the network topology, such as path finding and other operations
on the adjacency matrices.

5.3.3

Shortest Paths and Related Properties

A path in a network describes the set of links that connects two nodes. The shortest
path in a weighted network is the path between two nodes such that the sum of the
weights of the set of links composing the path is the smallest of all such possible paths
[114, 192]. The shortest path between nodes in a directed or undirected network may
be found using breadth first search as described in [193] or Dijkstra’s algorithm [194].
For references later in this chapter, let di,j be the shortest distance between node i
and node j for an undirected weighted network (i.e. using the adjacency matrix AW ),
and let dD
i,j be the shortest distance between node i and node j for a directed weighted
network (i.e. using the adjacency matrix ADW ). Additionally, let π describe the set
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of all shortest paths between all nodes in the network.
The edge betweenness of a link (edge) k, denoted Bk , describes the number of
shortest paths between nodes in an undirected network that include link k, as illustrated in [193]. Using the shortest paths π defined above, Bk may be calculated using
Equation 5.7.

Bk =

X |πk |
∀i,j

|π|

(5.7)

where πk describes the set of shortest paths that include link k and |•| indicates the
cardinality of the set •.

5.3.4

Explored Directed Simple Paths

A number of explanatory metrics describe the impact of network component damage
to the paths between the source nodes and all other nodes. A directed simple path
is defined here as a path in a directed network in which all member links must be
oriented in a single direction and all member links are traversed exactly once [195].
An explored directed simple path is a directed simple path in which the destination
node can no longer traverse to any other node without violating the definition of the
directed simple path; therefore, a path that is fully explored. All explored directed
simple paths are enumerated by performing depth first search of a directed network
(and using the directed weighted adjacency matrix ADW ). In this work, the implied
directed network is used, and only paths that originate from source nodes are found.
For the metric calculations presented later in this chapter, the following properties
related to explored directed simple paths are defined here. Let π D describe the set
of all explored directed simple paths in the network, and let π D (k) describe all paths
that include link k. In a particular path p, let up be defined as the most upstream
link in this path that is damaged (i.e. a link that is in the set Edmg ) Then, let dslink,p
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be defined as the set of links that are downstream of up in path p, and dsnode,p be the
set of nodes that are downstream of up in path p.

5.3.5

Topological Sort

Similar to directed simple paths, topological sort explores a directed network, but
sorts nodes (and links) such that given a specified starting node, for each node/link
in sorted order, there are no nodes/links sorted prior to this node/link that are
downstream from this node, and there are no node/links sorted after this node/link
that are upstream from this node, as described in [196]. Typically, topological sort
may only be applied to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)—directed graphs that contain
no cycles—and may have multiple solutions.
This chapter utilizes a modified implementation in which during topological sort,
nodes and links are assigned tiers according to the minimum number of hops from the
starting node (i.e. the number of links traversed to reach that node or link from the
start node). Thus, multiple network components may belong to the same tier. In this
chapter, topological sort is performed on the serial aggregated network, and members
of an aggregated link are assigned the same tier. Additionally, cycles may exist, but
since tiers are assigned to components based on the minimum number of hops, cycles
are only traversed once. Furthermore, multiple configurations of topological sort is
defined using each source node as a starting point. Note that this differs from the
explored directed simple paths described previously, as the topological sort defined
here are memoryless of the exact pathing through the network: as topological sort
simply captures a hierarchy in the arrangement of links, a link may not lead to all
links of a lower tier if those lower tiered links belong to a different branching path
during topological sorting.
For the metric calculations presented later in this chapter, a number of properties related to topological sort are defined here. Let Tlink,i be the set of links that
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participate in the topological sort with starting point at source node i. Note that
links that are not reachable from source node i in the implied directed network are
not in this set. Let tierki be the tier assigned to node or link k in a topological sort
starting from source node i. tier takes integer values from 1, which signifies that the
link is connected to the source node, up to the number of links m. If a link k is not
reachable by source node i, that link has an undefined value for tierki . Then, define
topi as the link with the highest tier (i.e. smallest tier number) among all damaged
links for source i, and ti be the tier of this link, as formulated in Equation 5.8.

topi = argmink∈Edmg tierki
i

t =

i
tiertop
i

=

(5.8)

mink∈Edmg tierki

where Edmg is the set of damaged links and tierki is the tier assigned to link k in a
i
topological sort from source node i. Then, define lowerlink
as the set of links with

a tier lower than the highest tier damaged link, topi (i.e. links with a tier number
i
higher than ti ), lowernode
as the set of nodes with a tier lower than ti (i.e. nodes with

tier number higher than ti ) as formulated in Equation 5.9.

i
lowerlink
= k : tierki > ti , k ∈ E

(5.9)

i
lowernode
= k : tierki > ti , k ∈ V

where tierki is the tier assigned to link or node k in a topological sort from source
node i, E is the set of all links in the network, and V is the set of all nodes in the
network.
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Description of Explanatory Metrics

This section describes the explanatory metrics explored in this work. A number of the
metrics explored in this chapter are network properties studied in the network analysis
and operations research literature, which were chosen based on their prominence in the
literature, purported significance to network characterization, and ease of calculation.
Other metrics explored here are experimental properties formulated in this work that
attempt to capture the ability of source nodes to provide flow to the network by
utilizing a variety of proxy measures to forgo full hydraulic simulation. This section
ends with an assessment of the importance of each variable and discusses a method
to optimize the set of predictor variables used for statistical learning.

5.4.1

Average Degree

The average degree, denoted k̄, is a topological measure that describes the average
number of links that nodes are connected to, capturing a sense of the density of
the connectivity of the network [114, 191]. The average degree is calculated using
Equation 5.10.

k̄ =

1X
ki
n i∈V

(5.10)

where n is the number of nodes in the network, V is the set of all nodes of the network,
and ki is the degree of node i. For the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is used
to facilitate the calculation of this metric. This metric varies between 2.31 and 2.43
across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.
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Meshedness Coefficient

The meshedness coefficient, denoted α, is a topological measure that describes the
density of general loops in a planar graph [114, 197]. The meshedness coefficient may
be calculated using Equation 5.11.

α=

m−n+1
2n − 5

(5.11)

where n is the number of nodes in the network and m is the number of links in
the network. For the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is used to facilitate the
calculation of this metric. This metric varies between 0.078 and 0.108 across 6,000
pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.3

Link Density (Network Density)

The link density (also known as network density), denoted ρ, is a topological measure
that compares the number of edges in the network with the maximum number of
possible edges, capturing a sense of the density of the connectivity of the network
[114, 191, 198]. The link density may be calculated using Equation 5.12.

ρ=

2m
n(n − 1)

(5.12)

where n is the number of nodes in the network and m is the number of links in
the network. For the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is used to facilitate the
calculation of this metric. This metric varies between 2.26 × 10−3 and 2.38 × 10−3
across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.
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Critical Fraction

The critical fraction, denoted fc , is a topological measure that describes the theoretical
value for the proportion of nodes which need to be removed to completely destroy
the largest cluster in a network [198]. The critical fraction may be calculated using
Equation 5.13.

fc = 1 −

1
hki2 ii
hki ii

(5.13)

−1

where ki is the degree of node i and h•ii denotes the averaging of the values • over
all nodes i. For the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is used to facilitate the
calculation of this metric. This metric varies between 0.472 and 0.508 across 6,000
pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.5

Closeness

The closeness of a node i, denoted Ci , is a topological measure that describes the
average distance from this node to all other nodes in the network, and quantifies the
ability of the node to participate in the network [186, 199]. While [186] defines the
closeness in terms of the hopcount (distance in an unweighted network), this chapter
implements closeness using a network with link weights equal to the corresponding
pipe lengths, and uses the shortest distances di,j . Additionally, in the event of a disconnected network, this work replaces all infinite distances in di,j with the maximum
non-infinite value in di,j , denoted dmax , multiplied by a penalty factor p such that
this metric may still vary after network disconnection. The calculations presented
later in this chapter use a value of p = 5. In terms of the contribution of closeness to
the set of explanatory metrics, this chapter calculates the closeness of only the source
nodes in the network. As the AWSS is modeled with 7 source nodes, this measure
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contributes 7 variables: C1 through C7 . The typical formulation of the closeness is
the reciprocal of the total distance to each other node, and defined in Equation 5.14.
1

Ci = P

j∈V

di,j

(5.14)

where V is the set of all nodes in the network and di,j is the shortest distance from
node i to node j. This metric varies between 1.54 × 10−8 and 8.08 × 10−8 across 6,000
pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.
This chapter defines an additional closeness metric using the aforementioned implied directed network, which uses the directed shortest distances dD
i,j , and reflects
the travel distance of the baseflow from each source to all other nodes. The directed
closeness from source i, denoted CiD , is defined in Equation 5.15.
CiD = P

1

j∈V

dD
i,j

(5.15)

where dD
i,j is the shortest distance in a directed network from node i to node j. Again,
as there are 7 source nodes, this measure contributes 7 variables: C1D through C7D .
For the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is used to facilitate the calculation of
both of these metrics. This metric varies between 2.04 × 10−9 and 3.80 × 10−9 across
6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.6

Average Shortest Path Length

Similar to the closeness, the average shortest path length for node i, denoted Li , is
a topological measure that represents the average distance traversed between nodes
and captures the travel distance of water [114, 192]. Again, this chapter uses the set
di,j to calculate distance, with infinite values replaced by dmax × p, and calculates the
average shortest path lengths from only source nodes in the network. As there are
7 sources in the network, this measure contributes 7 variables: L1 through L7 . The
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average shortest path length may be calculated using Equation 5.16.

Li =

X
1
di,j
(n − 1) j∈V

(5.16)

where n is the number of nodes in the network, V is the set of all nodes in the network
and di,j is the shortest distance from node i to node j. This metric varies between
12,087 and 63,341 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.
This chapter defines an additional average shortest path length metric using the
aforementioned implied directed network, which uses the directed shortest distances,
dD
i,j , and reflects the travel distance of the baseflow from each source to all other nodes.
The directed average shortest path length from source i, denoted LD
i , is defined in
Equation 5.17.

LD
i =

X
1
dD
(n − 1) j∈V i,j

(5.17)

where dD
i,j is the shortest distance in a directed network from node i to node j. Again,
D
as there are 7 source nodes, this measure contributes 7 variables: LD
1 through L7 .

For the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is used to facilitate the calculation of
both of these metrics. This metric varies between 44,513 and 78,447 across 6,000 pipe
damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.7

Algebraic Connectivity

The algebraic connectivity, denoted µn−1 , is a spectral measure that reflects the connectivity of the network and is related to the speed of solving consensus problems in
networks [114, 186, 191]. The algebraic connectivity is defined as the second smallest
eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix, Q, which may be calculated using Equation 5.3
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as defined previously. For the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is used to facilitate the calculation of the Laplacian Q and the resulting algebraic connectivity. This
metric varies between 0 and 3.71 × 10−3 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the
AWSS.

5.4.8

Spectral Gap

The spectral gap, denoted ∆ is a spectral measure that describes the expansion properties of the network, characterizing the connectivity, sparseness, and susceptibility
to fragmentation [198]. The spectral gap may be calculated using Equation 5.18.

∆ = λ1 − λ2

(5.18)

where λ1 and λ2 are the largest and second largest eigenvalues in the adjacency matrix
A described in Equation 5.1. For the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is used to
facility the calculation of the eigenvalues and the resulting spectral gap. This metric
varies between 7.57 × 10−4 and 6.69 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the
AWSS.

5.4.9

Spectral Radius

The spectral radius, denoted r, is a spectral measure conceived to capture the robustness of networks against the spread of viruses [186], and describes the interconnectivity
between nodes. The spectral radius may be calculated using Equation 5.19.

r = max |λi |
1≤i≤N

(5.19)

where λi is the ith eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A. For the AWSS, the serial
aggregated network is used to facilitate the calculation of the eigenvalues and the
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resulting spectral radius. This metric varies between 3.12 and 3.38 across 6,000 pipe
damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.10

Connectivity Loss

The connectivity loss, denoted CL , is a topological property that describes the average
decrease in the ability of source nodes (generators) to supply flow to distribution
nodes (consumers) after network component damage [200, 201]. Connectivity loss is
typically used as a network performance metric, but this chapter utilizes connectivity
loss as a potential explanatory metric. To facilitate the computational ease of this
metric as well as the realistic reflection of the travel path of flow, the implied directed
network is used to assess the connectivity. The connectivity loss may be calculated
using Equation 5.20.

CL = 1 − h

ni
ii
ni0

(5.20)

where ni0 is the number of source nodes capable of reaching distribution node i prior
to network component damage, ni is the number of source nodes that is capable of
reaching distribution node i after damage, and h•ii denotes the averaging of the values
• over all distribution nodes i. For the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is used
to facilitate the assessment of the connectivity of the network and the calculation of
the resulting connectivity loss. This metric varies between 0 and 0.516 across 6,000
pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.11

Reachability Loss

The reachability loss, denoted RL , is a topological property that describes the decrease
in the ability of source nodes to supply flow to distribution nodes after network
component damage, and serves as a stricter version of the connectivity loss [200, 202].
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Reachability loss is typically used as a network performance metric, but this chapter
utilizes reachability loss as a potential explanatory metric. Again, to facilitate the
computational ease of this metric as well as the realistic reflection of the travel path of
flow, the implied directed network is used to assess the connectivity. The reachability
loss may be calculated using Equation 5.21.

RL = 1 − h

I(ni > 0)
ii
I(ni0 > 0)

(5.21)

where ni0 is the number of source nodes capable of reaching distribution node i prior
to network component damage, ni is the number of source nodes that is capable of
reaching distribution node i after damage, I(•) denotes the indicator function, and
h•ii denotes the averaging of the values • over all distribution nodes i. For the AWSS,
the serial aggregated network is used to facilitate the assessment of the connectivity of
the network and the calculation of the resulting reachability loss. This metric varies
between 0 and 0.287 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.12

Redirection

Redirection, denoted rd, is an experimental topological property formulated in this
chapter that captures the impact of damage to the capability of source nodes to reach
distribution nodes. Redirection is defined here as the ratio of the shortest distance
from a source node to a distribution node before and after network component damage, averaged over all source nodes. For its calculation, an additional set of shortest
distances, dD
i,j,dmg is calculated, which describes the shortest distances from node i to j
in a directed weighted network after damaged links are removed. The aforementioned
shortest path algorithms combined with an adjusted ADW reflecting the removal of
damaged links is used to find the updated shortest distances. Redirection may be
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computed using Equation 5.22.

rd = h

min∀j dD
i,j
ii∈S
min∀j dD
i,j,dmg

(5.22)

where S is the set of all source nodes and h•ii∈S denotes the averaging of the values
• over all source nodes i ∈ S. For the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is used
to facilitate the calculation of the shortest distances of the network and resulting
redirection. This metric has a maximimum value of 1, which indicates that the
shortest distance between sources and nodes are the same, and that the damage to
the network did not affect this flow path. This metric varies between 0.801 and 1
across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.13

Flow Loss Score (Shortest Path)

The flow loss score (shortest path), denoted f lsShortestP ath is an experimental flow
based measure formulated in this chapter. This metric integrates the baseflow of and
distance to damaged links from source nodes such to capture the impact of damage
to the flow distribution in the network. Let Edmg be the set of damaged links in the
network and Edmg,i be the ith link in this set. Then, let Vdmg be the corresponding
set of nodes on the inflow side of damaged links and Vdmg,i be the ith node in this set
such that Vdmg,i is the upstream node of Edmg,i . The flow loss score (shortest path)
may be calculated using Equation 5.23.

f lsShortestP ath



X 
mink∈S dk,Vdmg,i
bi
=
1−
×
d
max∀k bk
max
i∈E

(5.23)

dmg

where dD
k,Vdmg,i is the shortest distance in a directed network from any source node to
the upstream node of damaged link i, dmax is the maximum non-infinite distance in
the set dD
i,j , bi is the baseflow of link i, and max∀k bk is the maximum baseflow over
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all links. This metric has a minimum value of 0, which indicates that there are no
damaged pipes, the damaged pipe is the furthest pipe away from all sources, or the
damaged pipes have no baseflow. This metric varies between 0 and 11.7 across 6,000
pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.14

Flow Loss Score (Betweenness)

The flow loss score (betweenness), denoted f lsBetweenness is an experimental flow based
measure formulated in this chapter. This metric integrates the baseflow and edge
betweenness of damaged links such to capture the impact of damage to the flow
distribution in the network. The betweenness value used here is the edge betweenness
in an undamaged network, calculated using the aforementioned Equation 5.7 [186].
Additionally for the AWSS, the serial aggregated network is employed to estimate the
edge betweenness of each link such to facilitate its calculation. The flow loss score
(betweenness) may be calculated using Equation 5.24.

f lsBetweenness =

X
i∈Edmg

bi
Bi
×
max∀i Bi max∀k bk

(5.24)

where Edmg is the set of damaged links in the network, Bi is the betweenness of link i,
bi is the baseflow of link i, and max∀k bk is the maximum baseflow over all links. This
metric has a minimum value of 0, which indicates that there are no damaged pipes,
the damaged pipe is the furthest pipe away from all sources, or the damaged pipes
have no baseflow. This metric varies between 0 and 2.16 across 6,000 pipe damage
simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.15

Flow Loss Score (Topological Sort)

The flow loss score (topological sort), denoted f lsT opologicalSort is an experimental flow
based measure formulated in this chapter. This metric integrates the baseflow and
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quantity of affected links downstream of damaged links by topological sort such to
capture the impact of damage to the flow distribution in the network. The flow loss
score (topological sort) may be calculated using Equation 5.25.

f lsT opologicalSort = h

i
btopi
|
|lowerlink
×
ii∈S
|Ti |
max∀k bk

(5.25)

i
indicates the set of all links downstream from damaged links according
where lowerlink

to a topological sort from source node i as defined in Equation 5.9, Ti describes the set
of all links reachable by source node i defined in Section 5.3, bk describes the baseflow
of link k, and |•| signifies the cardinality of the set •. This metric has a minimum
value of 0, which indicates that there are no damaged pipes, the damaged pipe is the
lowest tier from all reachable sources, or the damaged pipes have no baseflow, and a
maximum value of 1, which indicates that all pipes connected to source nodes have
the maximum baseflow and are damaged. This metric varies between 0 and 0.109
across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.16

Proportion of Affected Tiers

The proportion of affected tiers, denoted pat, is an experimental topological measure
formulated in this chapter. This metric is defined to be the proportion of links that
are downstream of damaged links according to topological sort. This is found by
finding the damaged link with the highest tier from each source node, extracting the
sets of links with lower tiers than that damaged link, and amalgamating these sets
across all source nodes. This metric aims to capture the scope of impact of damaged
links on the distribution of flow. The proportion of affected tiers may be calculated
using Equation 5.26.
S
pat =

i∈S

i
lowerlink
m

(5.26)
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i
where S is the set of all source nodes, lowerlink
indicates the set of all links downstream

from damaged links according to a topological sort from source node i as defined in
Equation 5.9, m is the number of links in the network, and |•| describes the cardinality
of the set •. This metric has a minimum value of 0, which indicates that there are
no damaged pipes or the damaged pipe is the lowest tier from all reachable sources,
and a maximum value of 1, which indicates that all pipes connected to source nodes
are damaged. This metric varies between 0 and 0.724 across 6,000 pipe damage
simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.17

Average Proportion of Affected Demand

The average proportion of affected demand, denoted apad, is an experimental demand
based measure formulated in this chapter. This metric is defined to be the average
amount of demand from each source node potentially affected by damaged links. This
is found by finding the damaged link with the highest topological sorted tier from each
source node, extracting the sets of nodes with lower tiers than that damaged link,
summing the demands associated with those nodes, and averaging this sum across all
source nodes. The average proportion of affected demand may be calculated using
Equation 5.27.

P
j∈Z Dj
apad = h P i
ii∈S
∀k Dk

(5.27)

i
Zi = lowernode

where Dj is the demand of node j, S is the set of all source nodes, h•ii∈S denotes the
i
averaging of the values • over all source nodes i ∈ S, and lowernode
indicates the set

of all nodes downstream of damaged links according to a topological sort from source
i as defined in Equation 5.9. This metric has a minimum value of 0, which indicates
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that there are no damaged pipes or the nodes downstream of damaged pipes have
no demand, and a maximum value of 1, which indicates that all pipes connected to
source nodes are damaged such that all nodal demand is downstream of damaged
pipes. This metric varies between 0 and 0.130 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations
for the AWSS.

5.4.18

Overall Proportion of Affected Demand (Topological
Sort)

The overall proportion of affected demand (topological sorting), denoted opadT opologicalSort ,
is an experimental demand based measure formulated in this chapter. This metric
is defined to be the amount of demand potentially affected by damaged links. This
is found by finding the damaged link with the highest topological sorted tier from
each source node, extracting the sets of nodes with lower tiers than that damaged
link, combining these sets to find the entire list of affected nodes, and summing the
demands associated with these nodes. The overall proportion of affected demand may
be calculated using Equation 5.28

P
Dk
opadT opologicalSort = Pk∈Z
∀m Dm
[
i
Z=
lowernode

(5.28)

i∈S
i
where Dk is the demand of node k, S is the set of all source nodes, lowernode
indicates

the set of all nodes downstream of damaged links according to a topological sort from
source node i as defined in Equation 5.9, and Z as formulated here describes the set
nodes that are downstream of damaged links across all topological sort configurations.
This metric has a minimum value of 0, which indicates that there are no damaged
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pipes or the nodes downstream of damaged pipes have no demand, and a maximum
value of 1, which indicates that all pipes connected to source nodes are damaged such
that all nodal demand is downstream of damaged pipes. This metric varies between
0 and 0.391 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.19

Path Reduction

The path reduction, denoted pr, is an experimental topological measure formulated in
this chapter. This metric is defined to be the proportion of explored directed simple
paths that contain damaged links, where explored directed simple paths are defined
in Section 5.3.4. Path reduction attempts to capture the magnitude of the impact of
damage on the potential flow paths from source nodes. The path reduction may be
calculating using Equation 5.29.

pr =
Z=

[

|Z|
|π D |

π D (k)

(5.29)

k∈Edmg

where π D is the set of all explored directed simple paths, |•| describes the cardinality
of the set •, π D (k) is the set of all explored directed simple paths that contain link
k, Edmg is the set of all damaged links, and Z as formulated here represents the set
of all explored directed simple paths that contain damaged links. This metric has a
minimum value of 0, which indicates that there are no damaged pipes, and a maximum
value of 1, which indicates that all paths contain damaged pipes. This metric varies
between 0 and 0.993 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.
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Weighted Path Reduction (Upstream Flow)

The weighted path reduction (upstream flow), denoted wprU pstreamF low , is an experimental flow based measure formulated in this chapter. This metric modifies the
path reduction metric by introducing weights to each path containing damaged links.
Here, each path is weighted by the baseflow of the most upstream damaged link in
that path. The weighted path reduction (upstream flow) may be calculated using
Equation 5.30.

wprU pstreamF low =

1 X bup
|π D | ∀p max∀k bk

(5.30)

where up is the most upstream damaged link in path p, bk is the baseflow of link k,
Edmg is the set of all damaged links, π D (k) is the set of all explored directed simple
paths that contain link k, and Z as formulated here represents the set of all explored
directed simple paths that contain damaged links. This metric has a minimum value
of 0, which indicates that there are no damaged pipes. This metric varies between 0
and 986 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.21

Weighted Path Reduction (Downstream Links)

The weighted path reduction (downstream links), denoted wprDownstreamLinks , is an
experimental topological measure formulated in this chapter. In this modification,
each path is weighted by the number links downstream from the most upstream
damaged link in that path. The weighted path reduction (downstream links) may be
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calculated using Equation 5.31.

wprDownstreamLinks =

1 X |dslink,p |
|π D | ∀p
m

(5.31)

where π D is the set of all explored directed simple paths, dslink,p is the set of all links
downstream of damaged links in path p, m is the number of links in the network,
|•| describes the cardinality of the set •, Edmg describes the set of all damaged links,
and π D (k) describes the set of all paths that contain link ks. This metric has a
minimum value of 0, which indicates that there are no damaged pipes. This metric
varies between 0 and 37.0 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.22

Weighted Path Reduction (Downstream Demand)

The weighted path reduction (downstream demand), denoted wprDownstreamDemand ,
is an experimental demand based measure formulated in this chapter. In this modification, each path is weighted by the sum of demands downstream from the most
upstream damaged link in that path. The weighted path reduction (downstream
demand) may be calculated using Equation 5.32.


wprDownstreamDemand =

1
1
P
D
|π | ∀i Di

X


X

Di 


p∈Z

Z=

i∈dsnode,p

[

(5.32)
D

π (k)

k∈Edmg

where π D is the set of all explored directed simple paths, dsnode,p is the set of all nodes
downstream of damaged links in path p, Di is the demand of node i, |•| describes the
cardinality of the set •, Edmg describes the set of all damaged links, π D (k) describes
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the set of all paths that contain link k, and Z as formulated here represents the set
of all explored directed simple paths that contain damaged links. This metric has a
minimum value of 0, which indicates that there are no damaged pipes. This metric
varies between 0 and 12.6 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations for the AWSS.

5.4.23

Overall Proportion of Affected Demand (Directed Paths)

The overall proportion of affected demand (directed paths), denoted opadDirectedP aths ,
is an experimental demand based measure formulated in this chapter. Similar to
the topological sort version, this metric describes the amount of demand affected
by damaged links by summing the demands of all nodes downstream of damaged
links according to the set of explored directed simple paths. The difference between
these two metrics lies in the definition of affected nodes. As previously mentioned,
topological sort is memoryless of the pathing, so nodes identified using topological
sort reflect those lower in the hierarchy that may be potentially affected, and not
necessarily downstream of damaged links. On the other hand, explored directed
simple paths identifies nodes downstream of damaged links assuming the flow path
from the baseflow. The overall proportion of affected demand (directed paths) may
be calculated using Equation 5.33.

opadDirectedP aths =

X

Di

i∈Z

Z=

[

(5.33)

dsnode,p

∀p

where Di is the demand of node i, dsnode,p is the set of all downstream nodes in path
p, and Z as formulated here describes the set of all nodes that are downstream of any
damaged links in all paths. This metric has a minimum value of 0, which indicates
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that there are no damaged pipes or the nodes downstream of damaged pipes have
no demand, and a maximum value of 1, which indicates that all pipes connected to
source nodes are damaged such that all nodal demand is downstream of damaged
pipes. This metric varies between 0 and 0.391 across 6,000 pipe damage simulations
for the AWSS.

5.5

Metric Importance and Optimization

The 23 metrics defined in this chapter contribute 49 predictor variables to train the
Random Forest model, which is summarized in Table 5.1. These 49 predictor variables
are denoted as the Full Set.
An initial Random Forest model is constructed using 1,820 training data points.
After the construction of the model, the importance of each variable may be estimated by observing its out-of-bag permuted variable delta error (OOBPVDE) [190].
Table 5.1 tabulates the ranking of the importance of the predictor variables using
OOBPVDE.
Using this importance ranking, an incremental analysis is performed, in which
Random Forest models are built using a subset of the 49 predictor variables. First,
a model is constructed with only the most important variable, and its prediction
error is evaluated. Subsequent models incrementally add the next most important
variable to the predictor set. Figure 5.1 depicts the prediction error, in terms of the
mean squared error, of these incremental models, depicted by the solid blue line, in
comparison of the prediction error of the model using all variables, depicted by the
dashed red line.
Observing Figure 5.1, it appears that the predictive power of the Metric strategy
converges with only the top three most importance variables: spectral radius, proportion of affected tiers, and critical fraction. As a reminder, spectral radius and critical
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Figure 5.1: This plot depicts the mean squared error of the models constructed using
a subset of the most important explanatory variables, described by the solid blue line.
These values are compared to the mean squared error of the model using all variables,
indicated by the dashed red line.
fraction comment on the interconnectivity between nodes (i.e. redundancy of water
flow paths), while the proportion of affected tiers comments on the number of flow
paths impacted by damage. Thus, these metrics indicate that path redundancy (or
the loss thereof) is closely associated with Nodal Unsatisfaction. A Random Forest
model using these three metrics, termed the Optimized Set, is studied and pursued
further in this chapter.

Table 5.1: Predictor variables from the explanatory metrics explored in this chapter.
Variable Name

Symbol

Importance
Ranking

Average Degree

k̄

11

Meshedness Coefficient

α

14

Link Density (Network Density)

ρ

10
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Variable Name

Symbol

Importance
Ranking

Critical Fraction

fc

3

Closeness (source 1)

C1

29

Closeness (source 2)

C2

33

Closeness (source 3)

C3

31

Closeness (source 4)

C4

23

Closeness (source 5)

C5

19

Closeness (source 6)

C6

28

Closeness (source 7)

C7

24

Directed Closeness (source 1)

C1D

9

Directed Closeness (source 2)

C2D

46

Directed Closeness (source 3)

C3D

44

Directed Closeness (source 4)

C4D

36

Directed Closeness (source 5)

C5D

42

Directed Closeness (source 6)

C6D

45

Directed Closeness (source 7)

C7D

47

Average Shortest Path Length (source 1)

L1

30

Average Shortest Path Length (source 2)

L2

34

Average Shortest Path Length (source 3)

L3

22

Average Shortest Path Length (source 4)

L4

26

Average Shortest Path Length (source 5)

L5

18

Average Shortest Path Length (source 6)

L6

27

Average Shortest Path Length (source 7)

L7

32
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Variable Name

Symbol

Importance
Ranking

LD
1

13

LD
2

48

LD
3

41

LD
4

35

LD
5

40

LD
6

43

LD
7

49

Algebraic Connectivity

µn−1

20

Spectral Gap

∆

15

Spectral Radius

r

1

Connectivity Loss

CL

39

Reachability Loss

RL

37

Redirection

rd

38

Flow Loss Score (Shortest Path)

f lsShortestP ath

7

Flow Loss Score (Betweenness)

f lsBetweenness

21

Flow Loss Score (Topological Sort)

f lsT opologicalSort

17

Directed Average Shortest Path Length
(source 1)
Directed Average Shortest Path Length
(source 2)
Directed Average Shortest Path Length
(source 3)
Directed Average Shortest Path Length
(source 4)
Directed Average Shortest Path Length
(source 5)
Directed Average Shortest Path Length
(source 6)
Directed Average Shortest Path Length
(source 7)

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page
Variable Name

Symbol

Importance
Ranking

Proportion of Affected Tiers

pat

2

Average Proportion of Affected Demand

apad

4

Overall Proportion of Affected Demand

opadT opologicalSort

16

pr

25

wprU pstreamF low

12

wprDownstreamLinks

6

(Topological Sort)
Path Reduction
Weighted

Path

Reduction

(Upstream

Flow)
Weighted Path Reduction (Downstream
Links)
Weighted Path Reduction (Downstream

wprDownstreamDemand 5

Demand)
Overall Proportion of Affected Demand

opadDirectedP aths

8

(DirectedPaths)

5.6

Predictive Power of Random Forest Models

This section assesses the predictive power of the Random Forest models constructed in
this chapter. The first subsection discusses the predictive power of the three primary
models pursued in this work: the model constructed using the Naı̈ve strategy, the
model constructed using the Metric strategy with the Full Set of variables, and the
model constructed using the Metric strategy with the Optimized Set of variables.
Each of these models are trained with 1,820 data points and tested with a different
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set of 1,820 data points. These data points are constructed from sets of pipe damage
in the AWSS that reflect realizations of ground motions as described in Chapter 2.
The second subsection presents a sensitivity analysis of the predictive power of
the Random Forest models to the amount of training data used. This analysis is
conducted using models constructed using the Metric strategy with the Optimized
Set of variables.

5.6.1

Performance of Primary Random Forest Models

Figure 5.2 depicts scatter plots of 1,820 data points representing the predicted nodal
unsatisfaction versus the true value in the test data. The coloration of the plot
signifies the density of the point, and the solid red line indicates the values at which
the predicted value is equal to the true value. Figure 5.2a depicts the results for the
Naı̈ve strategy, Figure 5.2b depicts the results for the Metric strategy with the Full
Set of variables, and Figure 5.2c depicts the results for the Metric strategy with the
Optimized Set of variables.
Observing Figure 5.2a, the predicted values of the scatter plot appears to be
constrained between approximately 0.35 and 0.8, which results in a large disparity
between the true and predicted values in the dense regions where the true value is
around 0.2 and 1.0. This appears to be the limitation the Naı̈ve strategy that may
have an impact to subsequent calculations using the Naı̈ve model. This reflects the
difficulty of Random Forest models to extrapolate. Due to the large parameter space,
it is likely that the testing data set contains different damage combinations with
properties unique to the test data set (i.e. the effect of joint failures for different component failure combinations). Nevertheless, there is a perceivable slight correlation
between the true and predicted values, and a slight increase in density of points near
the red line as compared to the outskirts of the scatter plot.
Observing Figure 5.2b, the correlation between the predicted and true values is
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Figure 5.2: Scatter plots depicting the true nodal unsatisfaction from the hydraulic
model versus the predicted nodal unsatisfaction from the Random Forest model following (a) the Naı̈ve strategy, (b) the Metric strategy, with the Full Set of variables,
and (c) the Metric strategy, with the Optimized Set of variables. Each point on the
plot represents one damaged network.
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more apparent—there appears to be a higher disparity in point density between the
regions near and far from the red line as compared to the Naı̈ve strategy. There
is a dense region near the red line around the value of 0.2 and 0.7. However, the
model appears to underestimate the performance when the true value is near 1.0, as
demonstrated by the highly dense region under the red line near the true value of 1.0,
though to a lesser degree compared to the Naı̈ve strategy.
Observing Figure 5.2c, the scatter plot closely resembles that for the Full Set:
there is a dense region near the red line around the value of 0.2, and perceivable
dense area near the red line at values of 0.7 and 1.0, though to a lesser degree.
Visually, there does not seems to be a significant drop in predictive power by using
only three variables instead of the entire set of variables. Thus, for this network,
the application of the statistical learning model can be made more computationally
efficient by using the Optimized Set of variables with minimal impact to prediction
error.
To supplement these plots, the predictive power is quantitatively evaluated by
calculating the mean squared error (MSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) of the
data set, which are described in Equation 5.34 and Equation 5.35, respectively.
2

M SE = h[xi − x0i ] ii

(5.34)

M AE = h|xi − x0i |ii

(5.35)

where xi is the true value of the nodal unsatisfaction for data point i, x0i is the
predicted value for the nodal unsatisfaction for data point i, |•| denotes the absolute
value of the quantity •, and h•ii denotes the averaging of the quantities • for all data
points i.
For the Naı̈ve strategy, Metric strategy with Full Set, and Metric strategy with
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Figure 5.3: Binned prediction error of the nodal unsatisfaction using the Naı̈ve and
Metric models. (a) depicts the binned mean squared error (MSE) and (b) depicts the
binned mean absolute error (MAE).
Optimized Set, the MSE over all data points is 0.0343, 0.0260, and 0.0266, respectively, and the MAE over all data points is 0.1523, 0.1248, and 0.1251, respectively.
Thus, there is a perceivable disparity in overall predictive power between the Naı̈ve
strategy and Metric strategies, while the Optimized Set appears to nearly replicate
the power of the Full Set. To further analyze the predictive power of these models,
the MSE and MAE values are also calculated for different bins of true values such
to capture the predictive power as a function of the true values, which are presented
in Figure 5.3. Bins are separated in increments of 0.1; thus, the binned MAE may
be interpreted as the following: every 0.1 increment of MAE signifies the number
of bins away the current bin that nodes should have been assigned to, on average.
The black solid line with circle markers correspond to the Naı̈ve model, the dashed
blue line with triangle markers correspond to the Metric, Full Set, model, and the
dashed-dotted red line with cross markers correspond to the Metric, Optimized Set,
model.
Observing Figure 5.3, the binned MSE and MAE values for the Naı̈ve model
indicates that it performs relatively poorly in predicting nodal unsatisfaction values
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below 0.3 and above 0.7, which is consistent from the observations of the scatter plots.
However, the Naı̈ve strategy appears to perform better than the Metric strategies
between nodal unsatisfaction values of 0.4 and 0.7. While this could imply that the
Naı̈ve strategy performs better in this region, this also could be attributed to how
the predicted values are constrained to this region as shown in the scatter plot, and
as such may simply perform better as an unintended effect of the limitation of the
Naı̈ve model.
In comparing the binned MSE and MAE values between the two Metric strategies,
it appears that the performance of the Optimal Set is inferior only in the regions of low
nodal unsatisfaction values (i.e. slightly disrupted networks), which are arguably not
as important in application, since the focus is on the performance of highly disrupted
networks. These results further demonstrate that using the Optimized Set makes the
Random Forest model more computationally efficient without a significant impact to
performance.

5.6.2

Sensitivity of Predictive Power to Training Data Size

The previous subsection demonstrated the capability of the Metric strategy, Optimized Set to maintain superior predictive power despite the use of only three predictor variables. Recall that these models have been constructed using 1,820 training
data points. This subsection aims to push the efficiency of this strategy further by
reducing the size of the training data and observing the impact to predictive power.
This chapter presents three additional models following the Metric strategy, Optimized Set, constructed from three different amounts of training data. The first model
uses 500 training data points (a subset of the set of 1,820 data points previously used
for training). This model is assigned the designation Tr500. The second model uses
100 training data points, and assigned the designation Tr100. The third model uses
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10 training data points, and assigned the designation Tr10. These models are compared with the previously constructed model using 1,820 training data, designated
Opt. Figure 5.4 presents the scatter plots depicting the predicted values versus the
true values for these models. Figure 5.4a depicts the scatter plot for Tr500, Figure 5.4b depicts the scatter plot for Tr100, Figure 5.4c depicts the scatter plot for
Tr10, and Figure 5.4d depicts the scatter plot for Opt.
Observing the scatter plots in Figure 5.4, Tr500 appears to perform well and
resembles the performance of the previous model using 1,820 training data points.
Meanwhile, Tr100 appears to exhibit a constraining effect for the predicted values
around 0.5, and Tr10 exhibits a strong constraining effect such to limit predictions to
values between 0.6 and 0.8, reminiscent of the scatter plot for the Naı̈ve model. This
again demonstrates the limitation of the Random Forest methodology to extrapolate
if the training is inadequate. On the other hand, for Tr100 the region with higher
nodal unsatisfaction appears to perform just as well as the other models. For Tr10,
there still exists a slight correlation between the predicted and true values, as the
bottom left and top right areas of the scatter plot exhibits a high density of data
points.
To supplement this analysis, the MSE and MAE of these models are calculated.
The overall MSE of Tr500, Tr100, and Tr10 are 0.0274, 0.0356, and 0.0496, respectively, and the overall MAE values are 0.1266, 0.1409, and 0.1939, respectively. Recall
that the MSE and MAE for Opt are 0.0266 and 0.1259. The binned MSE and MAE
for these models are also calculated, and shown in Figure 5.5.
Consistent with the previous analysis, Tr500 appears to adequately replicate the
performance of Opt, Tr100 appears to perform well for larger nodal unsatisfaction
values, and Tr10 only performs well in the region to which its predictions are constrained, which is an unintentional effect of the limitations of the Random Forest
model. Thus, this implies that 500 training data points may sufficiently saturate the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.4: Scatter plots depicting the true nodal unsatisfaction from the hydraulic
model versus the predicted nodal unsatisfaction from the Random Forest models
following the Metric strategy, Optimized set. (a) depicts the performance of the
model using 500 training data points. (b) depicts the performance of the model using
100 training data points. (c) depicts the performance of the model using 10 training
data points. (d) depicts the performance of the model using 1,820 data points.
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(b)

Figure 5.5: Binned prediction error of the nodal unsatisfaction using the Metric
models with varying size of training data. (a) depicts the binned mean squared error
(MSE) and (b) depicts the binned mean absolute error (MAE).
parameter space such to yield adequate predictions. Additionally, a training data size
of 100 may still perform well if only high nodal unsatisfaction were required to be
predicted.

5.7

Use of Statistical Learning Strategies for Retrofit
Selection

While the previous sections assess the performance of the proposed statistical models
in terms of their predictive power, this section assesses the performance of the models
in application. Specifically, these models will be used in the calculation of the Tempered Pipe Participation Factor (TPPF) used for pipe retrofit selection presented in
Chapter 4. The primary component of the calculation of TPPF is the formulation
of the set of maps in SD , which is determined by the nodal unsatisfaction associated
with those maps. Hydraulic flow simulation is performed using EPANET [136] and
GIRAFFE [165] in Chapter 4 to determine the nodal unsatisfaction. In this chapter,
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the statistical models are instead used to predict the nodal unsatisfaction, and the
resulting retrofit selection are compared to those found using hydraulic simulation.

5.7.1

Effectiveness of Retrofits Using the Optimized Random
Forest Model

This section first presents the effectiveness of retrofits selected using TPPF with an
SD defined to include maps with nodal unsatisfaction above the threshold of 0.8. The
Random Forest model using the Metric strategy, with the Optimized Set of variables,
is used to predict the nodal unsatisfaction values. This model is trained using 1,820
data points, and used to predict damage simulations to be above or below a nodal
satisfaction of 0.8. After the calculation of TPPF, 55 kilometers of pipeline with the
highest TPPF is selected for retrofit. Here, retrofits cause pipes to be invulnerable to
damage to make more explicit the differences in effectiveness of each retrofit scheme.
Figure 5.6 presents the network performance after the application of retrofits in the
form of the annual exceedance rate of nodal unsatisfaction. The network with retrofits
using the Random Forest model is labeled as Opt, and this is compared to the network
with retrofits using hydraulic simulation, labeled as Hydraulic.
Figure 5.6 indicates that the Random Forest model predictions are capable of
replicating the retrofit effectiveness of those calculating using hydraulic simulation.
Additionally, the retrofit selection from the use of the Random Forest model matches
approximately 95% of pipeline, by length, with the retrofit selection based on hydraulic simulation. This implies that despite the variability in predicted values observed in the scatter plots, the Random Forest models perform well in selecting effective retrofits.
Note that despite the moderate prediction error indicated by the scatter plot in
Figure 5.2 and the binned MSE and MAE in Figure 5.3, the Random Forest model
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Figure 5.6: Network performance in terms of the annual exceedance rate of the nodal
unsatisfaction after the application of retrofits. Retrofits are selected using either
hydraulic simulation (labeled Hydraulic) or a Random Forest model using the Metric
strategy, with the Optimized Set of variables (labeled Opt).
was able to nearly match the hydraulic model in identifying important pipes. This
may speak to the robustness of the metric TPPF in that the threshold for SD need not
be too stringent such to capture effective retrofits; on the other hand, the application
of these models to the calculation of TPPF changes the nature of the prediction: since
the nodal unsatisfaction is used to determine the maps in SD , and SD is defined by a
threshold, then the objective turns into the classification of maps above or below the
threshold. Thus, beyond the assignment of the correct label, the disparity between
the true and predicted values of nodal unsatisfaction is moot.
The predictive power of the Random Forest models in terms of classification is
assessed by calculating and analyzing the confusion matrix. The confusion matrix in
a classification problem is defined to be the set of values that describe the proportion
of data that is correctly or incorrectly labeled. Given two classification labels A and
∼ A (not A), the confusion matrix is composed of the true negative, which describes
the proportion of data that is correctly labeled as ∼ A, false positive, which describes
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the proportion of the data that is predicted to be A when the true label is ∼ A, false
negative, which describes the proportion of the data that is predicted to be ∼ A when
the true label is A, and true positive, which describes the proportion of the data that
is correctly labeled as A. Using the confusion matrix, we may determine the classification accuracy—the proportion of data that is correctly labeled—by summing the
true negative and true positive proportions. Furthermore, as the TPPF calculation
uses those maps that are classified to be above the threshold of 0.8, we may also consider the proportion of confounding data—the proportion of the data included in the
TPPF calculation that should not have been included. Using the confusion matrix,
the proportion of confounding data may be calculated by finding the ratio of false
positive labels to the sum of the false positive and true positive labels. The proportion of confounding data captures the amount of incorrect data (or noise) that enters
the TPPF calculation, which may impact the effectiveness of the resulting retrofits.
For the model used in Figure 5.6, the proportions of the true negative, false
positive, false negative, and true positive are 0.6225, 0.0648, 0.1659, and 0.1467,
respectively. This may be graphically seen in Figure 5.7, which depicts the scatter
plot from Figure 5.2c with dashed black lines indicating the threshold used for TPPF
calculation.
The dashed black lines define the boundary between the class labels of data points:
points to the left of the vertical dashed black line are truly below the threshold and
should not be included in the TPPF calcuation; those right of the vertical dashed
black line are truly above the threshold should be included in the calculation; those
below the vertical dashed black line are predicted to be below the threshold and
are not included in the calculation; those above the vertical dashed black line are
predicted to be above the threshold and included in the calculation. The quadrants
formed by these dashed black lines correspond to the elements of the confusion matrix.
For example, the data points in top right quadrant are both truly above the threshold
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Figure 5.7: Scatter plot depicting the predictive power of the Random Forest model
using the Optimized set of variables. The dashed black lines indicate the threshold
used for TPPF calculation and define the boundary between class labels of data
points (i.e. included or not included in the calculation of TPPF) for the associated
classification problem.
and predicted to be above the threshold, and thus are true positive events. These
data points compose a proportion of 0.1467 of all points in the scatter plot.
Using the values in the confusion matrix, the classification accuracy is 0.7692,
and the proportion of confounding data is 0.3064. The selection of the retrofits using
this model suggests that this classification accuracy is high enough, or alternatively
the proportion of confounding data is low enough, such to yield an adequate set
for SD and efficiently select retrofits. Note that despite this moderate proportion of
confounding data, the retrofit selection using the Random Forest model is capable
of matching 95% of pipeline. One explanation could be that the correctly labeled
data points have higher weight in the TPPF calculation, which is not reflected in the
scatter plot or these numbers. Another explanation could be that the confounding
data does identify a subset of pipeline that are truly important, and this is reinforced
by the contribution of the correctly labeled data. Furthermore, the TPPF is fairly
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robust as the threshold of 0.8 is not a strict one—similar network performance was
observed when this threshold was varied as seen in Section 4.4.3. Thus, the random
forest models are not required to perfectly classify each damage simulation as long as
they are generally able to capture highly disrupted networks.

5.7.2

Sensitivity of Retrofit Selection Effectiveness to Predictive Power

This subsection performs a sensitivity analysis of the adequacy of the set SD and
effectiveness of the resulting retrofit selection to the predictive power of the Random
Forest models. First, the impact on retrofit effectiveness due to the reduction of
training data for the Random Forest model is evaluated. The models corresponding to
Tr500, Tr100, and Tr10 defined in Section 5.6 are employed here for TPPF calculation
and retrofit selection. Figure 5.8 depicts the resulting network performance using
these models, as compared to the Hydraulic and Opt curves from Figure 5.6. An
additional curve depicting the network performance with no retrofits is added for
comparison and labeled Baseline.
Observing Figure 5.8, the Tr500 and Tr100 models appear to perform just as
well as Opt and Hydraulic, while the Tr10 model exhibits a large disparity in the
effectiveness of the retrofits. This is consistent with the previous analysis of the
predictive power of these models, in which Tr500 performed as well as Opt, while
Tr10 exhibited perceivable inadequacies. In fact, recalling Figure 5.4c, the Tr10
model cannot predict values above 0.8, so the selected retrofits are completely random.
Also recall, the Tr100 model had higher overall prediction errors, but performs just
as well in predicting higher nodal unsatisfaction as the other models, which is exactly
what the retrofit selection uses. This further demonstrates the capability of the
Random Forest model to perform well with a relatively small amount of training on
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Figure 5.8: Network performance in terms of the annual exceedance rate of the nodal
unsatisfaction after the application of retrofits. Retrofits are selected using either
hydraulic simulation (labeled Hydraulic), a Random Forest model using the Metric
strategy, with the Optimized Set of variables and 1,820 training data (labeled Opt), a
model constructed with 500 training data (labeled Tr500), a model constructed with
100 training data (labeled Tr100), and a model constructed with 10 training data
(labeled Tr10). The curve labeled Baseline describes the network performance with
no retrofits.
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Figure 5.9: Network performance in terms of the annual exceedance rate of the nodal
unsatisfaction after the application of retrofits. Retrofits are selected using hydraulic
simulation (labeled Hydraulic), a Random Forest model using the Metric strategy,
with the Optimized Set of variables (labeled Opt), and a Random Forest model using
the Naı̈ve strategy. The curve labeled Baseline describes the network performance
with no retrofits.
the order of 500 data points, and potentially down to 100 data points, depending on
the application and the features of the training data.
Next, this section assesses the impact of using the Naı̈ve strategy for nodal unsatisfaction predictions in retrofit selection. Figure 5.9 depicts the network performance
after retrofit are implemented using TPPF calculated with hydraulic simulation, the
Metric model with the Optimized Set, and the Naı̈ve model, whose curves are denoted
Hydraulic, Opt, and N aive, respectively.
In Figure 5.9, interestingly, both Random Forest models appear to perform just as
well as the hydraulic simulation. Note that this is despite the disparity in predictive
power between the Naı̈ve and Metric strategies and the expression of the limitation
of Random Forests in the Naı̈ve model as discussed in Section 5.6. Additionally, the
retrofit selection from the Naı̈ve strategy matches approximately 92% of pipeline, by
length, with the retrofit selection from the use of hydraulic simulation.
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An analysis of the confusion matrix may explain the performance of the Naı̈ve
strategy. Its true negative, false positive, false negative, and true positive proportions
are 0.67586, 0.0115, 0.2692, and 0.0434, respectively. This yields a classification
accuracy of 0.7193 and a proportion of confounding data of 0.2095. Thus, although
the Naı̈ve strategy is relatively poorer at predicting nodal unsatisfaction (recall its
MSE of 0.0343 compared with that of the Metric strategy, Optimized Set, of 0.0266)
and relatively poorer at classifying maps with higher than 0.8 nodal unsatisfaction
(compare its true positive of 0.0434 with that of the Metric strategy, Optimized
Set, of 0.1467), the Naı̈ve strategy actually has a competitive classification accuracy
(compared to 0.7692 for the Metric strategy, Optimized Set) and a lower proportion
of confounding data (compared to .3064 for the Metric strategy, Optimized Set).
Thus, while the Naı̈ve strategy is less accurate overall, the data used by TPPF is just
as accurate (if not more so) by proportion, which may explain its ability to select
efficient retrofits.

5.7.3

Computational Advantages of Statistical Learning Methods

The previous sections in this chapter have analyzed and discussed the accuracy of the
proposed Random Forest models, which is typically the concern for surrogate models.
This section briefly discusses the advantages for the use of the Random Forest models
in terms of the efficiency in computation time. For the hydraulic simulation strategy,
the computation time of GIRAFFE is recorded. For the statistical learning strategies, the computation time for data assembly, metric calculations, model training,
and model prediction are recorded. The recorded computation times are tabulated
in Table 5.2. The tabulated computation times reflect empirical computation times
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performed in series—while there are opportunities for parallel processing to be applied, this is not reflected in these numbers. Computations are performed on a 64 bit
Windows 10 laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500 2.40 GHz processor.
According Table 5.2, the primary time contributor for the Naı̈ve strategy is the
model training, while the majority of time for the Metric strategies is spent in calculating the explanatory metrics. Additionally, the use of Random Forest models
have greatly reduced computational expense in comparison to the use of hydraulic
simulation: a factor of approximately 30 for the Naı̈ve strategy and a factor of approximately 600 for the Metric strategy. In comparison between the Random Forest
models, the model training times of the Metric strategies are significantly better than
that of the Naı̈ve strategy such to outweigh the time to compute the explanatory
metrics. This is due to the Naı̈ve model having to grow decision trees using a pool
of 6,307 predictor variables, while the Metric strategies only deal with 49 for the Full
Set and 3 for the Optimized Set. Furthermore, note that prediction time is nearly instant for all Random Forest models. Thus, once the model is constructed, subsequent
network performance estimation is very cheap, facilitating large scale estimation and
rapid assessment.
This section has shown that the Metric strategies require a small fraction of the
computation time of full hydraulic simulation. These results indicate that statistical learning methods may be powerful candidates for rapid network performance
estimation, especially for large networks.

5.8

Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated the application of the statistical learning technique,
Random Forest, to the performance estimation water supply networks subjected to
perturbation from seismic hazard. Two strategies of applying Random Forest are
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Table 5.2: Approximate Computation Times of Network Performance Estimation
Methods.
Procedure

Computation Times (seconds)

Hydraulic Simulation
Per data point

1000

Total time (1,820 data points)

1, 800, 000

Naı̈ve Strategy
Data assembly and prediction, per data point

<1

Model training (1,820 training data points)

60, 000

Total time (1,820 data points)

60, 000

Metric Strategy, Full Set
Precalculations, supplementary tools

450

Metric calculations, per data point

6

Model training (1,820 data points)

60

Prediction, per data point

<1

Total time (1,820 data points)

12, 000

Metric Strategy, Optimized Set
Precalculations, supplementary tools

60

Metric calculations, per data point

1.5

Model training (1,820 data points)

10

Prediction, per data point

<1

Total time (1,820 data points)

3000
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explored: a Naı̈ve strategy, in which network component states are used as predictor
variables, and a Metric strategy, in which network component states are translated to
a set of explanatory metrics that summarize the impact to the network due to those
network component states, and these explanatory metrics are used as predictor variables. Twenty-three different metrics are discussed and explored, yielding a potential
49 predictor variables that encompasses all discussed metrics and their application
to specific components. An optimized set of 3 predictor variables are identified using
the out-of-bag permuted variable delta error as the measure of variable importance.
The predictive power of the Random Forest model using the optimized set is evaluated and compared to the model using all explanatory variables as well as the model
using the Naı̈ve strategy. The results imply that the optimized set performs nearly
as well as the set of all explanatory variables while performing better than the Naı̈ve
strategy. Additionally, the effect of training data size on predictive power was assessed. When applying the statistical model to the calculation of TPPF for retrofit
selection, the resulting retrofits performed similarly to those determined using hydraulic simulation. Then, the sensitivity of retrofit effectiveness to the training data
size and predictive power of the statistical model was performed, which showed that
the retrofit effectiveness was robust to training data size down to a certain minimum
size. Additionally, the Naı̈ve strategy performed well in retrofit selection, despite its
shortcomings regarding predictive power.
There are many avenues for future work that addresses the limitations of the
current results and enhance the potential of the proposed methodology. First, this
study obtains the damage vectors used for training data from simulations of ground
motion and component damage. While this choice of training data seems sensible if
the model is used to estimate network performance for data from a similar origin, this
data may be biased towards certain network components (due to their fragility), and
the impacts of the remaining components may not be adequately assessed. Thus, there
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may be opportunities to optimize the training data such to better cover the parameter
space in an unbiased manner. Such training data optimization may further increase
in the fidelity of the model while decreasing computational requirements regarding
model training. Another avenue for research is to assess the proposed methodology
on other networks with different characteristics. As this chapter only explores the
application of the methodology to the AWSS, the predictive power demonstrated by
the explored Random Forest models may only pertain to this network. Networks
with different characteristics may exhibit different results in terms of the predictive
power of these models and the relative importance of the explanatory metrics. The
consideration of other networks would better validate the proposed methodology,
as well as promote its adoption. Furthermore, the set of metrics used as predictor
variables may be further refined to better capture network attributes; for example,
the metrics used here are not specific to planar networks, and thus may not be entirely
appropriate to describe water supply networks.
This chapter has demonstrated the potential of statistical models to supplement
or replace full physical characterization and simulation for the estimation of network
performance. Moreover, Random Forest models in combination with the proposed set
of explanatory metrics has been shown to adequately replicate the network performance estimates and retrofit effectiveness from the use of hydraulic simulation. This
favorable performance in combination with its computational advantages makes it an
attractive candidate for future research and possible implementation.

Chapter 6
Summary
6.1

Contributions and Conclusions

This dissertation proposes methods for efficient but comprehensive modeling of the
seismic risk of large distributed water supply networks and risk-informed selection of
pipelines for retrofit. These methods are advocated in pursuit of the primary objectives of this work: (1) facilitate the application of probabilistic analysis on infrastructure network reliability assessment; (2) integrate seismic risk of network components
into component importance estimation to enable risk informed retrofit selection; and
(3) develop tractable models for the analysis of large complex networks while maintaining probabilistic rigor and capturing the physics of the problems to best replicate
reality. The remainder of this section elaborates on the contributions and relevant
findings associated to these objectives.
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Probabilistic analysis for infrastructure network reliability assessment

Chapter 2 integrates sophisticated and recent methods for the regional probabilistic
seismic risk analysis for application to distributed infrastructure networks. Specifically, this chapter discusses methods for the enumeration of possible future earthquake scenarios, probabilistic sampling of the ground motion amplitude fields for
these scenarios (elaborated in Chapter 3), translation of ground motion amplitudes
to pipe probability of damage, probabilistic sampling of pipe damage realizations to
obtain network damage scenarios, and performance estimation of networks subjected
to these damage scenarios. The network performance resulting from these damage
scenarios are linked with the annual occurrence rate of the associated ground motion
scenarios, resulting in a curve describing the annual exceedance rate of the network
performance. These curves serve to inform certain retrofit heuristics as well as used
to assess the effectiveness of retrofits in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 4, a retrofit heuristic was considered based on the probability of failure
of pipes in a scenario analysis—specifically, using median values of a MW 7.9 San Andreas rupture scenario. The results show that the retrofits using this heuristic do not
perform better than random retrofits, suggesting the inadequacy of scenario based
analysis. Furthermore, the findings in this chapter demonstrate the value of performing a probabilistic analysis through the superior performance of the risk informed
heuristics.

6.1.2

Risk informed retrofit selection

Chapter 2 proposes an end-to-end framework that integrates probabilistic seismic
risk analysis of distributed infrastructure networks with network retrofit planning. In
addition to the methods for probabilistic seismic risk analysis described above, this
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chapter discusses techniques to integrate the results of these analyses into network
component importance estimation for retrofit selection. The initial results demonstrate the strength of the risk informed retrofit selection technique as compared to
random selection. These techniques are elaborated in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 proposes additional retrofitting heuristics and evaluates them against
existing methods. The proposed heuristics integrate seismic risk considerations into
the estimation of network component importance by identifying those damage scenarios with high network disruption and selecting components that are damaged in those
scenarios. As these damage scenarios reflect realizations of spatially correlated ground
motion, the effects of joint failure of components are captured. The results indicate
that the proposed heuristic, the Tempered Pipe Participation Factor (TPPF), combined with an existing heuristic, the Risk Achievement Worth (RAW), yields superior
retrofit effectiveness. Further analysis finds that the methods that involve performing
risk analysis to identify damage scenarios with high disruption perform better than
those that forgo risk analysis and include all scenarios. These findings demonstrate
the value of the integration of probabilistic risk considerations into retrofit selection.

6.1.3

Improved methods for analysis of complex networks

Chapter 3 evaluates techniques for the computation of ground motion amplitude fields
in terms of their ability to replicate the desired spatial correlation structure, computational expense, and convenience of their application. Specifically, the Spectral,
Turning Bands, and Circulant Embedding Simulation methods are evaluated against
the commonly used direct sampling methods, denoted the Covariance and Sequential Simulation methods. The findings identify the Circulant Embedding Simulation
method to be superior in terms of computational expense, while the Covariance and
Sequential Simulation methods exhibit high computational cost with poor scaling
with field size. This suggests that the Circulant Embedding method may be a strong
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candidate for regional probabilistic seismic hazard analysis due to its ability to accommodate the scale and scope of such an analysis. However, the Covariance and
Sequential methods may be more convenient to use if the particular application does
not require the computational advantages of the Circulant Embedding method.
Chapter 4 pursues tractable and scalable heuristics based methods of estimating water distribution network component importance for the selection of retrofits.
These methods attempt to find near optimal solutions while forgoing the computational expense of enumeration or optimization strategies, which become prohibitively
expensive for large complex networks.
Chapter 5 applies statistical learning techniques for the prediction of network
performance due to perturbation from seismic events. Specifically, Random Forest
models are trained with data calculated using physics based network performance
models. Two strategies are explored: a Naı̈ve strategy in which the states of network
components are used a predictor variables, and a Metric based strategy in which
the network component states are translated into a set of explanatory metrics that
attempts to capture their impact to network behavior. The Naı̈ve strategy uses 6,307
predictor variables, each corresponding to the damage state of a pipe segment, while
the Metric strategy translates these states into 23 metrics, which contribute to a total
of 49 predictor variables. Additionally, variable importance in the Random Forest
model is used to identify a optimized subset of three metrics, and an additional model
using this optimized subset is explored. The results show that the Metric strategy
adequately predicts network performance even with a modest amount of training
data, and is superior to the Naı̈ve strategy. Using the optimized subset of metrics
exhibits significant computational savings—approximately a factor of 600 compared
to that the use of the physics based model—with only a minor loss in accuracy.
Further analysis incorporates these models into retrofit selection calculations, and
the resulting retrofits demonstrate marginal deviation in effectiveness compared to
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those calculated using physics based models. These findings indicate the potential of
statistical learning methods to enable computationally efficient network performance
estimation and probabilistic analysis.

6.2

Limitations and Future Work

This dissertation investigates and discusses many topics related to the probabilistic
seismic risk assessment of water distribution networks and risk informed retrofitting
of these networks. This section discusses the limitations of the findings in this work
as well as avenues for future work.


The methods used to characterize the concepts composing the proposed framework in Chapter 2 are chosen from a large pool of available methods in the
literature such to limit the scope of this dissertation. Appropriate alternate
methods may be applied, some of which are discussed in Appendix A, and
the fidelity of the analysis may be enhanced by integrating additional failure
modes of network components (e.g. liquefaction and nodal fragility), the use of
ground motion time series rather than amplitudes to assess network component
damage, network interdependency effects (e.g. water pumps requiring power),
scenario dependent demands (e.g. simulating fires following earthquakes due
to simulated ground motion to estimate demands), and more realistic modeling of retrofits (e.g. modifying component fragility rather than making them
invulnerable).



The proposed heuristics in Chapter 4 and metrics in Chapter 5 as currently formulated are somewhat experimental and have been subjected to cursory analysis. These techniques serve as prototypes that demonstrate the potential of the
concepts they embody, rather than prescriptive procedures. Future work may
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refine these proposed concepts, as well as provide more rigorous theoretical and
analytical backing. For example, these methods have been applied to a single
case study network, and as such the generality of these methods in application
to other networks may be assessed in future work.


This dissertation demonstrates the proposed framework using nodal unsatisfaction and demand unsatisfaction as the primary network performance metrics
to evaluate the reliability of the network and the effectiveness of the retrofit
strategies. A potential alternative would be to compute financial losses due to
the damage scenarios. This would enable a comparison between retrofitting decisions of different scales (and different costs) as well as better inform financial
preparedness for post disaster recovery. It would, however, require additional
models to predict financial impacts from lack of water supply, which is a difficult
problem.



The proposed framework focuses on the mitigation of impacts to network performance right after the seismic event, which is critical for immediate post disaster
needs, such as the functionality of emergency health care services and fighting
fires following earthquakes. However, this framework could better consider community resilience by integrating recovery time as a performance metric for the
risk analyses and mitigation strategy evaluations.



Currently, the methods discussed here assume the static nature of the concepts
composing the framework. There is opportunity to integrate a time dependent
aspect to these concepts, such as the evolution of the hazard over time, the
growth of the network to accommodate future needs, and the change of fragility
of network components due to deterioration or maintenance actions.



The assessment of computational expense demonstrated in this dissertation,
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such as those associated to the random field simulation techniques in Chapter 3
and the network performance estimation models in Chapter 5, are empirical,
with their Matlab implementations tested on a personal computer; and as such,
there may be features in the implementation or testing procedure (and outside
of their theoretical bases) that may negatively impact their performance. For
example, these methods are subjected to how efficiently Matlab manipulates
data and how the code is constructed. Future work may supplement these
empirical results with theoretical evaluation of computational efficiency, as well
as investigate the potential for improved implementation.


Finally, this dissertation proposes a framework for the seismic mitigation of
water supply systems. However, the concepts discussed here may be applied to
other forms of hazard as well as other types of lifeline infrastructure networks.
Generally, the framework proposed in Chapter 2 is composed of hazard identification and probabilistic analysis, translation of the hazard into network component failures and network reliability estimates, and the development of risk
mitigation strategies informed by these network reliability estimates. Chapter 4
presents heuristics that identify network components that tend to be damaged
in scenarios producing high network disruption. Chapter 5 pursues the use of
topological and flow based explanatory metrics to construct statistical learning
models. Conceptually, these procedures are not specific to seismic hazards or
water distribution networks, and thus may be utilized in other applications.

6.3

Closing Remarks

Ultimately, this dissertation contributes to the large body of research regarding the
reliability of lifeline infrastructure networks exposed to natural hazards. The research provides valuable insights into the seismic risk assessment and the mitigation
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of impacts for distributed infrastructure networks. Additionally, this work identifies
several compelling concepts to be further pursued in future research. The framework
established here provides a foundation for risk informed mitigation strategies for real
life complex networks in pursuit of resilient communities.

Appendix A
Alternative Methods for the
Proposed Framework
This appendix briefly discusses alternate strategies and additional explorations regarding the methods composing the proposed framework in Chapter 2. As some of
the methods used to demonstrate the framework may be specific to San Francisco,
this appendix provides suggestions on procedures that may be applicable to other
areas.

A.1

Generation of Ground Motion Maps

Earthquake Rupture Forecast
At the time this research was conducted, the most appropriate method to enumerate the earthquake hazards in San Francisco is UCERF2, an earthquake rupture
forecast developed for California by the Working Group on California earthquake
Probabilities [203]. At the time of writing, this model has been updated to UCERF3,
though this has not yet been implemented in OpenSHA. This update introduces a
time dependency on the hazard probability estimates, resulting in a higher consistency
193
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with empirical data [204].
However, for seismic analysis outside of California, using this earthquake rupture
forecast may be inappropriate. Another option suggested by the authors is utilizing
OpenQuake, open source software developed by the Global Earthquake Model (GEM)
for conducting seismic hazard analysis worldwide [48, 49]. OpenQuake is a powerful
package with many features and tools for risk analysis already integrated, such as
ground motion amplitude field simulation and structural vulnerability models.
Average Shear Wave Velocity, Vs30
Ground motion prediction equations may require the Vs30 , the average shear wave
velocity between the depths of 0 and 30 meters, as an assessment of the soil conditions
at each site. This study was able to use Vs30 values estimated from boring data.
However, if such data is unavailable, OpenSHA is capable of estimating VS30 using
topographic slope following the model developed by Wald and Allen [205].

A.2

Pipeline fragility estimation

This study uses pipe damage rates from Jeon and O'Rourke [1], which were regarded
as more appropriate for the pipes of San Francisco. One prominent source of damage
rates for general application is the Hazus-MH Technical Manual for the Earthquake
Model, a comprehensive loss estimation tool developed by FEMA [3]. The damage
rates for brittle pipes (e.g. cast iron (CI) pipes) and ductile pipes (e.g. steel and
ductile iron (DI) pipes) are described by Equation A.1:

RRate =



0.0001 × (P GV )2.25

if Cast Iron


0.00003 × (P GV )2.25

if Ductile Iron

(A.1)

where RRate is the resulting repair rate and P GV is the maximum peak ground
velocity.
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Figure A.1: Pipe damage rates from HAZUS [3] and Jeon and O’Rourke [1].
For comparison, the damage rates from Hazus and Jeon and O'Rourke are depicted
in Figure A.1.
Additionally, the deterioration of pipes may be modeled to capture a more accurate
estimation of their fragility [e.g. 122, 133, 206? –210].

A.3

Additional Combined Retrofitting Heuristics

This section explores additional heuristics derived from the combination of the heuristics explored in Chapter 4. Regarding the variants of PPF described in Section 4.2.5,
each of these heuristics attempt to capture additional information that may be relevant in assessing the importance of each pipe segments. These heuristics may be
combined by simultaneously implementing the individual modifications to the formulation of PPF. For example, IPPF from Equation 4.5 and TPPF from Equation 2.9
may be combined into the Tempered Iterated Pipe Participation Factor, TIPPF, by
combining the modifications found in the equations above to yielding the equation
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for TIPPF below.

T IP P Fi,k =

1
1
P
Li j∈SD |SD
k

k−1

X
wj

wj P (xi,j ≥ x)

(A.2)

j∈SDk |SDk−1

where Li is the length of the pipe segment i, wj is the weighting factor of damage
map j (here, taken to be the occurrence rate of damage map j), P (xi,j ≥ x) may be
interpreted as the probability of pipe damage for pipe segment i in damage map j,
and SD |SDk−1 is the set of damage maps that result in high network disruption in the
k th step after implementing the retrofits in the previous k − 1 steps.
This combined heuristic of TIPPF attempts to combine the computational advantages of TPPF with the improved optimization of retrofits from IPPF. To demonstrate
TIPPF, SD is again composed of damage maps resulting in nodal unsatisfaction levels
greater than 0.8. The number of steps k is chosen to be 2, and each step retrofits
approximately 27.5 km of pipeline.
The figure below depicts the retrofit scheme developed using TIPPF.
Compared to the retrofit scheme using IPPF as depicted in Figure 4.7e, the retrofit
scheme depicted in Figure A.2 condenses retrofits to the northeast and southeast parts
of the network, with some retrofits in the central part of the network. On the other
hand, Figure A.2 looks very similar to the retrofit scheme using TPPF as depicted
in Figure 4.7f, with some differences in the pipes identified for retrofitting in the
northeast and central parts of the network. The resulting network performance after
implementing the retrofit scheme using TIPPF is presented in the figures below. For
comparison, the network performance after retrofitting using IPPF and TPPF is also
depicted in the figures below.
Observing Figure A.3, TIPPF calculated using the current parameter does not
appear to significantly improve the effectiveness of retrofits. In Figure A.3a, TIPPF
performs similarly to TPPF prior to nodal unsatisfaction levels of 0.6, and then
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Figure A.2: Retrofit scheme using TIPPF.

(a)

(b)

Figure A.3: Resulting network performance in terms of (a) Nodal Unsatisfaction
and (b) Demand Unsatisfaction after implementing the retrofitting schemes based on
TIPPF.
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performs similarly to both TPPF and IPPF above nodal unsatisfaction levels of 0.6.
In Figure A.3b a similar trend is observed prior to and above demand unsatisfaction
levels of 0.8. Thus, combinations of this nature are not as advantageous or synergistic
as that described in Chapter 4.

Appendix B
Application of Proposed Methods
to Shelby County, Tennessee
This appendix briefly discusses the application of the framework from Chapter 2 as
well as the statistical learning techniques from Chapter 5 to another case study area,
the water and power networks of Shelby County, Tennessee.

B.1

Description of Case Study Networks

The network models used here are simplified versions of the Shelby County water and
power networks as studied in previous work [e.g. 21, 25, 27, 63]. The water supply
network is composed 71 links (pipelines) and 49 nodes, 14 of which are designated as
reservoirs with attached pumps. The water network is shown in Figure B.1a below.
The electrical power network is composed of 76 links (power lines) and 60 nodes, 17
of which are designated as 23kV substations, 20 are designated as 12kV substations,
and 9 are generation stations. This power network is depicted in Figure B.1b. These
networks cover a 50km × 50km area.
Network interdependence is also modeled here. In particular, the pumping stations
199
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Figure B.1: The (a) water supply and (b) electrical power networks of Shelby County,
Tennessee
of the water network are considered to be dependent on being supplied power from
the associated substation. Each pump is provided power by the substation that
services the area that the pump is located—the service areas of each substation and
the location of each pump is depicted in Figure B.2.

B.2

Evaluation of Ground Motion Hazards

OpenSHA is again utilized here to perform a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis.
As this area is in the central United States, the GEM1 earthquake rupture forecast
for the central United States, designated GEM1 CEUS ERF, is used [211]. This
ERF identifies 517,004 scenarios. These scenarios are samples from the New Madrid
Hazard zone, which is considered an area source. One realization of PGV and PGA
fields are simulated within a grid of sites with 1km spacing for each scenario using
the cross-correlated field simulation procedure described in [50]. This large set of
simulations is than optimized using the techniques described in Step 4 Section 2.3,
which considers the PGA and PGV at 16 key sites distributed throughout the area
and uses the proxy measure of mean number of damage in pipes. The optimization
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Figure B.2: The service areas for each substation and the affected pumping stations.
yields a final set of 96 scenarios.

B.3

Estimation of Performance of Interdependent
Networks

The fragility curves from HAZUS [3] are utilized here to characterize the fragility of
the network components. Specifically, the fragility curves for ductile and brittle pipes
are used for the cast iron and ductile iron pipes, those for medium/large anchored
pumping stations are used for all pumps, those for low voltage anchored substations
are used for the 12kV substations, those for medium voltage anchored substations
are used for the 23kV substations, and those for small anchored generation facilities
are used for all generators. For each scenario, the PGV and PGA is assigned to each
component according to the nearest site, and 20 simulations of damage is sampled,
resulting in 1,920 damage maps. As this study analyzes the network state immediately
after the event, any facility damage results in its shutdown. Additionally, pumps are
shut down if its associated substation cannot accommodate its power demand or is
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Figure B.3: The network performance estimation of the (a) water supply and (b)
electrical power networks of Shelby County, Tennessee using statistical learning models in comparison to the physics based models. (a) depicts the performance with and
without the consideration of the dependency of the pumps on power supply.
damaged.
The damage maps for the water network are fed into GIRAFFE [66, 165] for
hydraulic simulation, and the maps for the power network are fed into Matpower [212]
for optimal power flow simulation. The resulting network performances in terms of
nodal unsatisfaction are depicted in Figure B.3. The performance of water network
is evaluated with the above described dependency on the power network, denoted
W ater − Dep, as well as ignoring this dependency for comparison, denoted W ater −
Indep, both of which are depicted in Figure B.3a. The performance of the power
network is depicted in Figure B.3b.
In comparison to the AWSS of San Francisco, the probability of higher network
disruption appears to drop more sharply. This is mostly attributed to the nature of the
hazard—the New Madrid Hazard Zone produces very few scenarios with high ground
motion, and as a result, most of the scenarios yield minimal network component
damage.
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These plots serve as the baseline for comparison against the estimates using statistical learning techniques discussed in the next section.

B.4

Application of Random Forest Techniques

Similar to the strategies presented in Chapter 5, two procedures are applied here: a
Naı̈ve strategy in which network component states are used as predictor variables,
and a Metric strategy in which explanatory network metrics are used as predictor
variables. For each strategy, one model is constructed to predict the network performance of the water network, and a separate model is constructed to predict the
performance of the power network. However, both models integrate the component
states of both networks such to capture the effects of network interdependency. For
the Naı̈ve strategy, both models have a total of 147 predictor variables, composed of
the damage states of each pipe segment, pumping station, substation, and generator.
For the Metric strategy, the 23 explanatory metrics are calculated for each network,
yielding a total 138 predictor variables for both models. Additionally, an optimal
set of metrics is identified for both models using the variable importance measure
calculated by the Random Forest model, as described in Section 5.4. For the water
network prediction model, the use of the following six metrics appears to sufficiently
replicate the predictive power of the entire set: flow loss score (betweenness), flow
loss score (shortest path), meshedness coefficient, closeness of pump 10, link density,
and average degree, all calculated for the water network. An additional model is
constructed using this optimized set and denoted T op6. For the power network prediction model, the use of the following four metrics appears to sufficiently replicate
the predictive power of the entire set: redirection, meshedness coefficient, directed
reachability loss, and directed connectivity loss, all calculated for the power network.
An additional model is constructed using this optimized set and denoted T op4. For
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Figure B.4: The network performance estimation of the (a) water supply and (b) electrical power networks of Shelby County, Tennessee using statistical learning models
in comparison to the physics based models.
all models, 1000 training data points are used for model construction. This training
data is calculated using the physics based models with network component damage
simulated based on the ground motions described above.
Figure B.4 depicts the network performance estimates using the above described
statistical learning models in comparison to those calculated using the associated
physics based models. Specifically, the Naı̈ve, Metric, and Top6 models for the water
network are compared to the hydraulic simulation with and without integration of the
dependency of pumps on power supply in Figure B.4a. the Naı̈ve, Metric, and Top4
models for the power network are compared to the optimal power flow calculation in
Figure B.4a.
Observing Figure B.4a, while the Metric and Top6 models appear to slightly better match physical models as compared to the Naı̈ve model, these models as currently
formulated are poor at predicting higher network disruption. As the training data
is based on the available ground motion, this may partially be attributed to the
proportionally smaller amount of training data with high network disruption such
to inhibit the model from adequately capturing this domain. On the other hand,
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observing Figure B.4b, the Metric strategies appear to perform well in predicting
the network performance of the power network. Recall that the two of the top four
most important metrics for these models are the directed reachability loss and directed connectivity loss, both of which are topological network performance metrics.
Meanwhile, these metrics were regarded as one of the least important to the AWSS
in Chapter 5. This may imply that the behavior of the power network as currently
modeled heavily resembles a topological model—that is, network connectivity governs network performance, while generation and line capacities, line losses, and other
physical components of power flow as less important. Therefore, the performance of
the power network may be simpler to capture due to this reduction of the complexity
of its behavior. This, in addition to the disparity of the importance of variables between the models constructed here and that constructed for the AWSS in Chapter 5,
suggests that the effectiveness of the statistical learning technique may be dependent
on the properties and behavior of the network.

B.5

Final Remarks

The current analysis and results presented in this appendix supplements the work in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 5. However, the findings here are but the initial step of an
ongoing collaborative study of network performance models with Professor Leonardo
Dueñas-Osorio and Andres Gonzales of Rice University. Future tasks regarding this
work further assesses the impacts of the properties and modeling of the network on
the statistical learning models, as well as evaluates it against topological analyses
[e.g. 21] and network flows models [e.g. 63].
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